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Abstract—To achieve smooth communication between the deaf
and hard of hearing and hearing people, we developed a Japanese
fingerspelling (JF) recognition system based on sensor gloves.
A light and inexpensive sensor glove was adapted for the daily
use of the system. We conducted evaluation experiments using a
convolutional neural network (CNN) to recognize 76 characters
in JF. The target JF alphabet included 35 characters for dynamic
fingerspelling, and required both finger and wrist movement. The
experimental results show that the average recognition rate of
the developed system was approximately 70.0%. Additionally,
we conducted a continuous fingerspelling recognition experiment
using CNNs and long short-term memory (LSTMs) networks,
aiming to recognize consecutive fingerspelling. We proposed a
dataset to exploit the characteristics of JF and selected 64
words according to the finger flexion, direction, and movement
differences among various signers. Using the collected data, we
then conducted evaluation experiments with seven types of neural
networks. The overlapping characteristics present in JF were
exploited because finger flexion, finger extension, hand direction,
and hand movements vary significantly among people currently
learning sign language, people corresponding in Japanese sign
language (JSL), and people using JSL in their daily lives.
Consequently, the average recognition rate (micro F-measure) of
76 JF characters was approximately 92.1%. Based on the results
of single fingerspelling and continuous fingerspelling recognition
experiments, we discussed the issues concerning the recognition
of JF characters and development of sign language recognition
systems.

Keywords–Sign language; Japanese fingerspelling; Sensor
glove; Recognition; Convolutional neural network; Long short-term
memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this study, we developed a Japanese fingerspelling (JF)
recognition system incorporating a sensor glove and deep
learning to achieve smooth communication between the deaf
and hard of hearing (DHH) and hearing people, and investi-
gated the recognition rate of the JF alphabet.

This study extends our initial study [1] on a sensor-glove-
based JF recognition system for using deep learning to realize
smooth communication between DHH and hearing people.

In recent years, interest in speech recognition and infor-
mation technology devices with voice input functions has in-
creased. Various applications, such as UDtalk [2], KoeTra [3],
and cloud-speech-to-text services [4] have been released to
provide information accessibility to the DHH based on speech
recognition. Consequently, the DHH can read text correspond-
ing to the speech of hearing people.

As a primary communication method, sign language is used
in everyday conversations among the DHH. However, hearing

people find reading sign language difficult; this results in a
communication gap between DHH and hearing people.

Sign language has different characteristics from spoken
language. It is expressed itself through finger extensions
and flexion, hand directions, hand movements, and facial
expressions. Hence, learning and reading sign language is
difficult. Therefore, a system for converting sign language into
voice information or text information (i.e., a sign language
recognition system) is necessary (see Figure 1).

Research has been conducted on information accessibility
systems for sign language recognition [5]–[12]. However, com-
pared with information accessibility systems based on speech
recognition that are fast reaching maturity, the development
of a practical sign language recognition system remains in
progress.

In this context, even in a specific country, for example,
Japan, differences exist in sign language expressions in the
daily lives of people new to sign language, those using signed
exact Japanese (SEJ), and those using Japanese Sign Language
(JSL). A person learning sign language for the first time
learns sign language using a dictionary and other teaching
materials. Sign language dictionaries contain many standard-
ized finger expressions for people to imitate and practice, and
for slowly and carefully expressing themselves. People using
SEJ express themselves one word at a time, as in Japanese,
and not using facial expressions. Conversely, people using
JSL express themselves using their fingers, hand directions,
hand movements, facial expressions, etc. People with relatively
little experience in sign language tend to express themselves
slowly, whereas people with more experience tend to express
themselves quickly.

In addition to using sign language, the DHH people use
fingerspelling, e.g., to express their names, proper nouns, and
words not present in JSL. As mentioned earlier, finger flexion,
hand directions, and hand movements can vary depending on
if the person is new to sign language, uses SEJ, or uses a JSL.
For example, although the finger positions of “ka” and “ga”
are identical, the hand movements are different. In this case, an
evident difference exists between the hand movements among
the three groups, i.e., those new to the sign language, those
using an SEJ, and those using a JSL.

In this study, we developed a JF recognition system based
on a sensor glove, deep learning, and acquired data on finger
flexion, hand directions, and hand movements for JF signing
used in daily life.

A sign language recognition system must recognize hand
positions, directions, shapes, and motions. Methods for recog-
nizing sign language can be classified broadly into non-contact
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Deaf Hearing

Voice

UnderstandSign Language

Understand

Speech Recognition

Sign Language Recognition

Figure 1. Information accessibility system.

TABLE I. NUMBER OF FINGERSPELLING CHARACTERS IN DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES.

Language Dynamic Static Sum
American 2 24 26

French 3 23 26
Japanese 35 41 76

approaches such as recognition using cameras [5] [6] [10], and
contact approaches, such as those using sensor gloves [7] [8]
[11] [12].

Luzhnica et al. [7] reported a recognition accuracy of
98.5% for sign language using a sensor glove; however,
they only considered approximately 30 recognition candidate
classes, making this method insufficient for practical use.

In recent years, technologies based on deep learning have
attracted significant attention. By increasing the number of
hidden layers in a neural network, we can improve the recog-
nition rates of deep learning, which is a type of machine
learning. Various techniques for applying deep learning have
been reported for improving the gesture recognition accuracy
based on image recognition [5].

A camera is a non-contact-type sensor, but is difficult to
use for sign language recognition in daily life because it is
easily affected by environmental factors, complicating its use
in different environments. In addition, when standing in front
of people and a camera at a lecture, a speaker tends to speak to
the camera without looking at the people as necessary, thereby
constraining the speaker from making a connection with the
audience. In contrast, hand shape recognition using contact
sensors such as sensor gloves is easier, because the sensors
are attached directly to the hands.

We were motivated by the goal of improving recognition
accuracy using conductive fiber weaving technology [13], as
this technology can reduce the weight and cost of sensor
gloves and simplify hand movements used in daily life for
easy recognition by deep learning (see Figure 2).

In our experiments, we evaluated our developed system
by classifying 76 characters of the JF alphabet, including
dynamic (non-static) fingerspelling characters; those are a
unique feature of JF compared to other fingerspelling systems,
as shown in Table I.

The evaluation experiments for a single JF were conducted
using a convolutional neural network (CNN) as a learning
model (this type of model performed the best in previous
studies) to reduce the data reduction by calculating the moving
averages of the data acquired from gyro sensors. In these exper-
iments, all 76 JF characters of JF were included as recognition

Output
label: “a”

Convolutional
layer

Input Fully connected
layer

Pooling
layer

Pooling
layer

Convolutional
layer

Figure 2. Recognition diagram.

targets, as were dullness, semi-voiced sounds, diphthongs, and
long vowels. These experiments were conducted using all the
collected data under various experimental conditions.

In the continuous JF recognition evaluation experiment,
we utilized the neural network constructed for the single
JF recognition task as a learning model, introduced a long
short-term memory (LSTM), and built seven types of neural
networks. As in the evaluation experiment for single-finger
character recognition, all 76 characters of JF are used for
recognition. Furthermore, evaluation experiments were con-
ducted for consecutive finger characters with two or more
characters. In this experiment, we propose a dataset that
exploits the characteristics of JF, and selected 64 words owing
to the differences in finger flexion, directions, and movements
differences among people new to sign language, people using
SEJ, and people using JSL. We then conducted evaluation
experiments with the seven types of neural networks using
the collected data.

This study provides the following contributions:

• the development and evaluation of a fingerspelling
recognition system using an inexpensive and
lightweight sensor glove;

• the development and evaluation of a continuous JF
recognition system using CNNs and LSTMs; and

• the proposal and evaluation of a dataset for fin-
gerspelling recognition in the daily lives of various
signers.

In Section II, we introduce the related research results. In
Section III, we describe the single fingerspelling recognition
experiments. In Section IV, we describe the continuous fin-
gerspelling recognition experiments. In Section V, we provide
our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research on fingerspelling recognition has pro-
posed two types of sensors for recognizing a series of op-
erations in fingerspelling: contact-type sensor gloves and non-
contact-type cameras.

A. Image recognition
Several methods have been proposed for recognizing hand

shapes based on processing images of fingerspelling as cap-
tured by cameras. Mukai et al. [9] reported that a fingerspelling
recognition method targeting 41 immobile characters in JSL
resulted in an average recognition accuracy of 86%. They
used a classification tree and machine learning based on a
support vector machine to classify individual images. Hosoe
et al. [10] used deep learning for recognition and achieved a
recognition rate of 93%, but only for static fingerspelling. Jalal
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et al. [6] reported a recognition rate of 99% for American sign
language (ASL) images based on a deep learning algorithm for
static fingerspelling (i.e., excluding “J” and “Z”). However,
the recognition accuracy could not be considered as sufficient
for practical recognition in JF. Additionally, relatively few
recognition results have been reported for dynamic finger-
spelling (i.e., fingers moving when expressing a character). In a
study of dynamic fingerspelling in JSL [14], the identification
of hand shapes was performed using a kernel orthogonal
mutual subspace method from images of hand regions obtained
from distance images, and the classification of movements
was performed using decision trees based on center-of-gravity
coordinates. These results yielded a 93.8% identification rate.
However, the recognition accuracy was insufficient for the
practical recognition required for JF.

B. Sensor glove recognition
Several methods have been proposed for recognizing hand

shapes based on measurement data acquired by contact-type
sensor gloves. These methods can measure finger flexion,
hand positions, and directional data. The measurement data
are then sent to a personal computer, and a classification
algorithm is used to recognize hand shapes. Cabrera et al. [11]
paired the Data Glove 5 Ultra [15] sensor glove with an
acceleration sensor to acquire information regarding the degree
of flexion of each finger and wrist direction. They conducted
test classification using 24 static fingerspelling characters in
ASL, excluding “J” and “Z.” Their neural network was trained
using 5 300 patterns and achieved a recognition rate of 94.07%
for 1 200 test patterns. Mummadi et al. [12] prototyped a
sensor glove with multiple embedded inertial sensors. They
collected French sign language fingerspelling data from 57
people and achieved an average recognition rate of 92% with
an F1-score of 91%. Kakoty et al. [16] reported on a dataset
of one-handed Indian sign language alphabets (C, I, J, L, O,
U, Y, W), ASL alphabets (A to Z), and signed numbers (0 to
9), using a radial basis function with 10-fold cross-validation
Using a kernel-supported vector machine, they achieved an
average recognition rate of 96.7% and reported that the data
were converted to speech. Chong et al. [17] placed six inertial
measurement units (IMUs) on the back of the palm and on each
fingertip to capture their motion and orientations. Ultimately,
28 proposed word-based sentences in ASL were collected,
and 156 features were extracted from the collected data for
classification. Using the long short-term memory (LSTM)
algorithm, the system achieved an accuracy of up to 99.89%.
Notably, 12 people cooperated with us in the data collection
experiment, but whether they were deaf or hearing people
was unclear. Yu et al. [18] reported on the architecture of a
data glove system comprising a stnm32MCU, flex4.5 bend-
ing sensor, mpu6050 six axis sensor, Bluetooth transmission
module, and cellphone voice application. The system was
developed and connected to a Java-based processing software.
They reported that their system recognized sign language
movements and could output the words to be said using the
intelligent voice system. However, the glove does not feature
global movement and rotation tracking. Glauser et al. [19]
demonstrated a glove’s performance in a series of ablation
experiments while exploring various models and calibration
methods. However, the glove does not come with a global
translation and rotation tracking. Realizing a sign language
recognition system requires hand orientations and motions.

Among the various methods for performing JF recognition,
the conductive fiber braid method [13] uses gloves woven with
conductive fibers instead of flexion sensors. These gloves can
recognize hand shapes and movements as they are directional
gyro sensors incorporated into them. However, the recognition
rate for JF (“a,” “i,” “u,” “e,” “o”) based on Euclidean distance
has been reported as only 60%.

C. Data collection
Regarding image recognition, several large-scale continu-

ous sign language recognition (CSLR) benchmarks have been
published [20]. For example, we introduced three large-scale
CSLR benchmarks: PHOENIX-2014, Chinese sing language
(CSL), and PHOENIX-2014-T. PHOENIX-2014 is a publicly
available German Sign Language dataset and the most famous
CSLR benchmark. This corpus is taken from broadcast news
regarding the weather. The CSL dataset consists of 100 sign
language sentences and 178 words related to everyday life.
Fifty signers performed each sentence, resulting in 5,000
videos in total. A matched isolated CSL database containing
500 words is also provided for pre-learning. Each word was
performed 10 times by 50 signers. PHOENIX-2014-T anno-
tates the new videos with two annotations: the sign language
terms for the CSLR task, and the German translation for the a
sign language translation (SLT) task. The vocabulary consists
of 1,115 terms for sign language and 3,000 for German.
This dataset is available in [21]. However, the data of these
three large-scale CSLR benchmarks are insufficient to realize
a highly accurate sign language recognition system using deep
learning. Further research is being conducted to increase the
amount of available data.

Extensive data for image recognition can be obtained from
online sources. For example, the Shi et al. [22] dataset contains
clips of fingerspelling sequences cut from sign language “in the
wild” videos obtained from online sources such as YouTube
and dafvideo.tv [23]. The datasets contain 5,455 training
sequences from 87 signers of “ChicagoFSWild,” 981 devel-
opment (validation) sequences from 37 signers, and 868 test
sequences from 36 signers, without overlapping signers among
the three sets. Another dataset, “ChicagoFSWild+,” contains
50,402 training sequences from 216 signers, 3115 development
sequences from 22 signers, and 1,715 test sequences from 22
signers. Compared to ChicagoFSwild, the crowdsourcing setup
of ChicagoFSWild+ enables the collection of considerably
more training data while significantly reducing the efforts of
experts and researchers.

Danielle et al. [24] expressed privacy concerns regarding
contributing to a filtered sign language corpus, using very
expressive avatars and blurred faces, which may affect the will-
ingness to participate. Training on filtered data may improve
the recognition accuracy. In the case of camera recognition,
the look of the face is also captured; thus, privacy must also
be considered. In contrast, sensor glove recognition does not
require pictures of the face; thus privacy concerns are reduced
and the data can be more simply collected.

III. SINGLE FINGERSPELLING RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT

To achieve smooth communication in real-world environ-
ments, we designed a system for communicating information
using lightweight and comfortable sensor gloves for recog-
nizing fingerspelling with high accuracy in real time. The
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Figure 3. Prototype of sensor glove.

Figure 4. Software structure.

developed system consists of a sensor value measurement unit
and recognition unit. Figure 3 shows the JF recognition system
developed in this study. Figure 4 shows the corresponding
software architecture.

A. Sensor glove

To efficiently recognize fingerspelling efficiently based on
hand, finger, and wrist data, detecting motion magnitudes
and directions using the sensor glove is necessary. In this
study, we adopted a hand shape recognition technique using
conductive fiber sensor gloves, which are more comfortable,
less expensive, and lighter than traditional sensor gloves.
Motion directions are detected using a gyro sensor, whereas
motion magnitudes are detected based on resistance changes
in the conductive fibers of the gloves. The motion detection
board is an Arduino board and the measurement values from
the sensor glove are transferred from the detection board to a
PC, where they are saved in comma-separated-value format.
The machine learning and motion recognition are performed
using Python implementations on a PC. The sensor readings
for JF motion from the data gloves have different scales
depending on the wearer. Therefore, the data are subjected
to linear normalization in consideration of the differences in
movement. Additionally, because the activation and likelihood
functions of the proposed system are based on probabilities,
as a prepossessing for the network inputs, we perform scale
conversion to a range of zero to one.

The motion magnitudes are detected based on the resistance
changes in the conductive fibers during flexion and extension
of the fingers. We use partial pressure values to calculate the
input voltages based on (1).

Figure 5. Architecture of the convolutional neural network.

Vin =
R1

R1 +R2
∗ Vout (1)

In this equation, Vin is the estimated motion magnitude, Vout

is the reference voltage, R1 is the variable resistance of the
conductive fibers, and R2 is a fixed resistance. When a finger is
stretched, the resistance value of the conductive fiber increases.
When a finger is bowed, the resistance value of the fiber
decreases.

B. Recognition algorithm
In this study, we adopted a CNN. This type of network has

achieved high recognition rates in previous studies. The CNN
and k-fold cross-validation are implemented using the open-
source libraries, TensorFlow [25] and scikit-learn [26]. We also
adopted the RMSprop training algorithm [27]. The activation
function is a rectified linear unit, as shown in (2). The error
function is the cross-entropy function shown in (3), where tk
is the correct label (one-hot expression) and yk expresses the
network output.

f(u) = max(u, 0) (2)

E = −
∑
k

tk log yk (3)

The main features of CNNs are the convolutional and
pooling layers. These layers are updated as their feature values
are extracted during the training process. We transform the
measurement data acquired by the sensor glove into two
dimensions based on training and evaluation trials. The motion
magnitudes, accelerations, and gyro readings are branched at
the time of input. Through the CNN (typical layer size of 32 to
64 nodes), these data are coupled using “Flatten” and “Dense”
operations (128 nodes). Finally, the outputs are generated using
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Figure 6. Data acquisition experiment.

Figure 7. Twenty-fold cross-validation by shuffling data.

an additional Dense operation (76 nodes) corresponding to
the number of JF characters, outputs are generated. Figure 5
presents a system overview of the CNN. In the CNN, inputs
are initially separated based on the physical meanings of
each signal. The separated signals are eventually combined
to recognize JF characters.

C. Data collection
To target the 76 JF characters, we recruited 20 participants

(from 20 to 27 years old). In our experiments, each participant
wore a sensor glove and performed the motions of the finger-
spelling characters in sequence for 1 s at a time according
to directions provided by a moderator. As shown in Figure 6,
video was also recorded to capture the motions of the wrists
and fingers of the participants. For each 1 s motion and at a rate
of 200 samples per second (sps), the sensor gloves captured
five dimensions of motion magnitude data, three dimensions
of acceleration data, and three dimensions of gyro data, to
obtain data for 11 dimensions. Data labeling was conducted
manually and simultaneously with the data collection. This
series of motions was repeated five times. Therefore, with five
repetitions per participant, 76 JF characters, and 200 sps for 1
s, a total of 76,000 motion measurement data were collected for
each participant. We were able to collect a total of 1,520,000
data samples from all 20 participants. These experiments
were conducted with approval from the Tsukuba University
of Technology Research Ethics Committee (approval number:
H30-17).

First, we performed extensive data cleaning and feature
selection operations. T o prevent gyro drift, we used Madgwick
filters [28] to calculate angles from the values of the accelera-
tion and gyro sensors in real time. This enabled calculations of

TABLE II. TWENTY-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION RESULTS.

k Learning data (%) Validation data (%)
1 93.6 65.0
2 94.1 75.5
3 94.8 68.7
4 93.1 69.7
5 94.2 66.3
6 93.9 73.2
7 92.9 67.9
8 93.5 71.1
9 93.0 67.4

10 94.6 70.5
11 93.4 71.6
12 93.0 66.1
13 94.6 68.9
14 94.3 70.3
15 93.0 69.7
16 93.4 68.4
17 92.9 71.3
18 93.1 71.1
19 94.5 74.2
20 94.5 72.4

Average 93.7 70.0

TABLE III. MISRECOGNITION PATTERNS.

Teacher a sa ku yo ke te ki chi chi
Prediction sa a yo ku te ke chi ki tsu
Rate (%) 21.0 19.0 14.0 20.0 12.0 28.0 12.0 12.0 34.0
Teacher tsu ni ha ne ma hi re wo xya
Prediction chi ha ni ma ne re hi xya wo
Rate (%) 32.0 20.0 22.0 13.0 11.0 19.0 23.0 11.0 13.0
Teacher gi di ge de di du zo bu
Prediction di gi de ge du di bu zo
Rate (%) 12.0 13.0 29.0 20.0 39.0 35.0 14.0 15.0

three angle dimensions from the acceleration and gyro data. To
clarify the hand directions, the angles were converted into sine
and cosine data. The resulting six dimensions were combined
with the aforementioned motion magnitudes (five dimensions)
and motion directions (six dimensions) mentioned above to
generate a total of 17 dimensions. Next, we conducted a review
of the sampling frequency. Although 200 sps could be acquired
without leakage, noise and training times were included in
these samples. Therefore, the number of data was reduced by
calculating a moving average to achieve a final value of 4 sps.

D. Evaluation experiments
The collected data were evaluated using the CNN (Fig-

ure 5) and k-fold cross-validation (k = 20). In our evalua-
tion experiments, data shuffling was performed using Google
Colaboratory [29]. The number of folds for the k-fold cross-
validation was set to 20 according to the number of partic-
ipants. Additionally, confusion matrices and accuracy rates
were generated using 20-fold cross-validation for all data
shuffling evaluations (see Figure 7).

E. Results and discussion
The experimental results from the 20-fold cross-validation

are listed in Table II. This table reveals an average recognition
rate of approximately 70.0%.

As shown in Figure 8 and Table III, various misrecognition
patterns occurred. We believe these patterns occurred because
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix.

the conductive fibers are firmly attached to the sensor gloves.
We confirmed that the hand directions for “ha” and “ni”, which
are JF characters, varied among participants. Additionally, “ne”
and “ma” appear to be confused based on both hand bending
and finger bending.

Figure 9 presents the sample input data leading to mis-
recognition for the JF characters “te” and “ke”. By analyzing
the data, it was confirmed that the close contact between the
fingers caused these errors. Notably, the thumb sometimes
contacted the forefinger. Additionally, depending on the par-
ticipant, the hand could be widely opened or the fingers could

be in close contact.
Figure 10 presents examples of acquiring data from two

participants using the sensor glove for dynamic fingerspelling.
This figure clearly highlights the individual differences in
fingerspelling between the participants, particularly in the
strength of the finger bending (including noisy signals), timing
of hand movements, and shapes of the fingers. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the recognition algorithms and data glove
devices (e.g., to detect hand movement periods and construct
more robust glove devices).

Based on the aforementioned results, we determined that
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Figure 9. Example input data (only five dimensions):
(a) predict “te” as “te” correctly, (b) predict “te” as “ke” incorrectly,
(c) predict “ke” as “te” incorrectly, (d) predict “ke” as “ke” correctly.

the recognition errors largely occurred based on variance in the
flexion and direction of the fingers. We also confirmed that fin-
ger expressions varied based on individual differences, which
could be attributed to different home and social environments
(making recognition more difficult).

However, JF is widely used for displaying proper names
and technical terms. Therefore, the recognition of JF is essen-
tial for construction a JSL recognition system.

IV. CONTINUOUS FINGERSPELLING RECOGNITION
EXPERIMENT

This section describes the selection of words for data
collection and for construction of a new neural network for
continuous fingerspelling recognition experiments based on the
system constructed in Section III. First, we describe the word
selection.

A. Word selection
In a previous study [30], we proposed a method for recog-

nizing fingerspelling words using linguistic information based
on a word dictionary. We separated the recognition of actions
from the recognition of hand shapes: thus, fingerspelling could
be recognized even despite action recognition errors. In this
experiment, we proposed 18 patterns because the number of
JF patterns is more significant than those of other countries,
particularly in dynamic fingerspelling, as described in Section
I. Furthermore, finger and hand movements vary from person
to person. Each pattern is illustrated and explained. I n a

(a) one person

(b) another person

Figure 10. Example of acquiring data.

Figure 11. 64 word patterns.

previous study [30], the number of words selected was 64;
thus, we selected words corresponding to that number and
suitable for the 18 proposed patterns (see Figure 11). The
errors were characterized as follows:

1 denotes the misrecognition of static fingerspelling as the
transition movements between fingerspellings;

2 denotes the misrecognition of transition movements as
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static fingerspelling;
3 denotes the misrecognition of dynamic (non-static) fin-

gerspelling as transition movements;
4 denotes the misrecognition of transition movements as

dynamic fingerspelling. The tasks and groups are explained in
more detail below.

Task 1: Single fingerspelling
1-1 Static fingerspelling
This comprises fingerspelling other than 1-2 dynamic fin-

gerspelling. It is characterized by absence of hand movements.
1-2 Dynamic (non-static) fingerspelling
There are four types of dynamic fingerspellings: dullness,

semi-voiced sounds, diphthongs, and long vowels. Dynamic
fingerspelling is characterized by hand movements.

Task 2: Two or more fingerspellings
2-1 Misrecognizing static fingerspelling and transition

movements.
2-1-1 Misrecognizing transition movements as static fin-

gerspelling
For example, “[ta]” may be misrecognized as “[ta][ta].” The

user may misrecognize “[ta]” two or more times in succession.
2-1-2 Misrecognizing static fingerspelling as transition

movements
For example, “[ta][ta]” may be misrecognized as “[ta].”
2-2 Misrecognizing dynamic fingerspelling and transition

movements
2-2-1 Pattern1 dullness
2-2-1-1 Misrecognizing transition movements as dynamic

fingerspelling
For example, “[ta][da]” may be misrecognized as “[da].”
2-2-1-2 Misrecognizing dynamic fingerspelling as transi-

tion movements
For example, “[da]” is misrecognized as “[ta][da].”
2-2-2 Pattern2 semi-voiced sounds
2-2-2-1 Misrecognizing transition movements as dynamic

fingerspelling
For example, “[pa][pa]” may be misrecognized as “[pa].”
2-2-2-2 Misrecognizing dynamic fingerspelling as transi-

tion movements
For example, “[pa]” may be misrecognized as “[pa][pa].”
2-2-3 Pattern3 diphthongs
2-2-3-1 Misrecognizing transition movements as dynamic

fingerspelling
For example, “[tsu][tsu]” may be misrecognized as

“[tsu][xtsu][tsu].”
2-2-3-2 Misrecognizing dynamic fingerspelling as transi-

tion movements
For example,“[tsu][xtsu][tsu]” may be misrecognized as

“[tsu][tsu].”
2-2-4 Pattern4 -(long vowels)
2-2-4-1 Misrecognizing transition movements as dynamic

fingerspelling
For example, “[hi][-(long vowel)]” may be misrecognized

as “[- (long vowel)].”

2-2-4-2 Misrecognizing dynamic fingerspelling as transi-
tion movements

For example, “[- (long vowel)]” may be misrecognized as
“hi- (long vowel).”

2-2-5 Pattern5
2-2-5-1 Misrecognizing “[no]” as transition movements
For example, “[no]” may be misrecognized as “[hi][no].”
2-2-5-2 Misrecognizing “[mo]” as transition movements
For example, “[mo]” may be misrecognized as “[to][mo].”
2-2-5-3 Misrecognizing “[ri]” as transition movements
For example, “[ri]” may be misrecognized as “[u][ri].”
2-2-5-4 Misrecognizing “[wo]” as transition movements
For example, “[wo]” may be misrecognized as “[o][wo].”
2-2-5-5 Misrecognizing “[nn]” as transition movements
For example, “[nn]” may be misrecognized as “[hi][nn].”
Task 3: Identical fingerspelling problems
For example, “[ta][ta]” may be misrecognized as “[ta].”
The words are selected using the 18 patterns described in

Figure 11. Because finger and hand movements vary from
person to person, we organized the words into 26 groups.
Table IV shows the fingerspelling of each group.

Group 1: [no][u][ni][xyu][u], [u][ri][xyu][u], [ri][yu][u]
We need to identify “[u][ni]”, but it may be “[u][ri]”.

The transitions from “[u]” to “[ni]” and from “[u]” to
“[ri]” have similar hand movements, with there being signif-
icant difference in the speed of the fingers. In this experi-
ment, we will collect data on three words, “[u][ri][xyu][u]”,
“[no][u][ni][xyu][u]”, and “[ri][yu][u]”, and investigate the
differences in speed.

Group 2: [su][u][ri][xyo][u], [su][ri][yo][u]
Although the subject of the experiment can correctly ex-

press “[su][u][ri]”, the possibility that he will misrecognize it
as “[su][ri]” exists. The words “[u]” and “[ri]” are difficult to
distinguish and have the same finger positions, and depend on
whether hand movements are used or not. Therefore, we can
expect that “[u]” may be recognized as transition movements,
which would imply “[su][ri].” We will use the two-word data
of “[su][ri][yo][u]” and “[su][u][ri][xyo][u]” in the recognition
experiment.

Group 3: [ru][-][ru], [ru][ru]
Many people expressing “[ru][-][ru]” do not express long

vowels. Therefore, a possibility exists of misrecognizing
“[ru][-][ru]” as “[ru][ru]”. In this experiment, we conduct a
recognition experiment using two sets of data: “[ru][-][ru]”
and “[ru][ru]”. We then investigate the need to distinguish the
differences between “[ru][-][ru]” and “[ru][-][ru]” to realize a
fingerspelling recognition system.

Group 4: [su][su][gi], [su][zu][ki]
The word “[su][su][gi]” is expressed using a downward

extension of the thumb, index finger, and middle finger. In
addition to the use of “[su]” twice, we also investigate whether
the participants could discriminate between the two words
“[su][su][gi]” and “[su][zu][ki]” by adding a murmur. This task
enables us to consider the algorithms necessary for obtaining
sufficient information from moving fingers.
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TABLE IV. 64 WORDS INTO 26 GROUPS

Item Group Word 1-1 1-2 2-1-1 2-1-2 2-2-1-1 2-2-1-2 2-2-2-1 2-2-2-2 2-2-3-1 2-2-3-2 2-2-4-1 2-2-4-2 2-2-5-1 2-2-5-2 2-2-5-3 2-2-5-4 2-2-5-5 3
1 1 [no][u][ni][xyu][u] * *
2 [u][ri][xyu][u] * * *
3 [ri][yu][u] * * *
4 2 [su][u][ri][xyo][u] * * *
5 [su][ri][yo][u] * * *
6 3 [ru][-][ru] * * *
7 [ru][ru] * *
8 4 [su][su][gi] * * *
9 [su][zu][ki] * * *

10 5 [hu][re][-][mu] * * * *
11 [pu][re][mu] * * * *
12 6 [tsu][tsu][mi] * * * *
13 [tsu][du][mi] * * * *
14 [chi][di][mi] * *
15 [tsu][mi] * *
16 7 [po][tsu][ri] * *
17 [po][xtsu][tsu][ri] * * *
18 8 [me][xtsu][ki] * * *
19 [me][tsu][ki] * *
20 9 [hi][nn][to] * * * *
21 [hi][-][to] * * *
22 [pi][-][to] * * *
23 [bi][-][to] * * *
24 [no][-][to] * * * *
25 10 [ro][-][so][nn] * * *
26 [ro][-][nn] * * *
27 11 [hi][ku] * *
28 [no][ku] * * *
29 12 [ka][tsu][wo] * * *
30 [ka][tsu][o] *
31 13 [a][nn][za][nn] * *
32 [te][nn][ke][nn] * *
33 [de][nn][ge][nn] * *
34 14 [ma][tsu][ya] *
35 [ma][chi][ya] *
36 [ma][xtsu][chi][ya] * *
37 15 [ni][ba][i] * * *
38 [ni][ha][i] * *
39 16 [pa][pa] * * *
40 [ha][ha] * * *
41 17 [mo][to][mo][to] * * *
42 [to][mo][do][mo] * * *
43 18 [ta][ta] * * * *
44 [ta][da] * * * *
45 [da][da] * * *
46 19 [ne][sa][se][ru] *
47 [ne][za][sa][se][ru] * * *
48 20 [he][ya] * *
49 [pe][ya] * * *
50 21 [ko][so][gu] * * *
51 [go][zo][ku] * * *
52 [go][hu][ku] * * *
53 [ko][bu][ku] * * *
54 22 [wa][ro][shi] *
55 [wa][nu][shi] *
56 23 [he][ya][gi] * * *
57 [be][ki] * * *
58 24 [ho][e][ki] * *
59 [bo][e][ki] * * *
60 25 [shi][se][i] *
61 [ji][ra][i] * *
62 [shi][ze][i] * *
63 26 [ka][chi][na][no][ri] * *
64 [ga][i][su][u] * *

Count 62 46 5 6 7 10 3 5 1 2 2 4 2 2 2 1 1 7

Group 5: [hu][re][-][mu], [pu][re][mu]
This task investigates if the system can distinguish between

“[hu][re]” and “[mu].” We want to identify “[hu][re][-][mu],”
but it could be misidentified as “[pu][re][mu]” owing to fast
hand movements. Therefore, we collect two types of data,
“[hu][re][-][mu]” and “[pu][re][mu],” in this experiment and
conducted a recognition experiment. While analyzing the hand
movements, we investigate if we can effectively obtain infor-
mation regarding the hand movements.

Group 6: [tsu][tsu][mi], [tsu][du][mi], [chi][di][mi],
[tsu][mi]

We need to identify “[tsu][tsu][mi]”, but cases exist in
which “[tsu]” is used twice and the finger flexion becomes
“[chi]”, which is similar. Therefore, we collect data on four
words to conduct a recognition experiments: “[tsu][tsu][mi]”,
“[tsu][du][mi]”, “[chi][di][mi]”, and “[tsu][mi]”, and con-
ducted a recognition experiment. We examine the hand move-
ments for “[tsu][tsu][mi]” and “[chi][di][mi].”

Group 7: [po][tsu][ri], [po][xtsu][tsu][ri]

For group 6, the word “[tsu][xtsu][mi]” is unavail-
able. Hence, we prepared the words “[po][tsu][ri]” and
“[po][xtsu][tsu][ri].” Thus, in Group 6, “[tsu][tsu][mi]” and
“[tsu][du][mi]” are prepared to investigate their possibility
of it being recognized as “[tsu][tsu][mi]” by expressing
“[xtsu][tsu]” twice in succession.

Group 8: [me][xtsu][ki], [me][tsu][ki]

Unlike group 7, group 8 recognizes only one character
of each of “[xtsu]” and “[tsu].” We investigate whether the
group misrecognizes “[me][xtsu][ki]” as “[me][tsu][ki].” This
is where dynamic fingerspelling is misrecognized as transition
movements or static fingerspelling. The same is valid for
hand movements where “[xtsu]” is a diphthong. We investigate
whether the system can distinguish between “[me][xtsu][ki]”
and “[me][tsu][ki]” by distinguishing the difference between
“[xtsu]” and “[tsu].”
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Group 9: [hi][nn][to], [hi][-][to], [pi][-][to], [bi][-][to],
[no][-][to]

This task examines what type of information can be ob-
tained to identify “[hi][nn][to].” The four words “[hi][-][to],”
“[pi][-][to],” “[bi][-][to],” and “[no][-][to]” are chosen because
they have the potential to produce the same hand movements
as “[hi][-][to].” For example, in the “[hi][-]” and “[no][-]”
parts, the finger flexion is the same, but the hand move-
ments are different. After distinguishing the hand movements,
we investigate whether the participants can identify the five
words “[hi][nn][to]”, “[hi][-][to]”, “[pi][-][to]”, “[bi][-][to]”,
and “[no][-][to].” During the expression of “[hi][-][to]”, when
“[hi]” ends, the fingers either turn to the right or the left. As the
direction depends on the person, this is also be investigated.

Group 10: [ro][-][so][nn], [ro][-][nn]
We need to identify “[ro][-][so][nn],” but it is possible to

misidentify as “[ro][-][nn].” Some difficulty seems to exist in
discriminating between “[-][so][nn]” and “[-][nn]” seems to
exist. The three characters “[-]”, “[-][so]”, and “[-][nn]” all
extend the index finger in the same manner, but the hand
direction and movement may differ per person. Therefore, we
investigate whether the two words “[ro][-][so][nn]” and “[ro][-
][nn]” can be discriminated.

Group 11: [hi][ku], [no][ku]
A possibility exists that “[hi][ku]” may be misrecognized as

“[no][ku].” In this experiment, we compare the transition from
“[hi][ku]” to “[ku]” and from “[no]” to “[ku]” and discover that
distinguishing between “[hi][ku]” and “[no]” at the crossing
portion is more challenging. We also investigate whether the
discrimination between “[hi]” and “[no]” is possible.

Group 12: [ka][tsu][wo], [ka][tsu][o]
The possibility of misrecognizing “[ka][tsu][wo]” as

“[ka][tsu][o]” exists. To determine if distinguishing between
“[wo]” and “[o]” is possible, we investigate the misrecognition
of dynamic fingerspelling as transition movements or static
fingerspelling.

Group 13: [a][nn][za][nn], [te][nn][ke][nn],
[de][nn][ge][nn]

We investigate “[ke],” “[te],” “[ge],” and “[te],” “[a],” and
“[sa].” In this experiment, we also investigate a problem
concerning dullness.

Group 14: [ma][tsu][ya], [ma][chi][ya],
[ma][xtsu][chi][ya]

We investigate whether the system can identify the three
lower case characters “[tsu],” “[chi],” and “[xtsu].” The hand
movements of certain people may be difficult to distinguish
when they transition from “[ma]” to “[tsu],” “[chi]”, and
“[xtsu].” In this experiment, we collect the data of the three
characters for a recognition experiment and investigate whether
they are affected by the person.

Group 15: [ni][ba][i], [ni][ha][i]
“[ni]” and “[ha]” have the same finger flexion but different

hand directions. Similarly, “[ni][ba][i]” and “[ni][ha][i]” have
the same finger flexion but different hand direction. In this
experiment, we collect the data of the two words for the
recognition experiment and investigate whether distinction
between the direction, dullness, and transition movements is
possible.

Group 16: [pa][pa], [ha][ha]
We investigate whether “[pa][pa]” can be misrecognized

as “[ha][ha]”. This is a task in which dynamic fingerspelling
is misrecognized as transition movements. This experiment
specifically examines whether dynamic fingerspelling is mis-
recognized as “[ha][ha]” or “[pa][pa].” The finger movement
may cause transition movements, which may lead to the
misrecognition of “[pa]” as “[ha][ha].” Therefore, we collect
by collecting “[ha][ha]” and “[pa][pa]” data.

Group 17: [mo][to][mo][to], [to][mo][do][mo]
There is a high possibility that the discrimination between

“[mo]” and “[to]” will be difficult. We investigate whether it
is possible to discriminate between “[to]” and “[mo]” using a
series of fingerspelling tasks where it is possible to discrimi-
nate only one character. It is essential to focus on the speed,
as it may be affected by the person.

Group 18: [ta][ta], [ta][da], [da][da]
We investigate three forms of “[ta][da]” two consecutive

forms, i.e., the alternating forms of “[ta][da]” and “[da]” and
two consecutive forms of “[da].” We investigate whether the
the system can distinguish between “[ta]” and “[da]” as “[ta]”
and “[da]” must each be expressed once. The possibilities of
misrecognizing “[ta][ta]” as “[ta][da]” or “[da][da]” and vice
versa are investigated.

Group 19: [ne][sa][se][ru], [ne][za][sa][se][ru]
The first word contains “[sa]” and the second does “[za].”

The task is to distinguish the difference between transition
movements and dullness and through this experiment, we
investigate whether the system can distinguish between “[sa]”
and “[za][sa].”

Group 20: [he][ya], [pe][ya]
The possibility of misrecognizing “[he][ya]” as “[pe][ya]”

exists. The necessary information on the hand movements
is efficiently obtained by comparing the hand movements of
transitions from “[he]” to “[ya]” and from “[pe]” to “[ya].”
After collecting the data on “[he][ya]” and “[pe][ya],” we
conduct a recognition experiment to determine whether human
factors affect the results.

Group 21: [ko][so][gu], [go][zo][ku], [go][hu][ku],
[ko][bu][ku]

“[go][zo][ku]” can be misidentified as “[ko][bu][ku]”,
“[ko][so][gu]”, or “[go][hu][ku].” We believe that the inclu-
sion of dynamic fingerspelling in the transition movements
complicate the identification of the word as “[so],” “[bu],” or
“[zo].” In this experiment, we investigate if we can discrim-
inate between “[go][zo][ku],” “[ko][bu][ku],” “[ko][so][gu],”
and “[go][hu][ku].”

Group 22: [wa][ro][shi], [wa][nu][shi]
“[wa][nu][shi]” may be misrecognized as “[wa][ro][shi].”

We investigate whether the difference between “[ro]” and
“[nu]” can be correctly identified. In particular, we investigate
the degree of discrimination between the transitions from
“[wa]” to “[ro]” and from “[wa]” to “[nu].”

Group 23: [he][ya][gi], [be][ki]
“[be][ki]” can be misrecognized as “[he][ya][ki].” In this

experiment, we investigate whether “[be][ki]” is misrecognized
as “[he][ya][ki]” by transitioning from “[be]” to “[ki].” We also
consider the effects of different signers.
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TABLE V. JAPANESE FINGERSPELLING COUNT

fingerspelling a i u e o
count 1 6 6 2 1
fingerspelling ka ki ku ke ko
count 3 6 5 1 2
fingerspelling sa shi su se so
count 2 4 5 3 2
fingerspelling ta chi tsu te to
count 2 4 8 1 7
fingerspelling na ni nu ne no
count 1 3 1 2 4
fingerspelling ha hi hu he ho
count 2 3 2 2 1
fingerspelling ma mi mu me mo
count 3 4 2 2 2
fingerspelling ya yu yo
count 5 1 1
fingerspelling ra ri ru re ro
count 1 7 4 2 3
fingerspelling wa wo nn
count 2 1 6
fingerspelling ga gi gu ge go
count 1 2 1 1 2
fingerspelling za ji zu ze zo
count 2 1 1 1 1
fingerspelling da di du de do
count 2 1 1 1 1
fingerspelling ba bi bu be bo
count 1 1 1 1 1
fingerspelling pa pi pu pe po
count 1 1 1 1 2
fingerspelling xya xyu xyo xtsu -[long vowels]
count 1 1 1 1 8

Group 24: [ho][e][ki], [bo][e][ki]
When transitioning from “[ho]” to “[e],” the direction of

the hand changes depending on the person. When “[ho]” ends,
the hand turns to the right to express it. At this time, it may
become “[bo].” In this experiment, we analyze data and video
recordings.

Group 25: [shi][se][i], [ji][ra][i], [shi][ze][i]
We investigate whether the three characters “[se],” “[ra],”

and “[ze]” can be identified. We also investigate transition
movements and dullness.

Group 26: [ka][chi][na][no][ri], [ga][i][su][u]
We investigate whether the system can correctly identify

the differences between “[ka]” and “[ga],” “[chi]” and “[i],”
“[na]” and “[su],” and “[ri]” and “[u].”

Table V shows the number of fingerspellings used for the
64 selected words.

B. Data collection
In the continuous fingerspelling recognition experiment, we

collected data using a video recording of the hand and a sensor
glove to record the bending and movements of the fingers, as
shown in Figure 12. Consequently, we collected data from 33
people (nine people aged 20, 13 aged 21, eight aged 22, two
aged 23, and one aged 24). As described above, there were a
total of 64 words (see Table IV). There were five repetitions
for each word. Eleven dimensions (five for the hand, three for
the acceleration, and three for the gyro data) were used for
each word. The number of samples was 120 sps × 8 s = 960
samples. The time to acquire a word was 8 s. Particularly, the

Figure 12. Data acquisition experiment of continuous Japanese fingerspelling.

Figure 13. Five fingers of “ro-sonn.”

time that the hand was placed on the desk before and after
the word was expressed was 3 s and the time for expressing
the word was 5 s, for a total of 8 s. For the word expression
time in this experiment, we defined the maximum number of
characters in an acquired word to be five, with each character to
be expressed in approximately 1 s. A camera (*1 in Figure 12)
was installed to record finger movements. During the data
collection experiment, the collaborator (*2 in Figure 12) wore
the sensor glove and expressed words displayed on an iPad.
In addition, another camera (*3 in Figure 12) was installed to
record the experiment. These experiments were conducted with
approval from the Tsukuba University of Technology Research
Ethics Committee (approval number: 2020-12)

The acceleration and gyro data collected in the experiment
were used to calculate the angle using the Madgwick filter.
Next, we labeled the data using ELAN software, dividing the
time for each one character. For the two instances in which the
hand left and was placed on the desk, and for the transition
movements between characters, the blank symbol “ϕ” was
inserted. To visualize the flow in a graph, “[ro][-][so][nn]” is
shown as an example in Figures 13–17.
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Figure 14. Accelerations of “ro-sonn.”

Figure 15. Gyros data of “ro-sonn.”

C. Construction of neural network using long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM)

Seven neural networks were constructed for the continuous
fingerspelling recognition experiment. The LSTM [31] struc-
ture can use the short-term memory inside the network for a
long time. LSTMs are often used to identify natural and speech
processing language; they generally achieve high recognition
rates. This experiment compares two networks, one with only
the LSTM, and another with both CNN and LSTM, aiming to
identify fingers, accelerations, gyro movements, and angles.

Figure 18a shows the neural network with the single LSTM
as the baseline. The input data consisted of five dimensions of
the hand, three dimensions of acceleration, three dimensions of
gyro movements, and six dimensions of the angle, for a total of
17 dimensions × 32 samples (4 sps × 8 s). Next, the number of
filters for the LSTM was 32 dimensions. In general, the number
of filters is usually set to 16, 32, or 64 dimensions. Therefore,
in this experiment, the number of filters of the LSTM was set
to 32 dimensions, corresponding to the 77 output dimensions
described below: the number of JF characters was 76, and
the remaining one was “ϕ.” The latter was used to represents

Figure 16. Sine of “ro-sonn.”

Figure 17. Cosine of “ro-sonn.”

three situations: when the hand left the desk, when the hand
was placed on the desk, and when the transition movements
existed between characters.

Figure 18b shows a neural network with two LSTM layers.
In this approach, the results are re-trains the results after
passing through the first LSTM into the second LSTM. The
number of filters in the LSTM was set to 32 dimensions,
corresponding to the 17 dimensions of the hand, acceleration,
gyro, and angle. The input data comprised five dimensions of
the hand, three of the acceleration, three of the gyro, and six
of the angle for a total of 17 dimensions × 32 samples (4 sps
× 8 s). Finally, the data were output using the Dense operation
(77 dimensions), i.e., the 76 JF characters and “ϕ”.

Figure 19 shows a neural network with two CNN layers
and one LSTM layer. First, we input the data and then branch
out into five dimensions × 32 samples (4 sps × 8 s) of the
hand, three of the acceleration (4 sps × 8 s), three of the
gyro (4 sps × 8 s), and six of the angle (4 sps × 8 s). After
passing through the CNN (32 to 64 filters), these data were
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(a) One LSTM neural network

(b) Two LSTM neural network

Figure 18. Two types of LSTM neural networks.

Figure 19. CNN-CNN-LSTM-unit neural network.

transformed to accommodate the Dense operation (32 nodes).
Then, after passing through the LSTM (three nodes), they were
combined. Finally, a Dense operation (77 nodes) corresponding
to the number of characters (“ϕ” and the 76 JF characters) was
applied to produce the output.

Compared to Figure 19, Figure 20 presents a different
neural network in which the LSTM is added. The LSTM
is interposed after combining the four datasets of the hand,
acceleration, gyro, and angle, the LSTM is interposed. After
inputting the data, we branched out into five dimensions × 32
samples of the hand (4 sps × 8 s), three of the acceleration
(4 sps × 8 s), three of the gyro (4 sps × 8 s), and six of
angle (4 sps × 8 s). These data were transformed after passing
through the CNN (32 to 64 filters) to accommodate the Dense

Figure 20. CNN-CNN-unit-LSTM neural network.

operation (32 nodes). They were then combined, and after
passing through the LSTM (32 nodes), Dense operations (77
nodes) corresponding to “ϕ” and the number of characters in
the JF were applied to produce the output.

Figure 21 shows the neural network with an additional
LSTM for the finger, acceleration, gyro, and angle data. This
re-trains the results after passing the first LSTM into the second
LSTM. After inputting the data, we split the data into five
dimensions × 32 samples (4 sps × 8 s of the hand, three of the
acceleration (4 sps × 8 s), three of the gyro (4 sps × 8 s), and
six of the angle (4 sps × 8 s). After passing through the CNN
(32 to 64 filters), these data were transformed to accommodate
the Dense operation (32 nodes). Then, after passing through
the two LSTM layers (32 nodes), they were combined. Finally,
a Dense operation (77 nodes) corresponding to the number of
characters (“ϕ” and the JF characters) was applied to produce
the output.

Figure 22 shows the neural network after combining the
hand, acceleration, gyro, and angle data with another LSTM.
First, after inputting the data, the five dimensions of hand and
finger are split into 32 samples (4 sps × 8 s), three dimensions
of the acceleration (4 sps × 8 s), three of the gyro (4 sps ×
8 s), and six of the angle (4 sample/s × 8 s). These data
were transformed after passing through the CNN (32 to 64
filters) to accommodate the Dense operation (32 nodes). They
were then combined, and after passing through the two LSTM
layers (32 nodes), Dense operations (77 nodes) corresponding
to the number of characters in “ϕ” and the JF were applied to
produce the output.

Figure 23 shows a neural network with one LSTM before
and after merging. The LTSM before merging learns the results
for the fingers, acceleration, gyro, and angle, after passing
through the CNN. The LSTM after merging learns the results
after merging the hand, acceleration, gyro, and angle datasets.
First, the data ware input; then the network branched into 32
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Figure 21. CNN-CNN-LSTM-LSTM-unit neural network.

Figure 22. CNN-CNN-unit-LSTM-LSTM neural network.

samples of the five dimensions of the hand (4 sps × 8 s),
three of the acceleration (4 sps × 8 s), three of the gyro (4 sps
× 8 s), and six of the angle (4 sps × 8 s). These data were
transformed after passing through the CNN (32 to 64 filters)
to accommodate the Dense operation (32 nodes). Then, after
passing through the LSTM (32 nodes), they were combined.
Finally, after passing through another LSTM (32 nodes), a
Dense operation (77 nodes) corresponding to the number of

Figure 23. CNN-CNN-LSTM-unit-LSTM neural network.

Figure 24. CNN-CNN-LSTM-unit-LSTM neural network.

characters (“ϕ” and the JF characters) was applied to produce
the output.

D. Evaluation experiments
We conducted evaluation experiments for each of the seven

neural networks constructed in Figures 18a–23. The input data
was shuffled and then divided into two parts, i.e., training and
test data, using 10-fold cross-validation (see Figure 24).

E. Results and discussion
As shown in Table VI, the accuracy rates of the six neural

networks, except for the one with the LSTM (one layer),
are above 90%. Comparing the neural network with the two
LSTM layers before merging to the neural network with the
two LSTM layers after merging, the accuracy of the latter is
approximately 1% higher than that of the former. In terms of
good fit and recall, and the neural network with both a CNN
and LSTM obtains an approximately 90% better performance
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TABLE VI. SEVEN NEURAL NETWORKS EXPERIMENT RESULTS.

Neural network Learning Validation
data (%) data (%)

one LSTM 91.4 90.1
two LSTM 92.5 90.3

branch-CNN-CNN-LSTM-unit 95.1 91.7
branch-CNN-CNN-unit-LSTM 94.0 91.8

branch-CNN-CNN-LSTM-LSTM-unit 96.5 91.3
branch-CNN-CNN-unit-LSTM-LSTM 94.7 92.1
branch-CNN-CNN-LSTM-unit-LSTM 95.2 91.6

TABLE VII. FIVE-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION RESULTS.

k Learning data (%) Validation data (%)
1 95.0 92.4
2 94.7 92.0
3 94.9 92.4
4 94.5 91.8
5 94.4 91.8

Average 94.7 92.1

than the neural network with only one LSTM. That is, the
neural network using both a CNN and LSTM has a higher
accuracy rate. The higher accuracy may be owing to have been
obtained because of the branching of the fingers, acceleration,
gyro, and angle datasets and the detection of the feature points
from the input data using CNNs. Therefore, we analyze the
branch→Conv2D→Conv2D→conjoin→LSTM→LSTM neu-
ral network (see Figure 22) with the highest accuracy among
the seven neural networks. Table VII summarizes the results
of the five-fold cross-validation recognition experiments.

In this experiment, macro-averages are obtained for multi-
class classification. Precision and recall are calculated using
true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN)
as shown below. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of the
two values.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(4)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(5)

Fmeasure =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(6)

Table VIII shows that the precision, recall, F-measure
for macro-averages, and F-measure for micro-averages were
67.8%, 62.3%, 64.7%, and 92.1%, respectively. Table X shows
the fingerspellings ranked as ordered from the smallest F-
measure. The precision for “ϕ” is 95.6%, the recall is 96.6%,
and the F-measure is 96.1%, i.e., relatively high value. “ϕ”
may have been misrecognized as “[te]” while the fingers were
motionless during data collection. The F value (35.1%) is the
smallest for “[te]” among the 77 types of data. The precision is
43.1%, and the recall is 29.6%. We confirmed that “[te]” was
mistaken as “[de],” “[wa],” and “ϕ” using a confusion matrix.

The F-measure of “[ho]” is 38.5%. We confirmed that
“[ho]” is included in “[bo]” and “[po]” using a confusion
matrix. “[ho]” is expressed with the front of the hand forward,

TABLE VIII. MACRO-AVERAGE AND MICRO-AVERAGE

macro micro
‘ Precision(%) Recall(%) F-measure(%) F-measure(%)

67.8 62.3 64.7 92.1

and the space between the five fingers close together. For
“[bo]”, right-handed users move their fingers to the right, and
left-handed users to the left after expressing “[ho].” “[po]” is
expressed by fingers moving upward after expressing “[ho].”
The misrecognition of “[ho]” as two characters, “[bo]” and
“[po],” owes to the similarities in hand movement.

The F-measure of “[chi]” is 41.4%. The confusion matrix
confirms that “[chi]” is included in “[di],” “[tsu],” “[du],” and
“[xtsu].” The “[chi]” is expressed with the thumb touching the
index, middle, and ring fingers and the little finger extended.
For “[di],” right-handed users move their hand to the right,
and left-handed users to the left, after expressing “[chi]”.
The differences in hand movement cause misrecognition. The
misrecognition of “[tsu],” “[du],” and “[xtsu]” is caused by the
ring finger being extended for “[chi]” or not.

The F-measure of “[pe]” is 45.9%. “[pe]” is included in
“[he]” and “[be],” as confirmed using a confusion matrix.
“[he]” is expressed with fingers pointed downward, with the
thumb and little finger extended and the other three fingers
flexed. “[pe]” is expressed with the fingers moving upward
after expressing “[he].” To express “[be],” right-handed users
move their fingers to the right, and left-handed users to the
left, after expressing “[he].” “[pe]” is misrecognized as two
characters, “[he]” and “[be]”, because the first parts of “[pe]”
and “[be]” are expressed the same as “[he],” resulting in
misrecognition owing to the similarities in hand movements.

The F-measure of “[du]” is 46.2%, and the confusion
matrix confirms “[du]” is included in “[tsu]” and “[di].” “[tsu]”
is expressed with the thumb touching the index and middle
fingers and the ring and little fingers extended. Right-handed
users express “[du]” by moving their fingers to the right, and
left-handed users to the left, after expressing “[tsu].” “[du]” is
misrecognized as “[tsu]” owing to movement similarities.

The F-measure of “[xyo]” is 77.9%. A confusion matrix
confirms that “[yo]” is included in “[yo].” For “[yo],” only
the thumb is flexed, and the other four fingers are extended.
Therefore, the misrecognition of “[xyo]” as “[yo]” is caused
by hand movement problems.

The F-measure of “[nn]” is 79.1%. We confirmed that
“[nn]” is included in “[so]” and “[-](long vowel)” using a
confusion matrix. For “[nn]”, the index finger is extended to
express a writing image, such as “[nn]” in katakana. “[so]”
is expressed with the index finger extended downward and
slightly diagonal. The misrecognition of “[nn]” as “[so]” is
caused by the similarities in hand movement. T he “[-]” sound
is represented by the index finger extending and moving up
and down. “[nn]” is misrecognized as a “[-]” because the
movement required to express “[nn]” halfway resembles the
movement required to express “(-)”.

The F-measure of “[mu]” is 80.2%. A confusion matrix
confirms that “[mu]” is included in “[ku],” using a confusion
matrix. “[mu]” is expressed with the thumb and index finger
extended. “[ku]” is expressed with all five fingers extended
and in close contact (excepting the thumb). “[mu]” is misrec-
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Figure 25. Recognition time series of “gohuku.”

TABLE IX. “gohuku” accuracy(%)

sample 9 10 11 14 15 16 18 19 20
ko 69.0 13.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
go 3.9 77.0 83.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
hu 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.0 84.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 22.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ku 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.0 90.0
phi 19.0 7.5 14.0 79.0 12.0 76.0 95.0 32.0 9.3

ognized as “[ku]” owing to the positions of the middle, ring,
and little fingers.

The F-measure of “[mi]” is 82.0%, i.e., the highest among
the 76 characters other than “ϕ”. The confusion matrix con-
firms that “[mi]” is included in “[shi].” The “[mi]” character is
expressed with the index, middle, and ring fingers extended to
the left for right-handed users and to the right for left-handed
users. The index and middle fingers are extended to express
“[shi]” with the right-handed fingers pointing left and left-
handed fingers right. The misrecognition of “[mi]” as “[shi]”
is caused by the position of the thumb and ring finger.

As an example of a problem in hand movement, we
take the word “[go][hu][ku].” When users attempt to express
“[go],” they may first express “[ko],” and we assume that it

is recognized correctly. As an example, the recognition result
of “[go][hu][ku]” is shown in the Figure 25. In addition,
Table IX shows accuracy rate (unit: %) for each sample of
“[go][hu][ku].” In this case, the user expression of the word
“[go]” first expresses “[ko]” using static fingerspelling, and
then performs an action. That is, the first movement of “[go]”
is regarded as a static fingerspelling and become “[ko][go].”
To recognize “[go]” clearly, specifying the range of time from
when the finger begins moving after expressing “[ko]” to when
the movement ends is necessary. In addition, it is necessary to
insert a new transition movement between “[ko]” and “[go].”

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, to realize smooth communication between
DHH and hearing people, we adapted a lightweight sensor
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TABLE X. FINGERSPELLING RANK FROM THE LEAST F-MEASURE

Rank JF Data Precision(%) Recall(%) F-measure(%)
1 te 159 43.1 29.6 35.1
2 ho 182 41.7 35.7 38.5
3 chi 676 43.9 39.2 41.4
4 pe 245 58.1 38.0 45.9
5 du 255 47.3 45.1 46.2
6 ko 360 55.5 44.7 49.5
7 di 259 53.0 47.1 49.9
8 pi 241 63.8 42.3 50.9
9 ji 256 65.1 42.2 51.2
10 so 338 55.7 47.3 51.2
11 ga 261 54.7 48.7 51.5
12 bo 252 60.6 48.8 54.1
13 ka 555 57.0 52.3 54.5
14 tsu 1801 58.7 51.5 54.8
15 ne 356 60.8 50.6 55.1
16 hu 367 56.1 55.3 55.7
17 ni 546 54.7 58.4 56.5
18 ro 509 61.9 52.7 56.9
19 ha 639 60.6 53.7 56.9
20 he 394 56.0 58.1 57.0
21 pu 242 62.1 52.9 57.1
22 hi 553 57.2 57.7 57.4
23 me 328 63.5 53.7 58.2
24 pa 437 65.9 52.6 58.5
25 xtsu 701 65.2 53.4 58.7
26 po 485 63.8 51.3 58.8
27 wo 273 63.6 56.4 59.8
28 wa 382 61.7 60.2 60.9
29 o 264 66.8 58.0 62.1
30 na 154 60.5 65.6 62.9
31 ra 189 70.6 57.1 63.2
32 su 1082 63.6 63.1 63.4
33 nu 201 70.3 57.7 63.4
34 ma 543 62.6 65.7 64.2
35 shi 863 67.2 61.4 64.2
36 de 222 70.9 60.4 65.2
37 bi 244 70.0 61.1 65.2
38 zo 248 66.0 64.9 65.4
39 go 516 67.1 64.5 65.8
40 ru 1305 65.2 67.1 66.1
41 a 170 70.4 62.9 66.5
42 ta 606 72.9 61.6 66.7
43 xya 268 69.5 64.6 66.9
44 sa 387 68.8 65.4 67.0
45 se 563 68.0 67.3 67.7
46 yu 195 70.6 65.1 67.7
47 e 365 68.3 67.4 67.9
48 ke 168 67.8 69.0 68.4
49 ba 260 68.5 68.5 68.5
50 gu 284 72.8 66.9 69.7
51 bu 260 77.5 63.5 69.8
52 yo 188 73.2 69.7 71.4
53 da 761 72.5 70.8 71.7
54 be 207 76.5 67.6 71.8
55 xyu 488 75.3 69.5 72.3
56 mo 847 75.3 69.8 72.4
57 ze 260 75.8 70.0 72.8
58 ya 1195 74.8 73.8 74.3
59 no 976 75.9 72.8 74.3
60 ki 1374 75.6 73.1 74.3
61 zu 275 76.5 72.4 74.4
62 u 1884 75.8 73.0 74.4
63 re 353 74.3 75.4 74.8
64 za 473 79.5 71.5 75.3
65 do 259 78.9 72.2 75.4
66 ge 228 80.8 71.9 76.1
67 to 1738 78.2 74.3 76.2
68 gi 550 76.2 76.7 76.4
69 i 1428 77.3 76.3 76.8
70 -(long vowel) 2115 75.4 79.0 77.1
71 ri 1890 79.3 76.3 77.8
72 xyo 259 782.2 77.6 77.9
73 ku 1263 79.4 77.7 78.5
74 nn 2878 81.7 76.6 79.1
75 mu 494 80.7 79.8 80.2
76 mi 1021 82.7 81.6 82.0
77 phi 252947 95.6 96.6 96.1

glove, developed an effective CNN model, implemented a
JF recognition system, and evaluated the performance of the
developed system. JF data collection experiments with 20
participants and 76 target JF characters were repeated five
times. Data were acquired at 200 sps for 11 input dimensions.
Angle data were transformed by applying a Madgwick filter to
gyro readings and were converted into sine and cosine spaces,
thereby increasing the total number of input dimensions to 17.
However, the data acquired at 200 sps contained various issues,
such as noisy signals. To solve this problem, we calculated the
moving averages to reduce the frequency to 4 sps. Finally, a 20-
fold cross-validation evaluation was conducted. The average
recognition rate was approximately 70.0%, and the maximum
recognition rate was approximately 75.5%. We determined that
the variance in the flexion and direction of the fingers was a
significant cause of misrecognition.

We then described the results of the continuous finger-
spelling recognition experiment. In daily life, finger flexion,
extensions, hand directions, and movements vary considerably
among people learning sign language, people using ESJ, and
people using JSL. Therefore, we proposed a dataset to exploit
the characteristics of JF and selected 64 words. Then, we
conducted a data collection experiment. For each of the 64
words, 11 dimensions (hand: five dimensions, acceleration:
three dimensions, gyro: three dimensions) were input for
eight s (120 sps × 8 s = 960 samples). The data and
video collections were repeated five times. Then, using the
acceleration and gyro data, the angles (three dimensions) were
calculated using the Madgwick filter and converted to sine and
cosine values. Six dimensions were added, bringing the total
number of dimensions to 17, including those of the fingers
(five dimensions) and accelerations and gyro (six dimensions).
Next, the data was reduced by setting the average to 32
samples (4 sps × 8 s). Finally, a discrimination experiment
was conducted. We compared two neural networks, one with
only an LSTM and another with both CNN and LSTM.
For the neural network using both CNN and LSTM, the
evaluation experiment was conducted by splitting the hand,
acceleration, gyro, and angle data, and passing each through
the neural network. Consequently, micro F-measure of 92.1%
was obtained for the neural network using the CNN and LSTM.
Although we solved the calibration problem, a hand adhesion
issue remained. Furthermore, distinguishing between static and
dynamic fingerspelling based on hand motion became difficult.

Thus, this system had two main problems: hand-finger
adhesion and distinguishing between static and dynamic fin-
gerspellings. In the continuous fingerspelling recognition ex-
periment, the accuracy rate of the finger characters decreased
owing to the large number of instances “ϕ”. To obtain a
high discrimination rate in fingerspelling recognition, we must
expand the data on fingerspellings and collect more data. The
amount of data for “ϕ” is considerably larger than that of
the 76 characters of JF; more data facilitate distinguishing
between static and dynamic fingerspelling. Distinguishing be-
tween “[ko]” and “[go]” became particularly difficult; thus,
we must contemplate constructing a system that considers any
hand movement as a dynamic fingerspelling. The issue is also
occurred in the single fingerspelling recognition experiments,
e.g., distinguishing “[te]” from “[u],” “[te]” from “[tsu],” “[te]”
from “[ru],” and “[te]” from “[wa].”

To further develop sign language recognition systems, three
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issues must be addressed. First, a large amount of speech data
exists but with insufficient sign language data. To improve
the accuracy rates using deep learning, collecting more sign
language data is necessary. Second, preparing data on JSL
is also necessary. In daily life, variations in finger flexion,
hand directions, and hand movements occur among people.
In addition, we must develop a learning model suitable for
JSL. A multimodal approach, concerning JSL, addresses the
first issue by inputting different types of information such as
finger flexion, hand directions, hand movements, and facial
expressions to improve recognition. JSL uses fingers, hand
directions, and hand movements as well as the upper body,
head, face, and mouth to express. Therefore, constructing a
suitable language model for JSL is necessary. We plan to
development of a sign language recognition system able to
address these three issues.
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Abstract—One of the main causes of traffic accidents is 
"improper driving", such as driver's carelessness and 
operation mistakes. To prevent traffic accidents, it is necessary 
to detect the occurrence of improper driving, point it out to the 
driver, and advise improvement. However, the driving 
behavior analysis, which analyzes the driving itself from 
several sensor data, cannot accurately and comprehensively 
detect improper driving because it does not consider the traffic 
situation related to the road, the other vehicles and so on. This 
paper proposes a method that combines the driving behavior 
analysis and the danger perception by passengers. This method 
allows for comprehensive and correct detection of improper 
driving because passengers can objectively see both the driving 
and traffic situation. Experiments to apply this method showed 
its effectiveness. Furthermore, we conducted the other 
experiment to compare the passenger danger perception with 
driver’s one. The results showed that drivers and passengers 
find out different types of dangerous driving, and that 
passengers perceive the driving more objectively. The results 
newly show that the use of objective analysis using the 
passenger's heart rate is effective in providing improvement to 
the driver. 

Keywords-Drive Analysis; Heart Rate; Passenger. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Traffic accidents are one of the many serious problems in 

the modern society. One of the major causes of traffic 
accidents is improper driving by drivers, including driver 
errors and carelessness [2]. 

Support systems that point out the occurrence of 
improper driving and provide advice for improvement would 
be effective in preventing drivers from causing accidents. 
Driving behavior analysis is a method that uses sensors to 
measure the behavior of a car and detects abnormal driving 
patterns as improper driving, such as rapid acceleration and 
meandering. However, the driving behavior analysis is not 
highly accurate because only a few driving patterns can be 
analyzed without considering traffic situation, in which the 
driving takes places. Therefore, it is often the case where the 
driving behavior analysis wrongly detects or even misses 
improper driving. This problem can be a major drawback for 
such support systems to give appropriate advice to the 
drivers. 

To solve this problem, we proposed a method that, in 
addition to the driving behavior analysis, utilizes passenger’s 
danger perception of the traffic situation [1]. This paper 
fleshes out the contents to provide detailed discussion and 
evaluation of the method. The proposed method analyzes the 
variation of the passenger's heart rate to detect the 
passenger's danger perception, which is used to compare to 
the abnormal driving patterns detected by the driving 
behavior analysis. If they are matched, the detected patterns 
are considered improper driving. In addition, there are cases 
where driving is deemed improper purely based on traffic 
situation, which cannot be detected by driving behavior 
analysis. The proposed method extracts such cases by 
analyzing the passenger's danger perceptions that do not 
match the occurrence of abnormal driving patterns. This 
allows for more comprehensive and accurate detection of 
improper driving. 

To implement the proposed method, we devised a 
method to detect danger perception based on abnormal heart 
rate of the target. The criteria for determining heart rate 
abnormality are set through experiments. 

An experiment was conducted to show that our method 
works effectively. The results show that the passenger’s 
danger perceptions are useful to improve the accuracy of 
detecting the improper driving, and passenger-perception-
only data, which are the passenger’s danger perceptions 
without matching the abnormal driving patterns, include 
many cases of improper driving. Some, however, were 
caused by things unrelated to improper driving. These must 
be removed to determine passenger heart rate abnormalities 
as dangerous driving. 

A comparative experiment was also conducted to 
compare the passenger danger perception with driver’s one. 
The results showed that drivers and passengers find out 
different types of dangerous driving, and that passengers 
perceive driving more objectively. Moreover, it was found 
that drivers and passengers often perceive the different types 
of dangers, and so considering both may allow for a more 
comprehensive and accurate detection of improper driving. 

In this paper, Section II describes existing methods for 
detecting improper driving and their problems. Section III 
proposes our method, and Section IV describes an 
experiment and its result to show the effectiveness of the 
method, and Section V discusses it. Section VI describes a 
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comparative experiment with the driver's danger perception 
and its results, and Section VII discusses it. Section VIII 
concludes this paper and discusses future prospects. 

II. EXISTING METHODS FOR DETECTING IMPROPER 
DRIVING 

A. Driving behavior analysis 
Driving behavior analysis is a method that detects 

dangerous driving patterns by analyzing sensor data on the 
motion of a vehicle while driving [3][4]. The sensor data 
includes speed, acceleration, and angular velocity. These 
data are used to detect dangerous driving patterns, such as 
sudden braking, sudden steering, sudden acceleration, and 
unsteady handing. However, this method has a problem that 
it cannot comprehensively and accurately detect improper 
driving due to the following reasons: 

 
• Not all abnormal driving patterns are covered. 
• Traffic situations are never considered, and so it 

possibly detects incorrect improper driving. 
 
Concerning the latter, this is because the criteria for 

determining whether a certain driving is improper or not vary 
depending on the traffic situation, in which it is taken place. 
That is, such criteria depend on the combination of driving 
pattern and the traffic situation. 

 

B. Driver’s danger perception 
Another approach to determining improper driving is to 

detect the danger perception while driving from the driver's 
own physiological data. There exist several methods to adopt 
this approach, such as detecting the danger perceptions by 
using heart rate variability [5], monitoring some visual 
behaviors that characterize a driver’s level of vigilance [6], 
and estimating the driver's emotions [7]. These methods can 
detect the driver's danger perception when capturing external 
dangers, such as unexpected events or unsafe situations.  

Since the driver's perception of danger comprehensively 
captures all the driving situation including the driving 
behavior and the traffic situation, it is expected to provide 
more comprehensive coverage than the driving behavior 
analysis, such as pedestrians’ sudden crossing or the other 
vehicles’ improper driving.  

On the other hand, this method has the following 
drawbacks: 

• There are individual differences in the human heart 
rate and the way it changes, and these individual 
differences may affect the accuracy of hazard 
detection. 

• Changes in heart rate can also occur outside of 
danger perception, causing false detection of danger 
perception. 

• Because drivers perceive situations subjectively, 
they tend not to consider their driving to be 
problematic. Therefore, a driver's danger perception 
is not suitable for use in objective determination of 
improper driving. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Approaches 
To solve the problems of the existing methods shown in 

the previous section, we adopt an approach to use the 
passenger's danger perception. Since the passenger's danger 
perception is considered more objective than the driver’s, the 
combination with driving behavior analysis would be 
effective. 

B. How to determine improper driving 
The proposed method for detecting improper driving 

using the passenger's perception of danger is shown in Figure 
1. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Proposed method for detecting improper driving  

using passenger’s perception of danger 

The method first does the driving behavior analysis using 
sensor data, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), speed, 
and angular velocity to detect abnormal driving patterns. 
Then, it analyzes the variation of the passenger's heart rate to 
detect the passenger's danger perception. After that, the 
detected danger perceptions are compared to the abnormal 
driving patterns. If they are matched, the detected patterns 
are determined to be improper driving. In addition, there are 
cases where driving is deemed improper purely based on 
traffic situation, which cannot be detected by driving 
behavior analysis. To extract such cases, the method picks up 
the passenger’s danger perceptions that do not match the 
abnormal driving patterns. This allows for comprehensive 
and accurate detection of improper driving. 

C. Passennger’s danger perception analysis 
The proposed method uses the danger perception analysis, 

analyzing the variation of the heart rate to find out 
occurrence of its abnormalities. Through an experiment, we 
defined the following two types of abnormal heart rate 
patterns. 

• Rapid increase in heart rate: As shown in Figure 2, 
when the amount of change in heart rate increases 
above the specified threshold within a certain period 
of time, it is determined that there is a rapid increase 
in heart rate. The heart rate is measured every second, 
and the threshold of the amount of change is 10 
beats. 
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Figure 2.  Heart rate variability during rapid heart rate increase 

• High heart rate state: As shown in Figure 3, when 
the heart rate value stays high for a certain period, it 
is judged to be in the high heart rate state. The heart 
rate is judge as high when it is over the threshold of 
the average heart rate plus 10. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Heart rate variability during high heart rate state 

The average heart rate is determined based on the data in the 
last three minutes. This compensates individual differences 
in the passenger’s heart rate. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 1 

A. Purpose of the experiment 
The following two hypotheses, which support the 

theoretical basis of the proposed method, are verified by 
actual driving experiments to work as expected. 
 

• Hypothesis 1-1: False positives for improper driving 
will be reduced by looking at the match between 
abnormal driving patterns based on the driving 
behavior analysis and danger perception based on 
the passenger’s danger perception analysis. 

• Hypothesis 1-2: There exist some danger perceptions 
that do not match abnormal driving patterns, which 
include most of all the improper driving that strongly 
depends on the traffic conditions, which cannot be 
detected by the driving behavior analysis. 

B. Methods for the experiment 
In the driving experiment, the speed and angular velocity 

of the vehicle and the heart rate of the passenger are 
measured every second while driving. Each driving 
experiment consists of one-hour driving. After the driving, 
the actual driving situation was reviewed using video and 
notes recorded during the driving. Figures 4-7 show how the 
experiment took place. 

l Figure 4: smartphone sensor, measuring the 
vehicle's angle and angular velocity.  

l Figure 5: Apple Watch, measuring the passenger's 
heart rate.  

l Figure 6:  video camera on the windshield, recoding 
the vehicle’s forward image.  

l Figure 7: notes the passengers take when they 
perceive a danger.  

In this experiment, we use a prototyping system 
implementing the proposed method in Figure 1, except for 
Situation Analysis, which is performed based on the 
passenger’s own judgement by reviewing the recorded video 
after the experiment.  

The subjects of this experiment are 17 university students 
with different driving experiences, and 50 sets of 
experiments took place. Table 1 shows the breakdown of the 
driving experience of the passengers, and Table 2 shows the 
breakdown of the combinations of driver and passenger by 
driving experience. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Measurement of vehicle speed and angular velocity 

 using smartphone sensors 

 
Figure 5.  Measurement of passenger's heart rate using Apple Watch 

 
Figure 6.  Recording of the vehicle's forward image  

using a video camera 
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Figure 7.  Passengers taking notes when they perceive a danger. 

TABLE I. BREAKDOWN OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE DRIVING EXPERIMENT 
Participants’ driving 

frequency 
Number of 

people 
Number of 

experiments 
Drive on a daily basis 5 people 12 sets 

Sometimes drive 4 people 10 sets 
Don’t usually drive 4 people 13 sets 
No driver’s license 4 people 15 sets 

Total 17 people 50 sets 
 

TABLE II. BREAKDOWN OF DRIVERS AND PASSENGERS BY DRIVING 
FREQUENCY 

Driver’s driving 
frequency 

Passengers’ driving 
frequency 

Number of 
experiments 

Drive on a  
daily basis 

Drive on a daily basis 7 sets 
Sometimes drive 1 set 

Don’t usually drive 8 sets 
No driver’s license 4 sets 

Sometimes drive 

Drive on a daily basis 5 sets 
Sometimes drive 9 sets 

Don’t usually drive 5 sets 
No driver’s license 11 sets 

Total 50 sets 
 

C. Results of experiments 
1) Verification of Hypothesis 1-1 

A total of 56 abnormal driving patterns are detected by 
the driving behavior analysis. Of these, 9 cases match the 
passenger’s danger perception. Figure 8 shows all the cases 
classified into four danger levels by the review of actual 
situation. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Relationship between abnormal driving patterns  

and passengers’ perception of danger 

Figure 8 shows that the passenger's danger perception 
occurs in most situations where the actual danger level is 
high, and in contrast, the passenger's danger perception does 
not occur in most situations where the actual danger level is 

low.  There can be seen a tendency that the group of 
abnormal driving patterns classified in higher danger level 
have more percentage of ones matching with passenger’s 
danger perception. This supports Hypothesis 1-1 that false 
positives for improper driving in the driving behavior 
analysis can be reduced by using the results of the 
passenger’s danger perception analysis.  

 
2) Verification of Hypothesis 1-2 

Of the results of detecting passenger’s danger perceptions, 
142 cases do not match the abnormal driving patterns. Table 
3 shows the results of categorizing their causes based on the 
review of the actual situation one by one. 
 
TABLE III. CATEGORIZATION OF THE ANALYZED CAUSE OF PASSENGER’S 

HEART RATE ABNORMALITIES 
Dangerous 

driving  
Outside threats Emotional 

change 
Unknown 

cause 
18 cases 43 cases 62 cases 19 cases 

 
Details of each item used in the classification and 

examples of actual occurrences are as follows. 
 
a) Dangerous driving: 18 cases 
・ Anxiety or fear felt about the driver’s 

dangerous driving (e.g., accelerating instead of 
stopping at a traffic light change, etc.) 

b) Outside threats: 43 cases 
・ Perceived danger due to external factors, such 

as interruptions by other vehicles or pedestrians 
jumping out (e.g., a driver suddenly getting out 
of a stopped truck) 

・ Anxiety caused by environmental factors, such 
as narrowness of the road and poor visibility 
(e.g., glare from the western sun, thick fog, 
etc.) 

c) Emotional change: 62 cases 
・Excitement or surprise during conversation 
・Drowsiness and fatigue 

 
Hypothesis 1-2 proves correct, from the fact that many 

improper driving cases are included in the passenger’s 
danger perceptions that do not match abnormal driving 
pattern, and few improper driving cases are seen that are not 
detected by either analysis.  

However, the results showed that there are some cases 
other than improper driving among the passenger’s heart rate 
abnormalities. 

V. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1 
From the fact that the higher danger level of abnormal 

driving patterns matches with passenger’s heart rate 
abnormalities well, we found that our approach to using 
passenger’s danger perceptions to reduce the false detection 
of improper driving is reasonable. In addition, we also found 
that the passenger’s danger perceptions can cover most of 
improper driving that the driving behavior analysis cannot 
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detect. These results show that the proposed method can 
detect improper driving comprehensively and correctly.  

However, the important issues to establish our method 
are: 

• to extract only passenger’s danger perceptions from 
all the passenger’s heart rate abnormalities. 

• to analyze and classify the passenger's danger 
perception that does not match abnormal driving 
patterns. 

However, the above issues are difficult to settled at this 
moment because they require a comprehensive 
understanding of the factors that cause the abnormal heart 
rate.  

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 2 

A. Purpose of the experiment 
Because the experiments in the previous section did not 

measure driver’s heart rate abnormality, and therefore we 
could not yet prove that the passenger's heart rate 
abnormality is more suitable for detecting objective danger 
perception than the driver’s one.  

In this section, we set the following three hypotheses, 
which show the validity of the proposed method adopting the 
passenger's danger perception by comparison with driver’s 
one: 

 
• Hypothesis 2-1: Driver's heart rate abnormality 

matches the driver's danger perception, and a danger 
that the driver is unaware cannot be detected by 
driver danger perception.  

• Hypothesis 2-2: Passengers can provide a more 
objective danger perception than the driver, 
including improper driving that the driver is unaware 
of. 

• Hypothesis 2-3: While drivers are more careful to 
external dangers and can perceive more small 
dangers than the passengers, passengers can perceive 
improper driving and its situation more objectively. 
Therefore, the passengers can find the driver's 
improvement points. 

B. Methods for the experiment 
In the experiment, we used both driver's and passenger's 

danger perception.  
The driver's and passenger's heart rate are measured 

using the Apple Watch's optical heart rate sensor. After the 
experiment, the recorded video was reviewed, and a review 
was conducted based on the judgment of the driver and 
passengers through discussion. Figures 9 and 10 show how 
the experiment took place. 

l Figure 9: Apple Watch, measuring the driver's heart 
rate.  

l Figure 10: Driver and passenger reviewing the 
video after the end of driving.  

The subjects of this experiment are 6 university students 
with different driving experiences, and 5 sets of experiments 
took place. Each experiment consists of one-hour driving. 
Table 4 shows the breakdown of the driving experience of 

the passengers, and Table 5 shows the breakdown of the 
combinations of driver and passenger by driving experience. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Measurement of driver's heart rate using Apple Watch 

 
Figure 10.  Driver and passenger reviewing the video after the end of 

driving  

 
TABLE Ⅳ. BREAKDOWN OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE DRIVING EXPERIMENT 

Participants’ driving 
frequency 

Number of people 

Drive on a daily basis 1 people 
Sometimes drive 2 people 

Don’t usually drive 1 people 
No driver’s license 2 people 

Total 6 people 
 

TABLE Ⅴ. BREAKDOWN OF DRIVERS AND PASSENGERS BY DRIVING 
FREQUENCY 

Driver’s driving 
frequency 

Passengers’ driving 
frequency 

Number of 
experiments 

Drive on a  
daily basis 

Drive on a daily basis 0 set 
Sometimes drive 1 set 

Don’t usually drive 0 set 
No driver’s license 1 set 

Sometimes drive 

Drive on a daily basis 0 set 
Sometimes drive 0 set 

Don’t usually drive 1 set 
No driver’s license 2 sets 

Total 5 sets 
 

C. Results of experiments 
1) Verification of Hypothesis 2-1 & Hypothesis 2-2 

A total of 107 abnormalities were detected by the driver's 
and passenger's danger perception. Table 6 shows the results 
of classifying the causes of the abnormalities one by one by 
checking the actual situation, along with the presence or 
absence of abnormal heart rate of the driver and passenger. 
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TABLE Ⅵ. COMBINATION OF HEART RATE ABNORMALITIES AND CAUSE 
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Abnormal  
heart rate 

Cause 
Dangerous  

driving 
External 
factors 

Environmental 
factors 

Other 

Both 3 cases 2 cases 1 case 8 
cases 

Driver 
only 4 cases 21 cases 4 cases 39 

cases 
Passenger 

only 3 cases 4 cases 7 cases 11 
cases 

Total 10 cases 27 cases 12 cases 58 
cases 

 
Of the cases where heart rate abnormalities were detected, 

the following is a breakdown of the actual abnormal driving 
patterns found. 

 
・Both parties had a heart rate abnormality: 3 cases 
・Heart rate abnormality only in the driver: 4 cases 
・Heart rate abnormality only in the passenger: 3 cases 
 
Table 7 shows the breakdown of the awareness of 

improper driving by the driver and passenger in these 10 
cases. 

 
TABLE Ⅶ. RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION OF HEART RATE ABNORMALITY 

AND AWARENESS. 
Abnormal  
heart rate 

Awareness 
Both Driver only Passenger only 

Both 2 cases 1 case 0 case 
Driver only 1 case 3 cases 0 case 

Passenger only 0 case 0 case 3 cases 
 

In all cases where abnormalities were detected in the 
driver's heart rate, the driver himself was aware that he did 
improper driving. On the other hand, in cases where no 
abnormalities were detected in the driver's heart rate, the 
driver was not aware of improper driving. As shown above, 
the driver's heart rate abnormality has a strong correlation 
with the driver's awareness of improper driving. 

In addition, there were 3 cases of improper driving that 
the driver was unaware, but the passenger felt that the 
driving was dangerous, and the abnormal heart rate of the 
passenger made it possible to detect it. 

 
2) Verification of Hypothesis 2-3 

The major causes of the driver’s and passenger’s heart 
rate abnormality that did not match abnormal driving 
patterns as follows. 

 
• Driver:  external factors: 21 cases, including  

other vehicles, pedestrians, or other factors may pose 
a danger to my vehicle, and I was worried and 
alarmed. 

• Passenger: environmental factors: 7 cases, including 
narrow roads, poor visibility, and other factors caused 
dangerous driving conditions that made me feel 
anxious and uncomfortable. 

 
There are 21 cases of driver’s danger perception caused 

by external factors were detected. In many of these cases, the 
driver quickly predicts the possibility of danger based on the 
surrounding situation. 

On the other hand, there are 7 cases of passenger’s 
danger perception caused by environmental factors were 
detected. These cases capture passenger’s anxiety and 
discomfort about driving in a particular traffic situation. 

VII. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2 
Firstly, 10 dangerous driving situations were detected by 

the driver's improper driving. Among them, the drivers were 
aware of their own improper driving when it was detected by 
the driver's heart rate abnormality, and, on the other hand, 
improper driving that the driver was unaware was not 
detected by the driver's heart rate abnormality. This supports 
Hypothesis 2-1 since the driver's awareness of improper 
driving is related to whether the driver's heart rate 
abnormality exists or not. 

Secondly, there were 3 cases of improper driving that the 
driver was unaware of, but the passenger was aware of the 
danger. In these cases, heart rate abnormality of the 
passenger was detected. This supports Hypothesis 2-2 since 
the passenger objectively perceived the situation to recognize 
improper driving. The driver's danger perception detects 
many dangers from external factors. While driving, drivers 
need to pay more attention to their surroundings than their 
passengers. For this reason, we consider that the driver can 
notice existing or potential dangers caused by external 
factors or the possibility of such danger. On the other hand, 
passengers are aware of many danger perceptions from 
environmental factors. Thus, drivers and passengers pay 
attention to different things, and perceive different types of 
dangers. 

Thirdly, we speculate that drivers are unconsciously 
aware of their surroundings and are alert to the possibility 
that an external factor may actually occur. On the other hand, 
passengers objectively perceive dangers in the current 
situation. This suggests that the passenger's danger 
perception is more suitable for recognizing the actual 
dangerous traffic situation and for providing drivers for 
effective advice for improvement. This supports Hypothesis 
2-3. 

Furthermore, since drivers and passengers perceive 
different types of dangers, utilizing both types of danger 
perceptions may allow for more comprehensive and accurate 
detection of improper driving. 

Only five experiments were conducted, in which only a 
few dangers were detected. Therefore, it appears to be 
necessary to conduct more experiments to get more robust 
results in danger perception by both drivers and passengers. 
Concerning the subjects of our experiments, we used almost 
the same aged university students, but it is necessary to use a 
wider variety of subjects to increase the validity of the 
experiments. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
In this paper, we proposed a method for detecting 

improper driving using driving behavior analysis, combined 
with the passenger’s danger perception. The driving 
experiments showed that the proposed method can reduce 
the number of false positives for improper driving, and that it 
includes most of improper driving that the driving behavior 
analysis cannot detect because it strongly depends on traffic 
conditions. However, the passenger heart rate abnormalities 
include many cases not relating to improper driving, which 
need to be excluded. 

In addition, a comparative experiment of driver’s and 
passenger’s danger perception showed that passengers can 
more objectively perceive improper driving that the driver is 
unaware of. And also, since the types of danger that drivers 
and passengers can perceive are different, utilizing both of 
the two factors may provide a more comprehensive and 
accurate detection of improper driving. 

In the future, we will improve our method based on the 
findings in this paper into a comprehensive and accurate 
method for detecting improper driving. We also aim to 
implement a driving improvement support system using this 
method  that provides effective advice to drivers. 
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Abstract-The COVID-19 crisis has changed behaviors and 

needs of orthodontic practitioners related to (i) cancellation of 

all the continuing education events, which led to the 

disappearance of formal and informal exchanges on the 

practice (ii) emergence of numerous videoconferences, but 

without any prior identification of practitioners’ needs. The 

problem of interaction within a continuing education online 

environment is paramount: promoting interaction between 

peers within the system is essential to (i) reduce the feeling of 

loneliness (ii) promote users’ commitment. Most French 

orthodontic practitioners were already involved in a virtual 

active Community of Practice (CoP) with their own way of 

fostering identification, cohesion, and collaboration. The 

purpose of this user-centered research is to identify 

requirements for creating an innovative comprehensive 

distance continuing education environment that would meet 

expectations and needs in terms of interactions of most CoP 

members, according to their experience (novices to experts). 

After an extensive state-of-the-art, used to better understand 

the changes in training and education related to orthodontic 

domain, we conducted (a) a detailed examination of the 

discursive activities within a CoP (e.g., content, interactions, 

rhythm, objectives) (b) four focus group (c) a survey consisting 

of two questionnaires (online, and face-to-face) (d) an 

ergonomic inspection of the e-orthodontie.com website. The 

collected data confirmed that an innovative complete distance 

continuing education environment could meet many CoP 

members’ needs, such as: anonymous, scientifically validated 

content, extensive or limited discussion forums, clinical case 

sharing, videoconferences instant translation, ease of access 

and cost and time saving. From a theoretical point of view, this 

study highlighted the crucial role of the community of practice 

in producing requirements for creating a useful, usable, and 

acceptable digital education environment for orthodontic 

practitioners. 

 

Keywords-elearning; community of practice; psycho-

ergonomic study; innovative device; orthodontics; continuing 

education. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 crisis has changed behaviors and needs 
of orthodontic practitioners towards continuing education. 
Among others, the replacement of face-to-face congresses by  

videoconferences had led to the disappearance of direct 
formal and informal exchanges between novices and/or 
experts of the Community of Practice (CoP): the 
videoconferences current format only allows one-to-one 
vertical interactions between participants and speakers. 
However, in the field of distance continuing education, it is 
necessary to support a form of “e-presence” between 
members because one of the major dropout factors is the 
loneliness felt within the education device. Indeed, attrition 
rate is lower when the user is supported by his/her peers and 
interacts with them regularly [1]–[3].  

The peer discussions on clinical cases could therefore 
help novices  gain  expertise (i.e., theoretical knowledge and 
practical skills) [4]–[6]. 

According to the state-of-the-art [7]–[10], several 
solutions are mentioned to promote interactions and 
commitments within an education distance device, such as 
distance tutoring, and e-portfolio. However, their results are 
heterogeneous, and their implementation complex. 

This innovative continuing education environment is 
addressed to French orthodontic practitioners who are mostly 
already involved in an informal active virtual CoP, built on 
Facebook© in 2014. In 2022 February, this CoP was 
gathering almost half of the French orthodontic practitioners. 
The purpose of this user-centered research is to analyze 
requirements to promote interactions within an innovative 
learning system based on a dual approach. On the one hand, 
the CoP discursive activity was assessed quantitatively and 
qualitatively, and on the other hand, the CoP members’ 
needs were identified by conducting four focus groups, a 
survey (which was carried out face-to-face and online), and 
an ergonomic inspection of the e-orthodontie.com, a 
dedicated website for orthodontic continuing education, 
although underused by practitioners. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
After a state-of-the-art (Section II), Section III describes the 
data gathered and methodology applied in three different 
studies to identify the CoP members interactions needs and 
attitudes according to their experience (novices to experts). 
This is followed by an overview of findings in Section IV, 
categorized by the discursive analysis, the CoP members 
interaction needs and the requirements. Section V 
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summarizes the value of these findings and outlines elements 
of future research to be conducted on the subject.  

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

We conducted an extensive state-of-the-art to identify (i) 
the possible benefits of designing an innovative distance 
learning device in the orthodontic domain (ii) the current 
solutions to promote interactions within distance education. 

A. Interest of a “demand-pull” approach  

The design industry has evolved from a "technology-
push" to a "demand-pull" perspective [11]. It is now 
commonly known that the supply does not create its own 
demand because: 

• from the designer’s point of view, the actual uses were 
often disappointing 

• intended and actual uses did not match 

•  actual uses are sometimes very heterogeneous [12]–
[14]. 

Our user-centered design research is in line with this 
approach. Indeed, this study consisted in analyzing the 
practitioners’ needs, expectations, and behaviors in terms of 
(i) continuing education, (ii) interactions and upstream of the 
design phase. 

B. Contribution of an innovative device  

The COVID-19 crisis has changed behaviors and needs 
of orthodontic practitioners. The need to shift the traditional 
format to remote access is now widely shared. The COVID 
epidemic has greatly accelerated this trend related to 
cancellation of all the continuing education events [15]–[17]. 

The state-of-the-art [11]-[18][30][31] demonstrated that 
many devices dedicated to the continuing education of 
dentists or orthodontists have been created over the past 20 
years, particularly in Anglo-Saxon countries. These devices 
were a source of satisfaction for the participants and 
effective in terms of learning and acquisition of skills but 
they were mainly centered on one unique theme (e.g., 
recognition of oral pathologies) and were not focused on the 
orthodontic discipline [18][19]. However, an innovative 
complete distance continuing education environment could 
have many advantages, such as flexibility, lower costs, no 
office closing and accreditation by the French body of 
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) [20]–[24]. 
C. Existing distance learning device 

According to the state-of-the-art [11]-[18], there was no 
complete distance learning environment adapted to the 
French orthodontic practitioners’ needs. Only two complete 
websites dedicated to distance continuing education were 
intended for orthodontic practitioners: the World Federation 
of Orthodontists (WFO) and the e-orthodontie.com websites. 

First, the WFO website, with online videoconferences 
access and its smartphone application (with notifications), is 
the most complete digital continuing education environment 
available to date, particularly concerning the diversified 
content, supports, and the scientific validity. Despite this, 
none of the interviewed practitioners were registered with 
WFO probably because this device was neither adapted (i) to 

their expectations and attitudes (ii) nor to their way of 
interacting with each other. Correlation between cultural 
and/or social dimensions with the use of a distance education 
device has already been highlighted in a previous study [25]. 

Second, the French e-orthodontie.com website has been 
created in 2007 without any prior user-centered research to 
assess practitioners’ needs and expectations [19][20]. That 
could explain why this website was very little used by 
French orthodontic practitioners. This is evidenced by the 
fact that the activity in the forums section was close to zero. 

D. The interactions within the devices 

According the state-of-the-art [29], the loss of peer-to-
peer interactions was the major drawback of the current 
distance education experiences for participants. That is why 
interaction represents one of the main issues to be considered 
for the design process. Nevertheless, several solutions are 
mentioned in the literature to create a kind of “e-presence” 
within the distance device, such as (i) virtual small groups of 
practitioners sharing same centers of interest or geographical 
proximity [27] (ii) creation of a collaborative e-portfolio 
[11][12] or (iii) tutoring [9][10]. But interactions between 
novices and their teachers via an e-portfolio were often 
limited, because, among other factors, teachers considered 
the digital feedback as a waste of time [11]. Concerning the 
remote tutoring, it remained generally underused because 
users struggled to meet their “ideal” tutoring model [9][10]. 

There are difficulties to maintain mutual commitment 
and trust in an online environment, hence the importance of 
examining the interactions within a current active CoP for 
creating a useful, usable, and acceptable digital education 
environment for orthodontic practitioners. We considered 
that an innovative distance continuing education 
environment, supported by the CoP members (and vice 
versa), could promote users’ commitment. We based our 
approach on the horizontal social learning theories [3]-[6]. 

E. Contribution of a community of practice analysis for 

education device design 

Several research-actions involving the design of training 
devices, in particular digital ones, are based on the notions of 
professional community in the education fields [33][34].  

Nevertheless, CoPs case studies are very rare in the 
health sector and focus more on the education field (e.g., 
learning in a school context) [34]. One reason being that 
CoPs in the health sector (i.e., traditional and virtual) are 
fewer, less structured and often informal, therefore difficult 
to identify [35][36]. 

However, horizontal exchanges between peers represent 
an important source of cohesion and group identification 
within the CoP [1]–[6][21]. Besides, learning results from 
the interaction with other individuals and particularly with 
peers [3][4].  

F. Definition of Community of Practice  

First, the community of practice is defined by a common 
interest for a domain (this is what distinguishes CoP 
members from non-members) [41]. Second, a community, 
unlike project-focused teams, endures over time.  The CoP 
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members discuss, help each other, and share information in 
their fields. Third, they develop a shared repertoire of 
resources on their common practice: experiences, stories, 
tools, ways to handle issues. It is therefore by developing 
these three elements (domain, community, practice) that a 
CoP can grow and endure. The concept of communities of 
practice (CoP) is based on the idea that all individuals have 
always expanded their knowledge by discussing their 
practice with others, on a daily basis [42]. 

The social dimension of learning is therefore 
fundamental for understanding communities of practice [43]. 
Moreover, among the different types of communities (e.g., of 
interest, learners, epistemic) and working groups (e.g., 
project team, functional), the community of practice involves 
the strongest cohesions and interactions between its 
members. Regular interactions between peers within a CoP 
promote (i) mutual commitment, (ii) the emergence of a 
common project and (iii) the development of a shared 
repertoire. Exchanges have different values and purposes 
(e.g., learning, cohesion, identity affirmation). Some 
elements can either promote participation (e.g., trust, 
recognized expertise) or discourage it (e.g., fear of 
judgement, absence of answers, long delays). To last, a CoP 
must find a balance in interaction dynamics: nature, quantity, 
and rhythm. 

Virtual learning communities have been on the rise in the 
past decade. Exchanges within these virtual communities are 
more fluid and faster than in traditional ones. However, they 
raise specific issues such as privacy, data security and the 
difficulty to create a user-friendly climate along with 
enabling  confidence between the members [44]. 

G. Experts and novices  

The Dreyfus model (Fig. 1) illustrates the five-phase 
trajectory from novice to expert including the  intermediate 
stages (i.e., advanced beginner, competent and  proficient) 
[45]. The process also involves several cognitive shifts 
ranging from the strict adherence to rules with lack of 
independent judgment, to deep contextualized intuitive 
understanding. 

 

 
Figure 1. The 5 stages of learning within a CoP. 

 
Learning paths vary depending on members’ quest for 

personal and professional identity. The key focus is to find 
out their own way of becoming a “practitioner”. This 

learning process is reflexive and built through access to 
heterogeneous practices and visions, which  structure a real 
“landscape of practices” [39]. 

H. Community of practice and learning  

The current remote videoconferences are based on the 
traditional vertical “teacher/learner” scheme. However, it is 
commonly accepted that a social learning environment is 
essential to foster adult education [46]. CoPs support their 
members’ professional training by sharing their issues or 
experiences [47]. The resulting  discussions from shared 
clinical experiences could help novices gain expertise by 
developing their ability to (i) analyze a new clinical situation, 
(ii) identify its consequences, (iii) adapt their behavior and 
(iv) consider other points of view [34][40][41]. Promoting 
peer interactions and encouraging them to share clinical 
issues are essential in theoretical and practical discipline 
such as orthodontics. This could help novices articulate these 
aspects [48].  

III. DATA & METHODOLOGY 

 

To produce design recommendations on creating a 

useful, usable and acceptable digital education environment 

for orthodontic practitioners, three techniques have been 

used (Fig. 2). First, we observed the interactions and 

discursive activities within a virtual CoP “discutons entre 

spécialistes (let’s discuss among specialists)”. Second, we 

conducted four focus groups to identify behaviors related to 

continuing education, their needs, and expectations. Third, 

we carried out two surveys: one was addressed to members 

of a virtual CoP online and a second questionnaire survey 

was administrated during a congress, to collect data about 

attitudes and expectations towards continuing education. 

Figure 2 illustrates the adopted methodology and its 

objectives. 

 
 

Figure 2.  The triangulation of our methodology. 

A. Focus group  

Four focus groups with 4 to 6 CoP novices were carried 
out: three focus groups were conducted before the health 
crisis and one after. The process was conducted in three 
stages: 
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(1) Identification of the difficulties, obstacles, and 

prospects of continuing education. 

(2) Presentation of an existing French training system: 

the website e-orthodontie.com, to evaluate the participants’ 

perception of digital training tools. 

(3) Co-construction of “an ideal” website architecture 

dedicated to continuing education. 

B. Questionnaire Survey (online and face-to-face) 

The online survey was conducted among practitioners, 
members of a virtual CoP. The electronic survey 
was prepared and distributed by the software Limesurvey© 
to all CoP members, first on January 11, then on January 25, 
2022 (n=59 CoP members, including 41 CoP experts and 18 
novices).  

This online survey was conducted to identify: 

(1) Reasons for which practitioners became members. 

(2) what the CoP actually provided for its members. 

(3) The members status: novices or experts. 
In this study, CoP novices were defined as either 

orthodontic resident (i.e., already qualified in dental 
medicine) or practitioner with less than three years of clinical 
experience. CoP experts were defined as orthodontic 
practitioners with more than three years of clinical 
experience. 

The face-to-face survey was set up during a professional 

congress (n=42 practitioners, including 23 experts and 19 

novices). The design of the questionnaire focused on the 

following items: current practices, digital uses, obstacles, 

success criteria of a training experience, opinions on 

distance continuing education and the vision of continuing 

education for the future. 

C. Examination of a virtual CoP  

The dual purpose of this examination was (i) an 
identification of the current interactions and (ii) description 
of the discursive activity (in term of content, nature of 
exchanges, objectives, rhythms, comments and likes 
generated, etc.) according to their experience (expert vs 
novice) within the CoP. This enables to study the discursive 
activity (e.g., rhythm, type of interactions, content within this 
CoP) and to identify the needs, attitudes, and expectations of 
the CoP members according to their experience (expert vs 
novice).  

Qualitative discursive analysis enables the distinction 
between the different digital forms of interactions. Indeed, 
these revealed  different level of participation, commitment 
and profiles of active members [49]: 

• “Passive” digital participation includes document and 
posts reading 

• “Active” participations, (i.e., contributions) includes: 
o Non-verbal reactions (e.g., likes), specific to digital 

speech.  
o Links, emojis, emoticons, which imply a higher level of 

participation (either consensus or controversy elements). 
o Verbal contributions (e.g., publication of photographs, 

videos, or the writing of a publication, a question, an 

opinion). Their authors are considered as central and active 
CoP members.  

On this basis, we examined the posted clinical cases (11 
out of the 59 published in September 2021) and the peer 
comments and reactions. Qualitative analysis of peer 
comments was carried out using an existing quality grid (for 
content) [40] and on identified studies of digital discourse 
(for typology) [46] [47] 

This qualitative analysis allowed us to (i) describe finely 
their forms and content (ii) edit some recommendations to 
encourage qualitative interactions that foster learning and 
members commitment. 

D. Ergonomic inspection 

The eorthodontie.com website (also presented during 

focus groups) was the subject of an ergonomic inspection, to 

determine if this interface was suitable for the practitioners 

[26]. We applied the ergonomic quality criteria developed 

by Bastien and Scapin. They organized the 

recommendations in the form of categories of ergonomic 

criteria such as: guidance, workload, brevity, explicit 

control, adaptability, error management, 

homogeneity/consistency, significance of codes and 

denominations, behaviors and compatibility [50]–[52]. This 

approach is based on the implicit idea that a digital device 

which meets these criteria is deemed adapted to the end 

user. The twin objective of this ergonomic inspection is to 

(i) understand better the reason why this website was little 

used by French orthodontic practitioners and therefore (ii) to 

edit some ergonomic recommendations toward the future 

design of an innovative device. 

E. Data analysis 

The focus group and the online survey data were 
analyzed as follows: 

The textual analysis was carried out using free software 
IRAMUTEQ based on the R software and the Python 
language. After a manual thematic analysis, several       
automated analyzes were applied and in particular (i) the 
Reinert Descending Hierarchical Classification (DHC) 
model (ii) the Factorial Correspondences Analysis (FCA) 
and (iii) the similarity analysis. The DHC made it possible to 
divide the statements into classes marked by the contrast of 
their vocabulary. We completed DHC with a FCA which 
enabled us to observe the classes “geographical” proximity 
or distance. We also applied the similarity analysis when the 
number of segments was insufficient to obtain a saturation of 
the statements. We analyzed together the first three focus 
groups data (conducted before the health crisis), to compare 
them with the last focus group data (conducted after the 
health crisis). We also compared the online survey collected 
data between experts and novices (41 experts and 18 
novices) to identify their common or divergent expectations 
and benefits of becoming member of a CoP. 

The CoP posts and comments were analyzed as follows: 
All posts and interactions (in the form of comments or 

likes) of the month of September 2021 were subjected to a 
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thematic content analysis to group them within categories 
/themes. The nature of the exchanges (e.g., copresence, 
cooperation, collaboration, identification), correlated with 
different contents and levels of interaction, have been studied 
in accordance with Proulx's taxonomy [53]. Interactions 
level was measured as the sum of comments and/or likes of 
each publication (low: < or= to 10; medium: > to 10 and < or 
= to 20; and high: >20). 

We analyzed the comments (i.e., categories, feedback 
type and specific application) generated by clinical case 
posts based on an evaluation grid of the "quality" of peer 
comments, produced in a previous study [5]. 

The face-to-face questionnaire collected data were 
analyzed as follows: 

R studio analysis software was used for all statistical 
analyses. A p-value of less than 0.05 was chosen as the 
minimum significance value.  

Two univariate analyzes were carried out according to 
age and years of experience. 

The Welch test made it possible to evaluate the 
covariance between several quantitative and qualitative 
variables with several modalities. For example, the number 
of days devoted to continuing education, between several 
groups (i.e., novices and experts).  

The Khi2 test provides the means to compare the 
distributions of a categorical variable (e.g., obstacles to 
following a training course) between several groups (e.g., 
novices and experts). When the Khi2 application conditions 
could not be met, a Fisher's test was performed. 

 

IV. MAIN RESULTS 

 

A. Contribution of the ergonomic inspection  

 If the main objective of this website is to train 
practitioners based on interactivity (the site presentation 
specifies: "interactive site of orthodontics, presentation of 
clinical cases, photos, videos and medical forums. 
Orthodontic training guaranteed!”), it is struggling to meet 
its stated goal. 

A descriptive approach made it possible to measure the 
current activity of the eorthodontie.com website, by relying 
on the “forum”, “articles” and “downloads” sections. The 
census of "forum" activity (Fig. 5) revealed that the 
publication activity was sporadic and generated very few 
interactions (compared to the Facebook© discussion group 
"Let's discuss among specialists"). The eorthodontie.com 
website also seemed more active with patients than with 
intended end-users (i.e., orthodontics practitioners). Indeed, 
the most recent discussions in the “forums” section mainly 
concerned patients undergoing orthodontic treatment who 
were seeking another opinion. 

The interaction, therefore, appeared to be very limited 
because: 

• the only answers came from a single moderator, 
• there was no discussion between practitioners, 
• the last posts dated more than three months ago. 
 

Forum titles
Date of last 

publication

Number of 

responses

patient issues 22/12/2027 0

around a clinical case 24/11/2021 1

ideas or requests 01/11/2021 0

The corner of orthodontics 06/09/2021 0

general discussion 01/05/2021 1

presentation of newcomers 07/01/2021 0

junior doctors 09/07/2019 0

events 20/03/2014 0

Forum activity (date of census : 2022-03-09)

 

Figure 3. Table summarizing the activity (date of last publication and 

responses) of the available discussion groups. 

The ergonomic criteria inspection revealed that: 

• Overall informational density was too high  

• Immediate feedback was well respected 

• Workload was increased due to the lack of brevity and 
conciseness and the high number of unnecessary actions 

• Certain procedures were unnecessarily too 
heterogeneous 

• Readability could be improved 
The interface adapted very little to the user's experience and 
there was no error management. Regarding the content, it 
lacked completeness, updating, and was not sufficiently 
scientifically validated. This website examination 
emphasized the importance of (i) respecting the ergonomic 
criteria during the device design and (ii) conducting a 
preliminary practitioner needs assessment. 

 

B. Need for  “e-presence” 

 
Figure 4. Main disadvantages of distance learning mentioned by 

practitioners in the questionnaire survey (number of occurrences in 

descending order after manual thematic grouping). 

 

According to the state-of-the-art, the loss of contact with 

peers as well as the lack of meetings and exchanges were 

the main distance learning disadvantage for CoP novices 

and experts interviewed (questionnaire survey collected 

data) [54] (Fig. 3). The Welch test highlighted that for 

younger practitioners (Fig. 4) the decision to participate in a 

face-to-face congress was correlated with the presence of a 

close member (p-value: 5.366e-09), probably because of 

their peripheral position within the CoP. 
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Figure 5. Boxsplot representing the importance of the presence of a close 

person to attend a training according to the age of the participants. 

These results confirmed the importance to consider the 
problem of remote presence in the device design. 

C. Contribution of the virtual CoP discursive analysis 

 
This innovative continuing education environment is 

addressed to French orthodontic practitioners who are mostly 
already involved in an informal virtual CoP, built on 
Facebook© in 2014. This virtual active CoP “let’s discuss 
among specialists” (in French: discutons entre spécialistes) 
has significantly grown these last years. The growth of the 
informal virtual CoP these last three years (see Fig. 2) 
seemed to be an underlying trend (i.e., +170% members 
since 2019). Indeed, the first COVID-19 lockdown (i.e., start 
date 03/17/2020) did not seem to have modified this growth. 
In 2022 February, this CoP was gathering 1082 practitioners, 
representing almost half of the population (i.e., 2420 
orthodontic specialists). 
 

  

Figure 6. CoP growth since 2019. 

The analysis of the publication’s rhythm in September 
2021 (n=59) revealed its cyclical aspect (see Fig. 7). The 
analysis of the authors’ status showed that the start of a new 
cycle of publications coincided with a publication by a 
central CoP member (i.e., moderator, administrator, or 
recognized expert): their role was crucial in maintaining and 
developing the interaction 

   

Figure 7. Distribution of the posts in September 2021. 

. 
 

Thematic / sub theme number   

interaction level 

(low, medium, 

high or 

inconstant)

Interactions type 

(none/comments 

and/or likes)

Co-presence (n=24)

job ads 3 low likes

training information 8 low likes

sale of practice 5 low likes

patient communication 1 low comments/likes

patient transfer 6 low comments

link to other CoP 1 none none

Cooperation (n=18)

product/equipment advice 7 medium comments

HR/legal advice 11 medium comments

Collaboration (n=14)

sharing of clinical cases 11 low or high comments/likes

clinical tips 3 medium or high comments/likes

Identification (n=3) 

ethical problem 1 medium comments

criticism of private training 2 high likes

Number of publications, interactions level and type  after thematic 

classification  (n=59 on september 2021) 

 

Figure 8. Publications thematic analysis and the level of interactions 

generated. 

Figure 8 shows the publications thematic analysis and the 
level of interactions generated. Most publications were of the 
order of co-presence among members, creating few reactions 
(mostly likes). Their content were mainly informational. 
Publications on the mode of cooperation were less frequent 
but generated a higher level of interaction (mostly 
comments). The collaborative publications, generating a 
sustained interaction (i.e., clinical cases and clinical tips) 
were also rarer. During the month of September, three 
publications with strong identity value were published (i.e., 
one ethical problem and two criticisms of private training). 
These elicited many reactions (likes or comments).  

However, all CoP members did not publish in all 
categories. The publications allowing either reflection on the 
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orthodontics practice or collaboration among members, came 
exclusively from the CoP core experts, administrators, and 
moderators. The novices never participated in the form of 
posts or comments and very rarely in the form of likes. This 
observation is consistent with the data collected by focus 
group: all CoP novices (pre and post COVID-19 focus 
group) expressed their fear of being judged by the CoP 
experts. That was indeed the main barrier to their 
participation [5][37]. It is for this reason that anonymity was 
such a strong novices’ expectation.  

 

 

Figure 9. Shared clinical cases detailed thematic analysis. 

Figure 9 shows that practitioners never shared failures or 
treatments incidents, although this was an explicit strong 
request from novices, according to post COVID-19 focus 
group collected data. 

The analysis of the 11 clinical contributions allowed us to 
carry out thematic groupings. The peer reactions and 
comments were correlated to the topic. 

• Four clinical contributions were “well-ended” clinical 
cases (treated by an innovative technique). These 
generated a variable number of comments, mostly in the 
form of likes, but also, thanks, encouragements, or 
requests to use the same technique. They were published 
only by the active and recognized CoP experts. 

• Two contributions were requests for help with a 
complex diagnosis or treatment plan. The peers’ 
comments were numerous, and their form diversified: 
link to videos, photographs or links to other published 
cases, articles, etc. They sometimes gave rise to (i) 
debates (between active CoP experts only), (ii) searches 
for a consensus (iii) discussions on corollary subjects 
(e.g., techniques, devices) (iv) expressions of support 
toward peers (i.e., the author or other practitioners) 

• Two were requests regarding regional issues (e.g., 
search for a genetic reference center near the 
practitioner), generating few reactions (i.e., likes) and 
comments. 

• Three publications about rare clinical issues (rare 
pathologies or technical complex situations). This 
category generated few comments, in the form of 
sharing clinical experience, purely informational (i.e., no 
request) 

 
The description of the peer comments was carried out 

using the evaluation grid edited by Ortoleva & Bétrancourt 
(2016) and allowed us to make the following observations: 

• The 11 clinical cases were exclusively posted by active 
CoP experts. 

 Among these 11 clinical cases, none could be considered 
as “failed” or “treatment incident”. However, the novices 
interviewed in the focus groups clearly expressed their 
expectation of publishing treatment incidents as well. 
According to the literature, sharing these failures represents 
an excellent source of learning [5]. 

• None of the peers’ comments were personal clinical 
situations, they referred only to "imaginary" situations or 
previously published clinical cases.  

• As of the two complex clinical cases, only experts 
discussed the best way to handle the situation. This is the 
category in which we observed the most (i) discursive 
precautions, (i.e., politeness) and (ii) diversified supports 
(e.g., link to other clinical cases, videos, training).  

• From a formal point of view, concerning the 
readability, intelligibility and exhaustiveness of the 
comments, these criteria were well respected.  

 

D. Impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the CoP members 

learning needs 

The comparison between the focus groups data collected 

before versus after the health crisis enabled us to describe 

finely the changes of continuing education perception, 

raised by the literature [15]–[17]. Regarding the 

interactions, in the pre COVID-19 focus group, the lack of 

informal exchanges between peers was a significant barrier 

to distance learning. The "ideal" learning experience was a 

face-to-face conference, with limited costs and duration. In 

contrast, in the post COVID-19 focus group, the” ideal” 

learning experience consisted in clinical cases sharing (i.e., 

especially failed treatment) illustrated step by step, 

anonymous, internet-based literature search, scientifically 

validated content, and videoconference instant translation 

into French. The need to translate was strong for CoP 

novices, probably because they were afraid of 

misunderstandings without being able to detect them. The 

health crisis changed deeply the practitioners’ perception 

toward distance learning (Fig. 10). According to the 

literature, an innovative complete distance continuing 

education environment could henceforth meet many CoP 

members’ needs [21][22][23]. 

 

 
Figure 10. Evolution of experts and novices’ needs after the COVID-19 

crisis 

E. Experts/novices: interactions attitudes, needs, and 

expectations 

The distinct similarity analysis produced from novices 
and experts’ responses to the online survey, allowed us to 

Thematic/sub-theme
 

number

interaction 

level

interactions 

type

Requested concerning a rare pathology 5 low comments

  =>including referring practitioners 2 low comments

Sharing of successful clinical cases 4 high comments/likes

Requested concerning complex diagnoses 2 high comments/likes

Themathic analysis of clinical posts  (n=11 on september 2021)
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distinguish their expectations and needs towards the CoP. 
Figure 11 shows two different profiles in terms of content, 
interaction needs and attitudes within the virtual CoP “let’s 
discuss among specialists”. The experts expected to (i) be 
informed about the novelties, (ii) discover the practice and 
clinical tips of their peers. Their main goals were to evaluate 
their own practice and eventually modify it: that was a 
reflective learning process based on reciprocity. Concerning 
novices’ needs, they expected to obtain expert opinions and 
were in an observant attitude. 

 

 
Figure 11. Experts and novices’ needs in terms of content, learning and 

interaction. 

F. Interest of being member of a CoP 

 

According to the online survey collected data, the 

reasons why practitioners become members of a virtual CoP 

depended on their status.  

For the novices, the members of a virtual CoP was 

mainly looking for a "network" and "professional 

announcements". The verbs "to share", "to obtain opinions" 

and "to see" which accompanied the notion of " clinical 

cases". For the novices, the added value of being a part of a 

virtual CoP was “to see others’ clinical cases” and “to 

discover their peers’ practice”. This highlights to the 

importance of interactions and sharing practice for their 

professional development. These results were consistent 

with the observational posture of novices within a CoP. 

As of the experts, the members of a virtual community 

of practice were mostly looking for "what's new", "tips and 

tricks" and to "help each other". The recurring verbs 

associated with the notion of "clinical cases" were "to learn" 

and "to exchange". 
Concerning this group, the interactions take place based 

on reciprocity, which is consistent with their more central 
position within the CoP. 

G. Interaction quality improvement 

To improve the efficiency of the practitioners' comments 

in terms of learning and collaboration, a participation 

charter could be draw up, according to the peers’ comments 

quality evaluation grid [32]: 

• By specifying the rules of participation (e.g., use of a 

friendly tone), this charter could encourage the participation 

of novices who were afraid to be judged by the CoP experts. 

• It could improve the “quality” of peer discussions by 

encouraging them to (i) share personal clinical cases, (ii) 

come up with questions, (iii) make suggestions, (iv) share 

scientific articles. That could indeed promote learning and 

address the needs of novices.  

The publication of recommendations for speakers could 

allow videoconferences to meet (i) the expectations of CoP 

members, (ii) and comply with recommendations for good 

practice. These suggestions could encourage them: 

• To cite scientifically validated articles. 

• To be exhaustive and up-to-date. 

• To focus on daily practice and clinical aspects. 

• To answer questions from practitioners. 

• To produce a bibliography to deepen the subject. 

H. Several requirements to promote peers’ interactions 

The current virtual CoP via Facebook© did not allow to 

create small discussion groups, nor to publish anonymously. 

An innovative continuing education environment should 

offer these possibilities to encourage novices’ participation 

and ultimately stimulate interactions between peers. 

According to the state-of-the-art and our collected data, 

some criteria should be respected to promote practitioners’ 

participation: 

First, participation in discussions forums could be done 

under a pseudonym. However, each practitioner’s status 

should be known (novices/experts), so that novices could 

trust in the posted information. 

Second, the content scientific validity could be ensured 

by various means: 

-Review by known International/European clinical experts. 

-Review by teachers from universities. 

-Review by a mixed college (universities teachers and 

clinical experts).  

Some of these experts should also be involved in 

facilitating the forum and take on the role of moderator to 

promote the interactions, as in the virtual CoP “let’s discuss 

among specialists”. 

Third, the device should offer the possibility of 

exchanging on his/her clinical cases via a forum, seeking the 

opinions of other practitioners or even having access to very 

detailed clinical cases (step by step). 

Fourth, the device should allow the creation of limited or 

extended discussions groups based on professional status 

(expert/novices). The geographical discussion group could 

also be relevant according to the CoP discursive analysis: 2 

of the 11 clinical posts were indeed requests for referring 

practitioners in the same region (see Fig. 5). 

Finally, active (e.g., contributions, likes, emojis) and 

passive (e.g., reading content) participations are valuable to 

build trust between members. In the Facebook virtual 

community, passive participation is not known, yet passive 

participation is essential for authors to be aware of being 
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read. Thus, to value the passive participation, the number of 

views for each post could be visible 

V. DISCUSSION 

 
The collected data (focus group, online survey, virtual 

CoP examination) agreed and complemented each other. 
This confirmed the interest of adopting a data triangulation 
method to formulate relevant recommendations [56]. 

Although learning within a CoP is a trajectory from 
novice to expert passing through intermediate stages, the 
data analysis conducted by dividing them into two groups 
(novices vs experts) allowed us to reveal different attitudes, 
needs and expectations in terms of continuing education. 

It is commonly accepted that novices participated less 
than experts, because of their peripheral position within the 
CoP [3]-[6]. However, an education device should encourage 
all CoP members to participate on a voluntary basis, to 
reduce the feeling of loneliness and foster their commitment 
[4]. But, if virtual CoPs share the same principles than 
traditional ones (e.g., commitment and mutual trust), this is 
more difficult to maintain in an online environment [57]. 

Our collected data explained more precisely why the 
WFO and the e-orthodontie.com websites did not match 
users’ expectations. Concerning the WFO website, there was 
a strong language barrier: in all focus group, the need to 
translate everything into French was commonly shared. 
Concerning the French e-orthodontie.com website, the 
content was perceived as not scientifically valid by 
interviewed practitioners. Moreover, this website was 
accessible to patients, specialist, and non-specialist 
orthodontic practitioners. This “open access” was the subject 
of numerous criticisms by all the interviewed practitioners. 
In addition, these websites did not qualify for Continuing 
Professional Development credits.  

In addition, the virtual CoP "let's discuss among 
specialists", although active and growing, is struggling to 
involve novices despite expressing a significant need to share 
their clinical cases and their "failures". Furthermore, the 
impossibility of forming small discussion groups and the 
lack of anonymity seem to hinder their participation. 
However, this sharing of clinical cases on the part of novices 
and the solicitation of peer comments on them could help 
them better articulate the practical and theoretical 
dimensions of the discipline. Moreover, the clinical cases 
presented by the experts are above all very complex 
diagnoses (never failures, etc.) or successful clinical cases 
but whose treatment management deviates somewhat from 
the recommendations. 

All surveys revealed indeed the significant tension within 
this CoP related to the various academic backgrounds 
(specialists versus non-specialists). The open or limited 
access of non-specialists to the innovative distance learning 
environment should be carefully considered: the specialists 
considered the non-specialists as an outgroup of the CoP, 
whereas the non-specialist probably considered the 
specialists as experts of the CoP. 

This paper showed that orthodontic practitioners 

commonly needed (i) scientifically validated content, (ii) 

extensive discussion and limited groups, (iii) anonymous, 

(iv) publications on clinical cases (successful AND 

unsuccessful). These results were consistent with the state-

of-the-art. But contrary to the literature, in our study, the 

discussion forums group should be centered on the 

professional status (CoP novices and/or experts) and not on 

the center of interest [27]. 
It would have been interesting to carry out focus groups 

of CoP experts, but professional constraints (solitary 
practice, geographically scattered, lack of time) prevented us 
from doing so. Nevertheless, the online survey enabled us to 
include mostly CoP experts. The experts were numerous 
either because they participated more actively into the CoP, 
and/or because they were more represented there. 

We conducted this user-centered psycho-ergonomic 
study by limiting the notion of users to practitioners who 
need to be trained and not to speakers and/or 
trainers/facilitators/tutors who provide resources and/or 
animate the CoP. However, it would seem necessary to 
identify the needs of all the actors to promote the 
acceptability of the system. It would therefore be interesting 
to extend this work by evaluating the different stages of 
design by the different actors. 
 

VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

A complete, careful analysis of the orthodontic 
practitioners’ needs, expectations, and interactions behavior 
within the virtual active CoP “let’s discuss among 
specialists” was done for this innovative distance 
environment to comply with the criteria of usability and 
acceptability.  

According to our data collection, a comprehensive 

distance learning environment could meet many novices and 

experts’ expectations. Indeed, the CoP novices reported 

their need to (i) interact with experts anonymously (to avoid 

being judged), (ii) create restricted or extended online 

discussion, (iii) ask for questions about all available content 

(e.g., videoconferences, articles), and (iv) be informed of 

news by notification. The needs and attitudes of novices and 

experts we described in this study are supported by the data 

on the CoPs [1]-[6], particularly concerning cohesion, 

sharing of experiences and identity needs. However, the 

way to proceed is specific to each profession and, to our 

knowledge, no previous study has analyzed the orthodontic 

practitioners’ community.  

This research revealed that discussions on the posted 

clinical experiences constituted the CoP added value 

perceived by its members and helped novices articulate the 

theoretical and practical dimensions of orthodontics. As 

such, the sharing of clinical experience must be encouraged 

in the future system 
This study allowed us to identify the CoP members needs 

and expectations in terms of (i) content (and the categories 
structuring it), (ii) expected interactions between novices or 
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experts (e.g., rhythm, themes, anonymity, etc), (iii) scientific 
validity, (iv) sharing or observing the peers’ positives or 
negatives clinical experiences. Our findings indicates that (i) 
COVID-19 crisis modified the CoP members learning needs 
and (ii) the interaction needs, attitudes, and expectations of 
CoP novices and experts were different. On this basis, 
several requirements in term of interactions and contents 
have been proposed. 

This users’ center research showed that an innovative 

education environment would greatly enrich the CoP, 

particularly in terms of content, support, and variety of 

possible exchanges. All focus groups participants co-created 

a website architecture and discussed their expectations in 

terms of supports and contents to design an “ideal” distance 

learning device. The contents and supports will be the focus 

of a future article. 
Our user-centered approach must be extended during the 

design/redesign phases by empirical methodology at 
different stages without and /or with “real” users, to ensure 
compliance with the device ergonomic criteria [58]. In the 
next phases, the concept of users should encompass lecturers 
and facilitators. 

The security and legal standing of shared medical data 
such as X-rays and/or photographs of patients’ needs to be 
addressed. Further studies on the security aspects of the 
device are also important to be conducted to minimize the 
risks of malicious attacks and gain more confidence from the 
practitioners. 

Further experimentation should be conducted, including 
more in-depth investigation of practitioners’ expectations 
during the post COVID-19 period to justify usefulness of the 
proposed requirements. 
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Abstract—Kinship Recognition, the ability to distinguish be-
tween close genetic kin and non-kin, could be of great help in
society and safety matters. Previous studies on human kinship
recognition found interesting insights when looking for the most
important features. Results showed that analyzing only the top
half of a face gives equal or even better performance compared
to analyzing the whole face. In this paper, we aim to find the
important features for automated kinship recognition based on
the theory of human kinship recognition; this set of features
was researched using features from pre-trained metrics from the
StyleGAN2 model. Three different experiments were performed
focusing on different aspects of facial features. We found that
the most important facial features from the selection of 40
features are mostly focused on the facial hair traits. Furthermore,
age-related features were found to be very important. This set
of features does not entirely comply with the set of features
important in human kinship recognition. Previous research has
shown human kinship recognition performance does not decrease
when removing the bottom half of the image of the face. In
contrast, our results show that for automated kinship recognition,
removing either the bottom or the top half of a face results
in a decrease in the performance of our classifiers. Moreover,
only using a selection of facial features corresponding with the
important features in human kinship recognition did not prove
to be sufficient for the task of Kinship Recognition.

Keywords—kinship recognition; StyleGAN2; Families-in-the-
Wild; feature importance; transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work is an extension on our previous research in [1]
on the importance of facial features in Kinship Recognition.

A. Kinship Recognition

One of the fields in artificial intelligence that is currently of
great interest is computer vision. Computer vision is defined
as the study domain that revolves around techniques developed
to automate seeing and understanding the contents of digital
images such as photographs and videos by computers [2]. This
new field started to emerge around the 1960s [3]. However,
projects such as getting a computer to describe what it saw via
a linked camera, proved much more complex than first thought
[4]. Computer vision began to rise after a couple of decades, as
the internet advanced and, therefore, access to data improved.
At that time (the 80s and 90s), it was facial recognition that
grew to be more promising. Subsequently, with the boost of

the internet and following later social media, we came as far
as Facebook using face recognition every day [5]. One of the
subjects that keeps computer vision attractive today is face
recognition. From unlocking your phone using your face to
automated passport checking at an airport, face recognition is
used more often than we realize.

The subject of kinship recognition (KR) is fairly new
within face recognition. Kinship recognition is the ability
to distinguish between close genetic kin and non-kin. The
distinction involves people who are directly related and people
who are not. One example of the usage of KR is of families
who are spread throughout multiple refugee camps. One of
these cases involved a father and his daughter being in one
camp, while his wife and other children were in another camp.
It took them over a year to get reunited by the Red Cross
Restoring Family Links [6]. Even with an organization on
these reunion cases, it still takes them a considerable amount
of time to solve the problem. If a KR system were able to
pick them out as a possible match for a kinship relation,
it could be of great help. Upon request, a picture could be
taken of a refugee and put in a database. This database could
then check for kinship relations with other refugees in the
same database. If a missing person is registered in a camp,
a kinship relation could be detected instantly this way. They
would be reunited much faster and more efficiently. Issues
such as communication and limited manpower could also be
reduced with the discussed automation.

Another example of the usage of KR is focused on safety
measures. Imagine a situation where a terrorist is not in the
system. No information can be found on them, only an image
of their face is accessible. KR systems could try to match
possible family members that are in the system of known
suspects. This could lead to finding the terrorist sooner or to
finding their accomplices. Like this, there are more situations
where automated KR would be really helpful. With the reality
of these problems, KR can bring families together and provide
more safety.

The main contribution of this paper is to make a first step
towards understanding automated KR and the importance of
facial features in it. In the field of KR, there is a lot of room for
improvement, especially on the importance of facial features.
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In our research, we tackled whether kinship is recognizable
by using a set of extracted facial features with the use of
machine learning. Specifically, we focus on what specific set
of features is important for automated KR and if this set of
features complies with the set of features important in human
KR. First presented in this paper is a literature discussion
on human as well as automated KR. We then discuss the
data in Section II. In Section III, an overview of the used
models is presented. Next, we discuss the results of different
experiments in Section IV. Lastly, a discussion and conclusion
of the presented experiments are given in Sections V and VI.

B. Related work

1) Kinship Versus Look-alike: In various researches, which
we will discuss later, it has been shown that automated KR
is possible to a certain degree. The main question we are
left with is how we would separate the classification of two
family members from two people that look alike [7], [8]. On
one side, two people could be unrelated but their faces as
a whole could look alike. If their facial features would be
extracted and compared, the features would probably not have
high similarity [9]. They have lower inter-class variations.
Inter-personal variations refer to the differences in race or
genetics. This includes variations such as eye color and the
shape of a nose, features that are not possible to be (easily)
changed. On the other side, intra-personal variations refer to
variations in features that are easily changed, such as hair,
facial accessories, cosmetics, pose and illumination [8]. Their
face looks similar due to these intra-personal variations. With
this information, we expect each feature separately to not show
significant similarities. For example, having a close look at the
shape of their nose, it is considerably different from the shape
of the other person’s nose. The intra-class similarity is higher
and the inter-class variation is lower for the two individuals
of this example [8].

On the other side, there are two people that are related, a
daughter and father for example. They do not necessarily look
alike since they differ in age and sex. They are in general
not seen as lookalikes. However, when looking at their facial
features, most of the time you would see that there is a high
similarity for some features, whereas other features would not
be similar at all [10]. An example of this is a father and
daughter who have a nose and mouth that are very similar.
However, their faces as a whole do not look alike, because the
rest of their facial features are not similar at all. This would be
due to the heredity in kinship, as not all traits inherited from
a parent to a child are reflected in the child’s appearance.

2) Human Kinship Recognition: Studies on human KR
contribute to our search for the set of important features in au-
tomated KR. Several studies [11]–[13] have been conducted on
human KR, which showed that kinship is indeed recognizable
by humans. Robinson et al. [14] used the Families-In-the-Wild
(FIW) data set for their human performance measurement.
This data set contains images of people’s faces that are
extracted from family pictures. In total, the data set consists
of 656, 954 pairs of images that show a kinship relation.

Robinson et al. state that humans scored an overall average of
56.6% accuracy. In this experiment, two pictures were shown
and a binary classification was performed between related by
kinship and unrelated. Other research on KR [11], [12], [15],
[16] shows similar results. The results from Lu et al. [14] are
shown in Table I. They performed two different experiments
to test human KR. The test group is split up into group A and
B. Group A was only shown a cropped face region, whereas
group B was shown the whole original color images. Group
A intends to test kinship verification purely based on face,
while group B intends to test kinship verification based on
multiple cues including face, hair, skin color, and background
[14]. Their results show that the average accuracy of human
KR is higher when face, hair color, and background are taken
into account compared to when the focus is purely on the face.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE TWO EXPERIMENTS ON HUMAN
KINSHIP RECOGNITION FOCUSED ON FOUR KINSHIP TYPES BY

LU ET AL. [14]. THE NUMBERS REPRESENT THE ACCURACY AND
THE DIFFERENT COLUMNS REPRESENT THE KINSHIP RELATIONS
FATHER AND SON (F-S), FATHER AND DAUGHTER (F-D), MOTHER

AND SON (M-S), AND MOTHER AND DAUGHTER (M-D).

Method F-S F-D M-S M-D Mean

HumanA 61.00 58.00 66.00 70.00 63.75
HumanB 67.00 65.00 75.00 77.00 71.00

We take a look at the Feature Importance (FI) in some of
these studies on human kinship detection. The reason behind
this specific set of features for human KR might be of help in
automated KR. One of the studies is by Martello and Maloney
[11], [12], who raised the question which parts of a face are
most important for human KR. In [11], a study is conducted in
which humans were tested on their KR skills based on three
separate conditions: (1) the right hemi-face masked, (2) the
left hemi-face masked, and (3) the face fully visible. Most
interestingly, the results showed that there is no significant
difference in results for recognizing kinship by humans when
the left or right part of the face is covered. On the contrary,
a similar study [12] showed that the covering of the top or
bottom part of a face does give a significant difference. The
effect on kin recognition performance of masks that covered
the upper half or the lower half of the face (experiment 1)
and the eye region or the mouth region (experiment 2) were
measured. An example of the covering up of facial parts for
experiments 1 and 2 can be seen in Figures 1a and 1b below.

In these experiments, it was found that masking the eye
region led to a 20% reduction in performance whereas masking
the mouth region did not yield a significant difference in
performance. This leads us to consider the theory that the
performance in KR is dependent on only the upper half of
a person’s face. Curious is to see how this theory could be
used in automated KR. Another discovery is that the eye
region contains only slightly more information about kinship
than the upper half of the face outside of the eye region.
Moreover, the theory is discussed that splitting up face images
in different patches can improve the ability of humans to
recognize kinship. This would be caused by the mouth area
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(a) Experiment 1: Masking the
bottom and top half of the face

(b) Experiment 2: Masking the
eye area and lip area of the face

Figure 1. Illustration of the masking of faces in [12].

(i.e., the bottom half of the face) containing lesser kinship
features as it is subjected to considerable changes during
development [17]. The lower face does not reach its final form
until early adulthood [18]. Consequently, this area has fewer
stable cues to relatedness. Another view discussed [17] is that
environmental effects have little influence on the detection of
kinship using facial similarities. This indicates that genetically
irrelevant facial information is ignored when human KR is
performed.

Overall, the theory that we researched is based on the
change in performance when using a specific set of facial
features compared to facial features from the whole face. The
theory implies that there is a mere necessity of these facial
features for KR. These are the features that are located in
the upper half of the face, which could lead to only requiring
specific parts of faces to identify kinship relations. This could
lead to more accessible data since only parts of faces are also
sufficient for extracting the important features. Moreover, it
could decrease the computational cost of KR models.

3) Automated Kinship Recognition: For automated KR,
several approaches have been proposed. Most approaches
are not only focused on machine learning models, but also
on feature selection. Feature-based methods aim to preserve
facial, genetically determined characteristics in the feature
descriptors used for the model. These methods identify local
facial features such as inconsistencies in an individual’s eyes,
mouth, nose and skin from the individual’s image. Feature-
based methods can decrease computational costs and improve
model performance. Most of the proposed models and algo-
rithms were only trained on small data sets.

These are data sets like KinFaceW [14], [19] where only
four types of kinship relations were given on a handmade data
set of around 150 images [20]. Another data set in the field of
KR is TSKinFace (Tri-Subjects Kinship Face Database). This
data set has been used in some studies [21], [22], but also
proved to be too small. These data sets demonstrated to be in-
sufficient for the task at hand. Most of the proposed classifiers
are lower-level models and algorithms which use handcrafted

feature extraction (features using information presented in the
image itself), Support Vector Machines or K-Nearest Neighbor
classifier.

Since 2016, a more extensive data set has been constructed
in [13]: Families-in-the-Wild (FIW). This data set has been
produced to verify kinship and classify relations [23]. The
creators of this data set specify promising results in detecting
kinship. Robinson et al. [14] state the best results were
obtained when using the SphereFace model with an average
accuracy of 69.18% and standard deviation of 3.68. All models
performed well compared to previous work, although much
improvement could still be made.

After publishing the FIW data set, more research in the field
of KR models was done. Many models in KR include the use
of FaceNet or other small feature selections for their models’
input [24]. FaceNet is a neural network that extracts features
of an image. The model provides a mapping from a picture
of a face to the Euclidean space. The distances in this space
correlate to the amplitude of face resemblance [25]. It produces
an output vector to be used as input for a classification model.
FaceNet creates embeddings by learning the mapping from
images. A disadvantage of using FaceNet is that especially
when looking at FI, information gets lost due to lack of feature
interpretation [26]. FaceNet could help improve KR models,
although we are interested in the similarities between faces by
using facial features instead of the faces as a whole. Hence,
we use a different approach than FaceNet.

Fang et al. [27] proposed different feature extractions. They
performed classification on a pair of images based on the
difference between feature vectors of the pair. These pairs are
a potential parent and child pair. The top selected features
showed to be right eye RGB color, skin gray value, left
eye RGB color, nose-to-mouth vertical distance, eye-to-nose
horizontal distance and left eye gray value. The results show a
high importance for eye related features. 10 out of the 14 top
features include the eye area. This study does include specific
facial features like eye color, still it only included 22 low-level
features. It is indeed shown that most of the selected features
are in the upper face area, which complies with the hypothesis.

The top selected features are right eye RGB color, skin gray
value, left eye RGB color, nose-to-mouth vertical distance,
eye-to-nose horizontal distance and left eye gray value. The
results show a high importance for eye related features. 10
out of the 14 top features include the eye area. While this
study does include specific facial features like eye color, it
only included 22 low-level features. It is indeed shown that
most of the selected features are in the upper face area, which
complies with the insight.

Most studies on the subject focus on either the overall
similarities between faces, or on pre-determined facial feature
sets. These studies treat KR tasks similar to the task of
a standard facial recognition. Guo et al. [28] argue that
kinship classification should be treated differently, since trait
similarities are measured across age and gender. Additionally,
kinship has a combination of traits and familial traits, which
are special for each family pair.
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Models proposed by researchers in this field are based on an
input of just the images with little to no alterations. Although,
some research focus on specific facial features by using for
example a weighted graph embedding-based metric learning
framework [31] or by using sparsity to model the genetic
visible features of a face [32].

Another group of researchers thought of combining the
StyleGAN2 algorithm with KR [33]. In the task at hand, there
is a restriction that family members should be recognized
on the basis of physical facial features. However, several
mentioned attempts neglect this constraint and do not employ
any facial landmark before using a classification model. For
this reason, Nguyen et al. [33] experimented with KR mod-
els using StyleGAN2 as an encoder to incorporate a facial
landmark map. This method resulted in an average accuracy
of 0.548 for recognizing kinship. Against expectations, no
improvement was shown in the results from using StyleGAN2
in this manner, which is presumed to be due to the lack of
a proper classification and thus it is argued to need more
investigation. An algorithm proposed by Guo et al. [28] use
familial traits extraction and kinship measurement based on a
stochastic combination of the familial traits. The authors use
a similarity score based on a Bayes decision for each pair of
facial parts. However, facial features used by the algorithm
are limited to the eyes, nose and mouth and, in line with the
observations by Guo et al. [28], more parts of the face could
be explored. Existing data sets use faces from the same family
picture, so models learn about the background similarity. This
causes the models to get a higher performance, but when
tested on real life pictures, not taken from a family picture,
the performance could be lower. When using pre-determined
features, this does not present a problem.

II. DATA

We used the Families in The Wild (FIW) data set. FIW is
made up of 11,932 natural family photos of 1,000 families.
Other data sets contain less images. KinFaceI consists of
1000 pairs of pictures (so even less unique pictures) [29] and
TSKinFace consists of 787 pictures [30]. This makes the FIW
data set by far the biggest data set being used for KR.

The data contains images of people’s faces that are extracted
from family pictures, hence the images vary in quality. All
images of the persons are of the same size (108x124 pixels).
Some pictures are zoomed in on more than others, which
causes this quality difference. In some images, the face and
its facial features are clearly shown, but other images are very
blurry.

The data is split up into training and test data using
hold-out cross-validation. The data is split up in a 70/30
split, respectively. The training set consists of information
on families, persons and relations between persons including
images of the persons. The data is distributed as follows. An
average of about 12 images per family, each with at least 3
and as many as 38 members. Each family is assigned a unique
id, each person is assigned an id and each image collected
is assigned a unique id. The data set includes good-quality

images of a person’s face, but also blurry images of faces, as
shown in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively.

(a) Image from data set (b) Blurry image from data set

Figure 2. Example data from the Families-in-the-Wild data set

A file containing all matches in the training data set is
available. However, this does not include data on combinations
of persons that do not have a familial relationship. So, these
pairs have been constructed by taking random pairs of images
from the set of training images of the FIW data set. This
is excluding existing related pairs and each pair is unique.
This resulted in 205,285 related and 205,285 unrelated pairs
of images. The kinship relations are labeled as related. Of
all related data points, 21% of the data points are zeroth
generation (siblings), 75% are first generation (parents and
children) and 4% are second generation (grandparents and
grandchildren).

Binary classification is used for predicting relatedness, so
the data set is balanced accordingly. Since the focus is on
the importance of each of the facial features in recognizing
kinship, we have a split in the data between related and
unrelated. The distinction between the types of kinship re-
lations is not made. For now, the types are not taken into the
classification process, considering the aim is to have a general
interpretation of the important facial features. However, the
distribution between the types of pairs can help to understand
the possible patterns found in feature importance.

StyleGAN2 metric: linear separability

This research is focused on FI in KR. To be able to
understand the FI of a model, the features extracted from a
model should be interpretable. To collect a bunch of features
and to avoid having to do manual annotation, we decide
to use a feature description method from the StyleGAN2
model. With this, it can be easily deducted which of the
features of a face are seen as most important by a model
for detecting kinship. The pictures in the data are of size
108x124, while the StyleGAN2 description method expects
pictures of size 256x256 as input. Interpolation of the pictures
in the data is used to overcome this problem. The StyleGAN2
model contains a certain metric called linear separability.
StyleGAN2’s linear separability metric can be used to steer
a generated picture in a certain direction by specifying 40
facial features which are shown in Table IV. For example, the
models can be used to make the generated face have blond
hair and high cheekbones. What we are most interested in for
this research are the pre-trained models used in StyleGAN2
which produce probabilities of the 40 features to be true for
an image of a person.
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TABLE II. FACIAL FEATURES OF LINEAR SEPARABILITY METRIC

1) 5-o-clock-shadow,
2) arched eyebrows,
3) attractive,
4) bags under eyes,
5) bald,
6) bangs,
7) big lips,
8) big nose,
9) black hair,

10) blond hair,
11) blurry,
12) brown hair,
13) bushy eyebrows,
14) chubby,

15) double chin,
16) eyeglasses,
17) goatee,
18) gray hair,
19) heavy make up,
20) high cheekbones,
21) male,
22) mouth slightly

open,
23) mustache,
24) narrow eyes,
25) no beard,
26) oval face,
27) pale skin,

28) pointy nose,
29) receding hairline,
30) rosy cheeks,
31) sideburns,
32) smiling,
33) straight hair,
34) wavy hair,
35) wearing earrings,
36) wearing hat,
37) wearing lipstick,
38) wearing necklace,
39) wearing necktie,
40) young.

The metric was trained using the CelebA Data set (Celeb-
Faces Attributes Data set). This is a face attributes data set with
202,599 celebrity images, each with five landmark locations
and 40 attribute annotations. StyleGAN2’s linear separability
metric is meant to be used for the StyleGAN2 model and its
corresponding data. We are interested in using the metric on
the data from FIW. The information gathered from the linear
separability metric (the facial features) is used as a starting
point for the kinship classification models. Transfer learning
does not only save time, but it also has the possibility of
making a learning process more efficient [34].

Consequently, some adjustments to the data were necessary
to apply the metric. This resulted in an output of 40 features
for all images in the data set, which then could be used to
train the chosen automated KR models. As data points for
the models, we chose a list of length 40 and a list of length
80, composed of the metric values for the features per two
pictures. Two input types were experimented with: (1) a list
of 80 features, consisting of 40 features per image, and (2) a
list of 40 features, taking the absolute difference of the feature
values between the images per feature.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We implemented and tested several models to see how well
the models work on our data and to find a recurring pattern in
FI. For all models, the FI is investigated. The results of this
are then used to understand whether the theory of human KR
will hold for automated KR as well. Various machine-learning
models were selected for this task. For each model, the
accomplished accuracy is obtained by K-fold cross-validation.
The number of folds is set to 10 and the data is shuffled before
splitting into batches.

Machine learning methods

Using StyleGAN2’s linear separability metric on our data
results in an output of 40 features for all images in the data set,
which then are used to train the models. As data points for the
models, we chose a list of either length 40 or 80, composed
of the metric values for the features per two pictures. The

five models we decided to experiment with are decision tree,
random forest, Gaussian naive Bayes, linear support vector
machine and logistic regression.

Decision Tree: First, we have the decision tree algorithm
with a maximum depth set to 10, where we obtain the FI by
using the Gini importance. The Gini importance is calculated
as shown in Equation (1) with nij the importance of node j,
wj the weighted number of samples reaching node j, Cj the
impurity value of node j and left(j) and right(j) the child
nodes from left and right split respectively on node j.

nij = wjCj = wleft(j)Cleft(j) − wright(j)Cright(j) (1)

The Gini importance value nij for feature i is then used for
the feature importance of feature i with Equation (2) where fii
is the importance of feature i and nij the importance of node
j. These values were then normalized to a value between 0
and 1 by dividing by the sum of all feature importance values
[35].

fii =

∑
j: node j splits on feature i nij∑

k∈ all nodes nik

(2)

Decision trees are easily interpretable. Because of the use of
decision-making logic, the information on the model’s features
is easily extracted in a comprehensible form [36]. Decision
trees have a built-in feature selection, which is beneficial for
our research [37]. However, overfitting is common when using
decision trees. This is due to the trees being too complex.

Random Forest: Second, we have the random forest con-
sisting of 100 trees, where the FI is obtained by using the
impurity importance. The feature importance is computed as
an average over all trees. The splitting rules of a random forest
scale down the impurity presented by a split. When a split
shows a considerable decrease in impurity, the split is seen
as important. This theory results in the impurity importance
calculation for a variable in the random forest as shown in
Equation (3) where RFfii is the importance of feature i in the
random forest, normfiij the feature importance for feature i
in tree j normalized, Tall the set of all trees, and T the number
of trees in the random forest [35], [38], [39].

RFfii =

∑
j∈Tall

normfiij

T
(3)

Where decision trees are susceptible to overfitting, specifically
when a tree is notably deep, the random forest algorithm
reduces this possibility of overfitting. This is due to random
forest algorithms constructing multiple decision trees where
more combinations of conditions are represented [40].

Gaussian Naive Bayes: Then, we have the Gaussian Naive
Bayes, which obtains FI by using the permutation importance.
The permutation importance is calculated by taking the differ-
ence between the prediction error of the baseline metric and
the prediction error of the permuted feature metric as shown
in Equation (4). The permutation importance is obtained as
follows. First, the model m is scored s on data D. Then
permutation variable importance of feature j is calculated. For
each feature, the feature column is randomly shuffled to create
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an adjusted version of the data D̂k,j . The model is then again
scored on the data, although now with the feature f replaced
by the adjusted version. This results in the score sk,j , after
which the importance ij for feature fj can be calculated with
Equation (4) [41].

ij = s− 1

K
ΣK

k=1sk,j (4)

This algorithm generally works very fast and can easily predict
the class of a test data set. It is not sensitive to irrelevant
features [42]. The naive Bayes algorithm does perform the
best overall when there is independence between the features,
while some of our features are dependent. It assumes that
all the features are independent [43]. However, even without
independence between the features, the naive Bayes algorithm
generally performs well.

Linear Support Vector Machine: Next is the linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM), where the weights of the model
are used to determine FI. These weights are used as vector
coordinates. The vector coordinates are orthogonal to the
hyperplane represented by the weights. The directions of the
vectors represent the class prediction. The difference in the
size of the weights is used to determine the feature importance
[44]. SVMs have a low risk of overfitting [45], outliers have
less influence in the algorithm and the SVM algorithm is
relatively memory efficient [46]. Nonetheless, understanding
the final SVM model and interpreting the feature importance
is difficult. Additionally, SVMs are usually not very suitable
for large samples of data, although LSCVs handle this better
[47].

Logistic Regression: Lastly, we have logistic regression,
where the FI is determined by using the coefficients of the
decision function. To get a feeling for the “influence” of a
given parameter in a linear classification model, the magnitude
of the coefficient for each feature times the standard deviation
of the corresponding parameter in the data is considered. The
positive coefficients correspond to outcome 1 (related) and
the negative coefficients correspond to outcome 0 (unrelated).
This means that a higher positive value of the corresponding
feature pushes the classification more towards the negative
class [48]. Logistic regression is easy to implement and
interpret and very efficient to train. Therefore, it does not
require high computation power [49]. The algorithm does
make the assumption of linearity between the log odds and
the independent variables [50].

IV. RESULTS

Three different approaches have been researched, the orig-
inal StyleGAN2 description method, the pre-selected features
method and the bottom and top masked method. The results of
these approaches are discussed and an overview of the results
is provided.

A. Original StyleGAN2 descriptor experiment

The initial approach is taking the results of the StyleGAN2
model and using them as input for the different algorithms.
Over all images, we calculated the probabilities of the image

complying with the given 40 features. Extracting 40 features
per picture resulted in 80 different values since we were work-
ing with two images per data point. The FI was determined
per model. For the 80 feature input, we took the sum of each
feature per picture. An overview of all the results from the
StyleGAN2 descriptor experiment can be found in Table VI
and Table VII.

Decision Tree: The accuracy of the decision tree with 40
features as input has a mean of 0.61 with a standard deviation
of 0.003. The 80 features input gives a mean accuracy of 0.66
with a standard deviation of 0.005. The model is more leaning
towards giving a positive (related) classification. The feature
importance for the decision tree model is shown in Figure 3.
For the decision tree model with input of 40 features, arched
eyebrows, no beard and heavy makeup are the most important
features. For the input of 80 features, the top most important
features include young, no beard and wearing necklace.

Figure 3. Barplots of feature importance for the decision tree model.

Random Forest: The accuracy of the random forest with 40
features as input has a mean of 0.74 with a standard deviation
of 0.003. The 80 features input gives a mean accuracy of
0.80 with a standard deviation of 0.004. The model does
not have a clear preference for either a positive or negative
classification. With the model giving 51.39% and 50.63%
positive classifications for 40 and 80 features respectively, the
even distribution of the data in half-positive and half-negative
data points is represented well with a slight deviation towards
positive classifications. The feature importance for the random
forest model is shown in Figure 4. For the random forest
model with input of 40 features, arched eyebrows, mustache
and heavy make up are the most important features. For the
input of 80 features, the top most important features include
young, no beard and mustache.
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Figure 4. Barplots of feature importance for the random forest model.

Gaussian Naive Bayes: The accuracy of the Gaussian naive
Bayes with 40 features as input has a mean of 0.60 with a
standard deviation of 0.004. The 80 features input gives a
mean accuracy of 0.59 with a standard deviation of 0.005.
The model has a preference for positive classification. With the
model giving 59.56% and 64.21% positive classifications for
40 and 80 features respectively, most errors are false positives.
The feature importance for the Gaussian naive Bayes model
is shown in Figure 5. For the Gaussian naive Bayes model
with input of 40 features, eyeglasses, mustache and arched
eyebrows are the most important features. For the input of 80
features, the top most important features include eyeglasses,
rosy cheeks and no beard.

Linear Support Vector Machine: The accuracy of the linear
SVM with 40 features as input has a mean of 0.59 with a
standard deviation of 0.004. The 80 features input gives a mean
accuracy of 0.63 with a standard deviation of 0.005. The model
does not have a clear preference for a positive or negative
classification. With the model giving 47.08% and 52.92%
positive classifications for 40 and 80 features respectively,
we see a slight effect of the different input values. The 40
values input gives the model a bit more lenience towards
negative classification and the 80 values input gives the model
slightly more lenience towards positive classification. The
feature importance for the LSVM model is shown in Figure
6. For the LSVM model with input of 40 features, arched
eyebrows, no beard and heavy make up are the most important
features. no beard and arched eyebrows are also among the
most important features for the input of 80 features. Here the
top most important features include arched eyebrows, narrow
eyes and no beard.

Logistic Regression: The accuracy of the logistic regression
with 40 features as input has mean 0.60 with a standard devi-

Figure 5. Barplots of feature importance for the naive Bayes model.

Figure 6. Barplots of feature importance for the LSVM model.

ation of 0.003. The 80 features input gives a mean accuracy of
0.63 with a standard deviation of 0.005. The model does not
have a clear preference for a positive or negative classification.
The model gives 50.40% and 51.61% positive classifications
for 40 and 80 features respectively, which shows the balance of
the data with a slight deviation towards positive classification.
The feature importance for the Logistic Regression model is
shown in Figure 7. For the logistic regression model with
input of 40 features, arched eyebrows, no beard and eyeglasses
are the most important features. These are also among the
important features for the input of 80 features. Here the top
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most important features include no beard, arched eyebrows
and pale skin.

Figure 7. Barplots of feature importance for the logistic regression model.

B. Selected StyleGAN2 descriptor experiment

The second approach is based a certain selection of features.
Two different selections were experimented on. The first is
focused on the human KR theory. A pre-selection of features
is applied to the selected models. The selection of features
is focused on the top half of a face. This selection is shown
below in Table III.

TABLE III. SELECTED SET OF TOP HALF FACIAL FEATURES OF
LINEAR SEPARABILITY METRIC

1) Wavy hair,
2) 5-o-clock-shadow,
3) arched eyebrows,
4) bags under eyes,
5) bald,
6) bangs,
7) black hair,

8) blond hair,
9) brown hair,

10) bushy eyebrows,
11) eyeglasses,
12) gray hair,
13) high cheekbones,
14) narrow eyes,

15) receding hairline,

16) sideburns,

17) straight hair,

18) wearing earrings,

19) wearing hat.

This approach, despite the supporting theory, did not give
better results than using all the features. The expectation
was stability in the accuracy scores by only focusing on the
allegedly most important features. However, most models were
less successful and only some of the models continued to
perform roughly the same. The accuracy scores for the models
using the 19 selected features are given in Table V. For this
experiment, the differences were taken between the features,
so the results should be compared to the results of the method
where the input was 40 features as shown in Table V.

The second approach is based on the selection of features
found to be most important according to the original Style-
GAN2 approach. The top most important features for this

approach can be found in Table IV. When using only these
features as input, the results are as shown in Table V.

TABLE IV. SET OF MOST IMPORTANT FOUND FACIAL FEATURES
OF LINEAR SEPARABILITY METRIC

1) Arched eyebrows,
2) eyeglasses,
3) heavy makeup,

4) mustache
5) narrow eyes,
6) no beard,

7) young.

TABLE V. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS, PRESENTED AS ACCURACY,
FOR THE TWO SETS OF SELECTED FEATURES COMPARED TO THE

RESULTS OF ALL FEATURES

Selection Top Selection Important All 40

Decision Tree 0.61 0.61 0.59

Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.57 0.59 0.61

Support Vector Machine 0.57 0.57 0.60

Logistic Regression 0.57 0.57 0.60

Random Forest 0.71 0.62 0.74

C. Masked StyleGAN2 descriptor experiment

To support the theory we found, all of StyleGAN2’s linear
separability features were taken of not the original image, but
over an image with the bottom part of the face masked black
like shown in Figure 8. The same was done with the top
part of the face masked black, comparable to the experiments
performed by Martello et al. [11], [12]. All the models are
exactly the same as for the original StyleGAN2 description
method. Only the input changed.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Example data from the Families in the Wild data set with bottom
masked (a) and top masked (b)

Bottom half masked: This experiment was done with all
models previously used in the original StyleGAN2 descriptor
experiment. The accuracy and FI were obtained for the deci-
sion tree, random forest, Gaussian naive Bayes, LSVM and
logistic regression models. An overview of the accuracy and
important features for all the models from the bottom masked
StyleGAN2 descriptor experiment can be found in Table VI
and Table VII. Again, the results show that the 80 value input
gives an overall better performance than the 40 value input
and the best-performing model is the random forest for both
inputs. Some of the most important features for the bottom
masked approach are related to the nose (pointy nose and big
nose) and the hair (grey hair, blond hair and waivy hair).
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Top half masked: This experiment was done with all models
previously used in the original StyleGAN2 descriptor exper-
iment. The accuracy and FI were obtained for the decision
tree, random forest, Gaussian naive Bayes, SVM and logistic
regression models. An overview of the accuracy and important
features for all the models from the bottom masked Style-
GAN2 descriptor experiment can be found in Table VI and
Table VII. Again, the results show the 80 value input gives
overall better performance than the 40 value input and the
best performing model is the random forest for both inputs.

TABLE VI. ACCURACY FOR THE 40 AND 80 VALUE INPUT PER
EXPERIMENT: COMPLETE, BOTTOM MASKED AND TOP MASKED

40
Compl.

40
Bottom

40
Top

80
Compl.

80
Bottom

80
Top

Decision
Tree

0.61
± 0.003

0.57
± 0.004

0.57
± 0.003

0.66
± 0.005

0.64
± 0.004

0.65
± 0.003

Random
Forest

0.74
± 0.003

0.62
± 0.003

0.63
± 0.002

0.83
± 0.004

0.81
± 0.001

0.82
± 0.001

Gaussian
Naive
Bayes

0.60
± 0.004

0.53
± 0.003

0.55
± 0.002

0.59
± 0.005

0.55
± 0.003

0.57
± 0.002

Support
Vector
Machine

0.59
± 0.004

0.55
± 0.002

0.57
± 0.002

0.63
± 0.005

0.60
± 0.002

0.61
± 0.002

Logistic
Regression

0.60
± 0.003

0.55
± 0.003

0.57
± 0.002

0.63
± 0.005

0.59
± 0.003

0.61
± 0.002

TABLE VII. MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES PER EXPERIMENT

Complete Bottom
Masked

Top
Masked

Decision
Tree

young,
no beard,
arched eyebrows,
eyeglasses

attractive,
blond hair,
pointy nose,
grey hair

young,
no beard,
arched eyebrows,
eyeglasses

Gaussian
Naive Bayes

eyeglasses,
no beard,
young,
arched eyebrows

wavy hair,
blond hair,
pale skin,
heavy makeup

eyeglasses,
no beard,
young,
arched eyebrows

Support
Vector Machine

young,
no beard,
pointy nose,
arched eyebrows

grey hair,
pale skin,
wavy hair,
big nose

young,
no beard,
pointy nose,
arched eyebrows

Logistic
Regression

blurry,
no beard,
wearing necklace,
pointy nose

wavy hair,
young,
grey hair,
big nose

blurry,
no beard,
wearing necklace,
pointy nose

Random
Forest

young,
no beard,
mustache,
arched eyebrows

pointy nose,
grey hair,
smiling,
attractive

young,
no beard,
mustache,
arched eyebrows

V. DISCUSSION

Multiple models have been tested on FI. Some approaches
were based on the human KR experiments from [11], [12].
These experiments showed a certain area of the face to contain
the important facial traits needed for KR. We researched the

set of features that is most important for automated KR. Pre-
trained metrics from the StyleGAN2 model that are meant
to be used for synthesizing artificial examples of faces were
used. The pre-trained models give 40 values for specific facial
features. These 40 values can also be taken from pictures using
the pre-trained models. These values were used as input for
our machine learning models: decision tree, random forest,
Gaussian naive Bayes, support vector machine and logistic
regression. These models were trained and evaluated to show
which of the features were seen as most important by the
models. More experiments were conducted with the top and
bottom parts of a face masked black to also test the theory of
human KR.

Major findings: Interesting results were found when com-
paring the different models using the original StyleGAN2
description method. Four out of five models had a higher
accuracy score when all features for both pictures were kept
separate. The models are able to learn about combinations
of different features between the two pictures, which has a
positive influence on the accuracy score of the models.

The best-performing model seems to be the random forest.
Since this model has a very high accuracy compared to the
other models, we are specifically interested in its correspond-
ing FI scores. Accordingly, we mainly focus on the results of
the random forest model. This model gives high importance
values to the features young, no beard, mustache and arched
eyebrows. It is also noticeable that in two of the five models,
the feature young is found to be very important and in the
other three models, the FI increases when using 80 features
instead of 40 features as input. On top of that, in all models,
the features arched eyebrows and no beard are in the top four
of the most important features for the model. There is a clear
pattern in the importance of facial hair. Beards, mustaches and
arched eyebrows are found to be important features for most of
the models. Another pattern is the age difference. This gives
us reason to believe that the combination of facial hair and
the age of a person is strongly correlated to the classification.
While the correlation scores do not show a correlation between
the two features, the combination of the features does matter
when comparing two pictures. A reason for these features to be
found important is that most of the kinship relations (75%) in
the data set are zero-generation and first-generation relations.
Young people are not able to grow facial hair, if they have the
genes, it comes with age. This would explain why both facial
hair and age are found to be more important.

The set of features that were found to be the most important
in our research does not comply with the selection of features
proposed by Fang et al. [27]. The set of features used in their
research is different, although it is clear that the eye area was
found to be the most important by them. Contrasting, the set
of important features we found is not particularly focused on
the eye area.

For the masked experiment, all five models had a higher
accuracy score when all features for both pictures were kept
separate. When looking at the bottom masked method results,
a clear decrease in the performance is found compared to
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the original StyleGAN2 description method. Remarkable is
that the feature young and the features on facial hair are
not found in the top features of almost all models. The
original StyleGAN2 approach showed these features to be very
important. This leads to the believe that the bottom part of
a face is essential for extracting the feature age. This would
also explain why the feature grey hair is found to be important
in three out of five models. Grey hair is usually a sign of a
higher age. When looking at the top masked method results,
a decrease in the accuracy is found, although this decrease is
not as excessive as with the bottom masked method. Above
is mentioned that the feature young is likely to be extracted
from mostly the bottom of a face. However, this is not shown
in the results of the top masked method. It is curious that the
feature young is still not found to be one of the most important.
Like the original approach, the top masked method shows the
feature arched eyebrows to be important. Although a pattern
is difficult to find in the top masked method results.

For the bottom masked approaches the difference with the
original approach is clear. Where humans showed equal or
even better performance when masking the top half of a
picture, the algorithms showed the opposite effect.

The set of features does not comply with the set that
we expected it to comply with. The gathered results do not
give any information that would validate the hypothesis that
the most important features would be in the upper half of
the face, specifically the eye region. On the contrary, the
results are more lenient towards age and facial hair traits to
be of great importance. As for the approach with the pre-
selected StyleGAN2 linear separability features, the results
showed us no improvement when focusing on solely the upper
half of the face. When considering the results of the pre-
selected StyleGAN2 and the masked StyleGAN2 descriptor
experiments, rejecting the hypothesis is even more reasonable.

Limitations: The data set might not be very compatible with
the StyleGAN2 metrics, which is an uncertainty. However,
as of now, there are no other data sets that contain enough
images which are of adequate quality. So we have to accept
this limitation for now. An issue was also encountered when
using the linear separability metric for a different purpose than
StyleGAN2. The results for the top masked method showed
one very noteworthy important feature, namely the arched
eyebrows feature. This feature should be focused on the top
part of a face. However, it is found to be important when
the top part of a face is masked. More features which show
unusual behavior are smiling and pointy nose, since these
are found to be important when masking the bottom half
of the face. This is one of the problems that is encountered
when combining StyleGAN2 metrics with other models. The
models that are trained for the linear separability metric behave
differently than intuitively expected. Using the metric in tasks
for which it is not initially intended can cause limitations to
the models.

Unexpected findings: A surprising matter is the difference
in performance between the top masked and bottom masked
StyleGAN2 description method. Masking the bottom half of

the face decreased the performance. As masking the top
half of the face decreased the performance as well, it still
performed better than the bottom masked method. This is
against expectations and raises the question of whether the
bottom part of a face contains more information than the top
part of a face does for KR.

VI. CONCLUSION

We researched the set of features that is most important for
automated KR. For this, multiple models have been tested on
FI. The results showed that the most important facial features
from the selection of 40 features are mostly focused on the
facial hair traits and age-related features.

One of the issues we ran into is on transfer learning. The
question rises whether StyleGAN2 is compatible enough for
transfer learning when combined with our data set. It could
be more effective to write a new metric that focuses on more
solid facial features. Despite that, the StyleGAN2 metrics are
the most elaborate method for finding pre-determined facial
features. Other models do not include as many facial features
or need manual annotation. It would be contributory to find a
way to annotate all parts of the face for many more features
to train the models on.

In conclusion, this paper is an important first step towards
understanding automated KR, but there are many challenges
to be faced before it can be used in real-world applications.
As it is now, a large set of clear pictures of complete faces
are needed for a model to perform decently. Learning more
about the most important parts of our face for automated KR
is the next step to take to improve the field of KR.
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Abstract—Light-field displays (LFDs) allow users to view 

stereoscopic images without the need for a headset, providing a 

novel 3-Dimensional (3D) experience. This study aims to expand 

upon the preliminary experiment, in which we evaluated the 

benefits of stereoscopic cues in human visual understanding 

through users performing 3D interactions on a multi-view, LFD 

display. Our task scenario involves user tests for 3D alignment 

accuracy and a questionnaire about the experience during the 

test. For each task, using the LFD “Lume Pad” developed by 

Leia Inc., 3D contents are presented with stereoscopic cues and 

without. Results from subjects showed that task alignment could 

be achieved with greater accuracy when stereo cues were 

available than when there were not. The questionnaire showed 

that depth perception appeared to be easier to comprehend with 

stereoscopic cues. 

Keywords-component Light-Field Display; 3D human 

perception; motion-parallax; stereoscopic vision; head tracking. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Two-Dimensional (2D) screens have almost limitless 
possibilities. These displays can show locations that the user 
has never seen, visualize data of almost any form, and allows 
professionals to interact with information in ways that are 
difficult within a physical medium. Even with all these 
possibilities, the 2D screen is not perfect. This style screen 
cannot show true depth, as it is a flat object and does not have 
any depth to it. This paper is an extension of our previous 
work, evaluating the benefits of depth comprehension of an 
LFD over a standard flat screen [1].  

The human eye does not interact with a screen in the same 
way as it does with the real 3D world [2], especially in terms 
of seeing depth. To aid in recreating depth, there are many 
tools that can be used to simulate depth cues. There are nine 
widely agreed-upon sources of information that the human 
brain uses for the purpose of perceiving depth. They are as 
follows, binocular disparity, convergence, occlusion, relative 
size, height in the visual field, relative density, aerial 
perspective, accommodation, and motion parallax [3]. To a 
greater or lesser extent, these are the primary tools used in 
conveying the illusion of depth within a 2D screen, and it is 
the manipulation of these sources that forms the basis of 3D 
displays. By putting more focus on one source than others, 
many different types of 3D displays can be created, each being 
tailored to suit different tasks. 

For most of the populace, VR represents a VR headset, or 
Head Mounted Display (HMD) as these have had the most 
exposure in popular culture. The popularity of products such 
as the HTC VIVE and the Oculus sold by Meta are best known 
for their entertainment uses but are becoming more well 
known for their benefits to training, such as cancer patient care 
[4], as well as in scientific research. The basis of VR HMDs 
is to use two small, high-resolution displays, placed close to 
the wearer’s eyes. Each display is positioned so that only one 
eye can see each screen, thus using binocular disparity to 
create a stereoscopic experience. Each screen displays a 
slightly different view of the same scene, allowing the user’s 
brain to put them together to create a 3D image. This is to 
simulate how the human eyes naturally work in the real world 
where human eyes are slightly split apart, giving us two 
slightly different views. 

Hand-held displays are not usually considered to be a type 
of 3D display, but they are also capable of displaying 
believable 3D images. These displays are largely composed of 
devices not specifically designed for this purpose such as 
smartphones and tablets, though there are some that are 
specifically designed to be used for 3D content such as the 
RED Hydrogen One smartphone and the Nintendo 3DS. 
Many hand-held displays use apps and programs, such as 
Pokémon Go or IKEA Place, that use the device’s inbuilt 
camera to give the appearance of projecting objects into the 
real world via the device’s screen. This style of software 
displays what the camera sees and adds digital objects to the 
scene to show the user a believable 3D scene. In so doing, this 
type of 3D display relies largely on height in the visual field, 
comparing the height of the digital objects to the size of 
known physical objects in the scene, for the user to believe 
that what they are looking at is real.  

Another device that is designed to create stereoscopic 
images in a different way is known as an LFD. LFDs use 
curved lenses, such as lenticular lenses, to redirect the light 
coming out of the screen of the display [5]. By doing this, the 
LFD can split the display so that it gives a different view to 
each eye. In this way, an LFD works similarly to an HMD, 
though the LFD performs this job without the need for a 
headset. This also allows for more than one user to be able to 
see the 3D effect from the same display. 

The purpose of this study is to improve on our preliminary 
findings and to show that adding stereoscopy to a tablet 
display increases a user’s understanding of what it is that they 
are seeing. To this end, the new experiment has more easily 
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understood user controls, so the experiment emphasizes visual 
understanding and not mastery of the controls. The 
experiment also has less visual stimulation, to help the 
subjects focus on the important details of the experiment. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In 
Section II, we present our experiment’s methodology for 
evaluating the subject’s accuracy with and without 
stereoscopy. Section III covers the details of the hardware and 
software used in the experiment. Our preliminary experiment 
is discussed in Section IV, both our findings and what we felt 
needed to be improved for a follow-up experiment. Section V 
details the experiment as well as the results and questionnaire. 
In Section VI we discuss our findings and the implications. 
Finally, we finish our work in Section VII, with our 
conclusion and discuss future work. 

II. METHODS 

The focus of this study was to measure a subject’s 

understanding of a 3D scene displayed on a 2D screen, given 

different visual cues. To measure accuracy, subjects were 

asked to aim an arrow at a target, using the visual cues 

available to them to attempt to hit as close to the center of the 

target as they could. This test was repeated four times with 

some changes to assess the subject’s understanding of the 

scene.  

A. Visual Cues 

The primary visual cues that are observed in this test are 

occlusion, motion parallax, and stereoscopy. Occlusion 

happens when an object blocks the line of sight to another 

object. This technique has been used for centuries as a method 

of showing depth in many different forms of illustrations.  

Humans see objects closer to them as moving faster than 

objects that are further away. This is more prevalent in a 

vehicle moving at speed and is known as motion parallax. 

Both visual cues are prevalent throughout the entire 

experiment. 

B. Accuracy Test 

To assess the subject’s understanding of the simulated 

depth within the screen, a 3D scene was created to interact 

with. This scene includes an arrow, target, obstacles, and 

minute details to enhance the visual cues within the scene.  

The target, as seen in Figure 1, is at a set y position, 7 

meters, and is offset by a distance in the x and z directions. 

This distance changes for each test, as seen in Figure 2, 

altering the ideal arrow angle and camera position for each 

test. 
To obscure the subject’s view and encourage them to 

interact with the scene, obstacles are added to the scene. A 
rock is placed directly behind the arrow, stopping subjects 
from simply positioning the camera behind the arrow and 
lining up their aim this way. By doing this, the subject would 
not require the visual cues we are evaluating. There are also 
four trees that are placed to further complicate the scene and 
encourage more interaction. These trees change their location 
after each test much like the target. 

 
Figure 1. Target. 

 

 
Figure 2. Top-down view of Accuracy Test. 

 

C. Accuracy Measurement 

To measure the subject’s understanding of the scene, the 
distance from the arrow to the center of the target is measured. 
Euclidean distance is used for this measurement. A lower 
distance is desirable as it shows the subject was able to aim 
the arrow close to the center of the target. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑧1 − 𝑧2)2                       (1) 

In this equation, x1 and z1 correspond to the position of the 
target while x2 and z2 to the final location of the arrow. The 
unit of measure for the experiment is Unity units, which are 
equivalent to meters (m). A score of less than 1 was 
considered a good score, as it hit within the center ring of the 
target, while a score between 1 and 2.5 was considered an 
acceptable score, as it hit the outer ring. A score of above 2.5 
missed the target and was considered a poor score. 
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D. Head Tracking 

Another key to this research was the decision to perform 
head tracking. With an LFD, head movements change the 
view that the user is seeing, therefore moving around gives 
different viewing angles into the same scene. We believe that 
subjects will benefit from seeing these different views. Head 
movement is not required for the test though. A user can 
perform the entire test without moving their head enough to 
shift which view they are seeing. 

Two VIVE trackers were used to monitor the position of 
the subject’s head in relation to the position of the tablet. One 
tracker was placed on a stand so that it is positioned just below 
the tablet. The tracker sits 8 cm above the table, with the 
bottom of the tablet being 13 cm above the table and the top 
of the tablet being 30 cm above the table. The second tracker 
was attached to the user’s head via a head strap. This allowed 
for the user’s head position and rotation to be monitored both 
on their own, as well as in relation to the tablet, as seen in 
Figure 3. 

E. Experimental Procedure 

The procedure for the experiment was as follows. Firstly, 
the subject was sat at the table, put on the head tracker, and 
told what was expected of them as well as given a description 
and short demonstration of how the controller worked. Then 
they were given a practice scene and told to spend as much 
time as they needed to feel comfortable with how to control 
the arrow and move the camera but were instructed to not 
press the X button. Once they felt comfortable, they were 
instructed to press the X button and the test began. The subject 
performed the first four tests, then the experiment was reset, 
and the Light-field effect was either turned on or off, 
depending on which group the subject was in. After this, they 
were asked to do another four tests. Finally, they filled out a 
short questionnaire.  

Subjects sat 45-55 centimeters from the Lume Pad as seen 
in Figures 3 and 4. This is the distance that Leia Inc states is 
the best viewing distance for observing the stereoscopic visual 
cues that the Lume Pad produces. The tablet itself was 
positioned on a stand that was adjusted for each user to give 
them the best viewing angle. The subject’s horizontal position 
was not considered as the subjects were free to move to 
observe the different views displayed by the LFD. 

Subjects were separated into two groups. Group one 
performed the practice as well as the first four tests without 
the Light-field effect turned on, then the Light-field effect was 
turned on and they performed another four tests. Group two 
performed the practice and first four tests with the Light-field 
effect turned on, then it was turned off for the second four 
tests. 

III. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED IN EXPERIMENT 

A. Lume Pad 

The following research was performed using a Lume Pad, 
an LFD tablet produced by Leia Inc. As discussed above, this 
allows users to see the illusion of depth inside a 2D screen by 
creating stereopsis. The tablet boasts a 10.1-inch screen with 
a resolution of 2560x1600 pixels.  

 
Figure 3. Experiment Setup. 

 

 
Figure 4. Subject Participating in Experiment. 

 
To create the light field effect, the tablet displays four 

views at the same time and uses lenticular lenses to allow the 
user to see two of these images at a time. If the user moves to 
the sides they will see two different images, thus creating a 
different view. In this way, the Lume Pad creates three views 
that can be viewed by changing the user’s viewing angle. 

To generate the different views, the Lume Pad stores four 
images internally as a single image file broken into a 2x2 grid. 
Due to needing to put four images into one screen, each image 
can only make use of one-quarter of the total resolution, so 
each view has a resolution of 640x400 pixels [6].  

One way to measure how much detail a screen can show 
is through pixel density.  This is calculated as follows, 

𝑃𝑃𝐼 =  
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠
      (2) 

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 =  √𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 + 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡2           (3) 

The width and height pertain to the dimensions of the 
tablet. In this case, the Lume Pad has a width of 2560 pixels 
and a height of 1600 pixels. Given this, the pixel density of 
each image within an LFD image on the Lume Pad, is 75 
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pixels per inch (ppi) which is small compared to the potential 
of the tablet without the Light-field turned on, which has a 
pixel density of 290 ppi. This is not a favorable comparison as 
the LFD uses only 25.9% of the pixels per image for each of 
its images, though this is to be expected and is a misnomer. 
For a more realistic comparison, the LFD can be compared to 
a standard computer monitor. A popular computer screen size 
is 24 inches with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, giving this 
screen a pixel density of 92 ppi. This is a much more favorable 
comparison for the Lume Pad with the LFD turned on, as it 
has 81.5% of the pixel density of a standard computer screen. 

The Lume Pad uses a few techniques to make the display 
appear to have a clear picture even with its slightly low 
resolution. These include having a smaller screen size 
compared to a desktop or laptop computer as well as the 
orientation of the lenticular lenses. These lenses are not 
aligned vertically but are instead slanted slightly. This allows 
for smoother transitions between views as well as allowing for 
vertical changes of view and not just horizontal changes of 
view. It has also been shown as an effective way to blend 
views together, making the user believe they are able to see 
more views than are being displayed [7].  

B. Sony Dual Sense Controller 

A Sony Dual Sense controller was chosen as the input tool 

for this experiment for a few reasons. Firstly, it is Bluetooth 

compatible, so it can easily connect to the Lume Pad. 

Secondly, it is a familiar controller in both shape and layout 

to many people as it follows a similar layout to popular home 

gaming systems. 
The directional pad (d-pad) on the left side of the 

controller, is used to control the arrow, allowing the user to 
aim it to the facing that the subject believes will hit the center 
of the target to the best of their ability. On the right side of the 
controller, the southern button, the X, on the controller, 
launches the arrow. The western button, the Square button, 
resets the test and the northern button, the Triangle button, 
turns the LFD effect on and off.  

The left stick controls the scene rotation, but it only rotates 
the scene camera around the center point on the horizontal 
axis. There is no way to move the camera on the vertical axis. 
This decision was made because the Lume Pad works best 
with multiple horizontal views and not multiple vertical 
views. The right shoulder button zooms the camera in while 
the left zooms the camera out. The full controller layout can 
be seen in Figure 5. 

C. Unity 

Our experiment was designed using the Leia Unity 
Software Development Kit (SDK) [8]. This SDK allows for 
the utilization of the Lume Pad’s features, such as the special 
Leia camera, as well as having the ability to turn the LFD on 
and off within the test. The Leia camera is four cameras, 
aligned in parallel with each other. Aligning the cameras in 
parallel is important to avoid the keystone distortion and depth 
plane curvature, as seen in Figure 6, that can occur with a toed-
in camera [9]. This distortion is not as visible at close range 
but at a longer range the image warps in a way that does not 
align with how human eyes naturally see the world.  

 

 
Figure 5. Sony Dual Sense Controller - Layout. 

 
 

 
 

            (a)  Keystone Distortion              (b) No Distortion 
Figure 6. Keystone Distortion. 

IV. PRELIMINARY  EXPERIMENT  

In the preliminary experiment, 12 subjects (3 females and 
9 males) were asked to fire an arrow at a target. Subjects were 
split into two groups, with group one testing with the Light-
field turned off first and then turned on, while group two did 
the same but in reverse. In that experiment, the subjects 
performed three tests, with the target being placed further 
away from the arrow with each test. Then the LFD was 
switched off or on, depending on the subject’s group, and 
three more attempts were performed. The data collected was 
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the distance from the center of the target as well as the time it 
took for each attempt. 

A. Results 

The results can be viewed in Table 1. The scores are the 
median value of all attempts that each subject performed. The 
overall mean of the tests with the Light-field turned on, 1.881, 
was lower than when it was turned off, 2.264. This shows that 
overall, the subjects were on average more accurate with the 
Light-field turned on. Furthermore, we can see from this data 
that group two was more accurate than group one on average. 
Within the groups, another interesting point can be observed. 
Group one was more accurate on average with the Light-field 
effect turned on than with it off, with scores of 2.119 and 
2.666, respectively. Group two follows the same pattern, with 
scores of 1.644 with the Light-field turned on and 1.863 with 
it turned off.  

While it is tempting to state that this proves our hypothesis 
that stereoscopy increases the user’s understanding and thus 
their accuracy, this data does not allow us to state this. A two-
way ANOVA to analyze the effect of test order and the Light-
field effect on subject accuracy was performed. Simple main 
effects analysis showed that test order did not have a 
statistically significant effect on subject accuracy (p = 
0.1118). Similarly, the analysis showed that the Light-field 
effect did not have a statistically significant effect on subject 
accuracy either (p = 0.3305). 

The two-way ANOVA revealed that there was not a 
statistically significant interaction between the effects of test 
order and the Light-field effect (F(1, 20) = 0.1829, p = 
0.6735). 

These results show that the preliminary experiment 
strengthens the hypothesis that the stereo effect of the LFD 
was beneficial to the subjects, but the results were not 
conclusive. We observed that the first group did get more 
accurate when stereoscopy was added and that the second 
group was more accurate while using stereoscopy than 
without. The results of the ANOVA were a large problem 
though, as it is not clear that it is mainly the Light-field effect 
that is affecting subject accuracy. 

B. Improvements for the Main Experiment 

The most critical issue that needed addressing in further 
experiments was the precision of the controls. Some of the 
subjects stated that the controls were too imprecise to feel 
confident in their accuracy with these tests. Trying to make 
minute changes to the aim of the arrow proved difficult to 
achieve using the dual sense controller’s control stick. For 
some subjects, this was partially due to unfamiliarity with the 
controller. A control stick is intuitive to those that often play 
video games, but confusing to those who do not.  

Another reason is due to how hard it is to control an object 
when it has free movement in three dimensions. While some 
users were able to control the arrow without much effort, 
feeling that they understood where the arrow was pointing at 
all times, others constantly overcorrected their aim and had to 
try to bring it back to where they wanted the arrow pointing. 
This tested some subjects’ patience, and a few seemed to 
decide they were close enough instead of trying to be as 

precise as possible. By making the controls more precise and 
easier to operate, we believe that users would be more 
confident in their accuracy with the test, and as such it would 
be clearer how much of a significant role the Light-field 
played in subject accuracy. 

Based on feedback and further research, changes were 
proposed to the scene itself. Moving the target closer to the 
arrow is one such change. In the preliminary experiment, the 
later tests placed the target at a distance that made it difficult 
to understand where it was on the small screen. 

Some scenery was removed as well, being one of the trees 
and a portion of the grass. The tree was deemed to be 
unnecessary as there were already enough obstacles blocking 
sight lines. The grass was there to give the user more visual 
cues to perceive motion parallax, but the amount of detail that 
the display needed to render was affecting its performance and 
we also worried that there were perhaps too many cues for the 
user [10]. 

In our previous paper, we discussed performing eye 
tracking as a possible addition to future research, but it was 
decided that head tracking would give more significant data 
than eye tracking. The reasoning behind this was that eye 
tracking would show eye vergence [11], giving a better 
understanding of how subjects’ brains perceive the scene 
displayed on the LFD, while head tracking indicates the user’s 
interaction with the device. Head tracking was chosen over 
eye tracking because an LFD is a flat screen, so eye vergence 
will not be the same as if the scene was in real 3D and would 
likely behave as they were interacting with a standard 2D 
screen. Thus, head tracking was deemed to be more 
noteworthy. 

TABLE 1. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

   

1 2.234 2.175

3 2.054 1.673

5 2.408 1.993

7 2.490 1.907

9 5.422 4.058

11 1.387 0.905

2 1.363 1.859

4 1.580 0.861

6 1.927 1.946

8 2.842 2.083

10 1.731 1.433

12 1.733 1.681

2.264 1.881

1.0935 0.8069

Mean

St.Dev

I

II

G

r

o

u

p

2.392

0.47291.753

1.2167

Subject Without 

LFD

With

LFD

St.

Dev
Mean

Display
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V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

 For the experiment, there were 8 subjects (one 
female and seven males). They ranged in age from 22 to 27 
with an average age of 25. All had either normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. The experiment was carried out over two 
days, with subjects asked not to discuss the test with other 
subjects. Each subject was assigned a number, with odd-
numbered subjects placed in group one while even-numbered 
subjects were placed in group two. 

TABLE 2. MAIN EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 

Figure 7. Interquartile Range 

A. Scores 

Table 2 displays the accuracy results of the experiment. 
From this table, it can be observed that on average, subjects 
were more accurate when they had access to stereoscopy, with 
the LFD effect turned on. On average with the LFD turned on, 
the average score was 1.189, which would miss the inner 
circle of the target by 0.189 meters. The low variance, the 
square of the standard deviation, of 0.381 means that this is a 
rather reliable estimation. With the LFD turned off, the 
subjects on average had a score of 1.189, which would hit the 
outer circle of the target, though with a high variance of 1.264 
this number is not as reliable as the results with the LFD on.  

Due to the small data set, another way to evaluate this data 
is by looking at the interquartile range. This is a look at the 
range of the inner two-quarters of the data. It is useful in small 
data sets by removing outliers and observing the distance 
between the data around the mean. When the LFD is turned 
off the interquartile range is 1.826, while with the LFD turned 
on the interquartile range is 0.760. Figure 7 visualizes this 
information. 

As with the preliminary experiment, a two-way ANOVA 
was performed to analyze the effect of test order and the 
Light-field effect on subject accuracy. Simple main effects 
analysis showed that test order did not have a statistically 
significant effect on subject accuracy (p = 0.6944). Similarly, 
the analysis showed that the Light-field effect did not have a 
statistically significant effect on subject accuracy either (p = 
0.4676).  

The two-way ANOVA revealed that there was not a 
statistically significant interaction between the effects of test 
order and the Light-field effect (F(1, 12) = 0.0091, p = 
0.9256). 

Figure 8 allows for a more visually direct comparison of 
the individual results of the two groups and the two tests. 
Within Group 1, shown in Figure 8 (a), subjects 3 and 5 both 
were more accurate when the Light-field was turned on for the 
second half of the experiment. Subjects 1 and 7 were less 
accurate, but both were still very accurate and did not miss the 
target.  

Group 2 is similar, as shown in Figure 8 (b), where 
subjects 2 and 8 are less accurate when the Light-field is 
turned off, subject 8’s third test is so far off the target it does 
not appear on the graph. Subject 4 is more accurate when the 
Light-field it turned off, and subject 6 appears to be the 
roughly the same over both tests. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that the target was missed 
twice with the Light-field effect turned on but was missed 
seven times with it turned off. The center ring was hit 14 times 
in both tests. 

 

1 0.318 0.519

3 1.321 0.722

5 3.454 1.640

7 0.641 1.218

2 1.467 0.742

4 0.462 0.912

6 1.998 1.343

8 2.748 2.412

1.551 1.189

1.1244 0.6174

Mean

St.Dev

Subject Mean
St.

Dev

I

II

Display

1.00471.229

0.81591.511

Without

LFD

With

LFD

G

r

o

u
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(a) Group 1 Accuracies. Light-Field Off, then On 

 
(b) Group 2 Accuracies. Light-Field On, then Off 

Figure 8. Accuracy Plot 

 

B. Head Tracking 

The head tracking data can be observed in Figures 9 (a) 
and (b). As only the horizontal distance changes the view that 
the subject sees within the LFD, the X value is the only 
variable that we have recorded in these graphs. Within the 
graphs, the distance, measured in centimeters, to the left or 
right of the centerline of the tablet is displayed. The distance 
traveled to the right is recorded as a positive value while the 
distance traveled to the left is recorded as a negative value. 

A comparison of subjects 1 and 7 shows the difference in 
how each interacted with the tablet. Subject 1 scored the best 
median accuracy over the Light-field tests, with a score of 
0.519. They actively moved their head while the Light-field 
effect was turned on, as seen in Figure 9 (a), moving close to 
thirty centimeters to either side of the centerline of the tablet 
at times. In comparison, subject 7, whose data can be seen in 
Figure 9 (b), tried a small head movement at the beginning 
and then moved very little until the end of the experiment. 
They had a median score of 1.218. While head movement may 
not have been the leading factor for this disparity in the two 
subject’s scores, it could possibly have affected them.  

C. Time Comparison 

Table 3 shows the median time spent by each subject for 

each test. Some subjects were quicker while others took more 

time. A further comparison of subjects 1 and 7, specifically 

looking at the times in which they were performing the Light-

 

 
(a) Active Subject During Light-Field Test (Subject 1)

 
(b) Inactive Subject During Light-field Test (Subject 7) 

Figure 9. Comparison of Active and Inactive Subjects 
 

field tests illustrates how much time some subjects felt 
they needed for each portion of the experiment. Overall, 
Subject 2 spent around 200 seconds performing this portion of 
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(a) Subject 1, Shot 1 

 
(b) Subject 7, Shot 1

 
(c) Subject 1, Shot 4 

 
(d) Subject 7, Shot 4 

Figure 10. Head Movement Comparisons.

 
TABLE 3. TIME COMPARISON 

 

    

Subject 

Display 

Mean St.Dev     
Without 

LFD 
With 
LFD     

G
ro

u
p

 

I 

1 22.91 24.90 

41.29 23.870 
3 73.57 56.07 

5 19.51 12.26 

7 54.89 66.18 

II 

2 12.26 24.90 

30.52 19.858 
4 23.60 29.10 

6 66.18 56.07 

8 16.94 15.13 

  

  Mean 36.23 35.58       

  St.Dev 24.503 20.729     

 

the experiment while Subject 7 spent around 350 seconds, 

over two minutes longer. For their first shot, Figure 10 (a), 

with the Light-field turned on, subject 1 spends a few seconds 

observing and interacting with the test before moving their 

head to look at the different views. At this point, they move 

10 centimeters to the left, then about 13 to the right. 

Afterward, they make much less drastic movements as they 

finish aiming the arrow. The process takes about 12 seconds. 

By contrast, in the exact same scenario, Figure 10 (b) shows  

that subject 7 spends the entirety of their first shot focusing 

on the scene and not utilizing the other views available if they 

moved their head.  Subject 7 took more than double the time 

that subject 1 took, at 27 seconds. A similar comparison can 

be made over their last shot. Subject 1 only makes one 

movement of around 15cm at about halfway through this 

shot. They take roughly 9 seconds to perform their final test. 

Subject 7 by contrast makes a similar movement four seconds 

into their final attempt which lasts 11 seconds. In both cases, 

subject 1 spends less time, and moves more. One 

interpretation of this is that subject 7 spent that time making 

up for not seeing the other views that Subject 1 utilized.  

D. Questionaire 

Subjects were also given a questionnaire to ascertain how 
well they believed they had understood the experiment. The 
questions were as follows: 

1) How confident were you that you would hit the center 

of the target with the LFD turned off? 
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Figure 11. Confidence in Accuracy. 

 

2) How confident were you that you would hit the center 

of the target with the LFD turned on? 

3) Were you more confident with the LFD turned on, off, 

or neither? 

4) When the LFD was turned on, did you feel that moving 

your head to see the other viewing angles helped to 

improve your accuracy? 

5) Did you feel dizzy or sick at any time during the test? 

 
Figure 11 shows the results of the first two questions of the 

questionnaire. Subjects were asked to rank their confidence on 
a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was not confident at all, 3 was 
somewhat confident, and 5 was extremely confident. Most 
subjects stated that they felt more confident with the Light-
field turned on. Although subjects 2, 5, and 8 ranked their 
confidence the same over both tests, they stated that they felt 
they were marginally more confident with the Light-field 
turned on than with the Light-field effect turned off.  

All subjects agreed that they did not feel that moving their 
head to see other viewing angles helped them. Finally, two 
subjects felt dizzy when the Light-field effect was turned off, 
though not so bad that they felt they needed to stop the 
experiment. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Although subjects were encouraged to move their head to 
see the other views that the LFD generates, every one of them 
stated that they did not believe that doing this helped with their 
accuracy. While objects in the foreground and background 
would move as the view was shifted, the objects near the 
arrow and the target rarely did. The foreground movement 
was sometimes slightly helpful, but not enough to make a 
difference in user confidence. 

After further testing, it was concluded that the convergence 
distance was too short for the different views to have 
noticeable changes. The convergence distance is the distance 
from the camera where all camera points converge. One way 
to think about this is that whatever objects are set at the 
convergence distance are the focal point. In this test, that was 
set to be the arrow so that it was always in focus. In the 
preliminary experiment, the convergence distance was set at 
10 meters from the camera, and this led to 2 subjects saying 
that they felt they could not pull the camera very far from the 

arrow because then they were unsure of the direction that the 
arrow was facing. Because of this, both of them took what 
they believed to be too much time aiming the arrow for each 
test. 

A compromise would be to set the convergence point some 
distance behind the arrow. This would create more differences 
in the views. This causes the arrow to be less in focus, making 
it more difficult to be confident in knowing where the arrow 
is pointing exactly. With more testing, a good compromise can 
be achieved.  

Another option would be to increase the distance between 
each camera within the Leia camera. This causes a larger 
difference between each view from the Lume Pad, and also 
increases the feeling of stereopsis in the user, as the view 
given to each eye is spaced further apart. This is also 
dangerous though as if this is spread too far, it appears 
unnatural and can cause motion sickness. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we examined the accuracy of a user’s 

understanding, given some constraints, with a 3D scene on an 

LFD in an attempt to show that the human brain understands 

a scene displayed on an LFD better than a standard 2D screen. 

While the subjects were more accurate with the Light-field 

turned on, it is not conclusive that the human brain 

understands simulated distance in the light field display more 

so than that simulated with a 2D screen. With the two-way 

ANOVA once again being inconclusive we are not able to 

say definitively that the reason that the subjects were, on 

average, more accurate with the Light-field on than with it 

turned off.  

To further this experiment, enhancing the change in views 

when the subject moves their head is the priority. Creating a 

stereoscopic viewing experience without the use of a headset 

is the most well-known feature of an LFD, but the fact that it 

can be viewed from multiple angles to see different views is 

a feature that should be further explored. Both changing the 

convergence distance as well as experimenting with 

increasing the distance between cameras should be fully 

explored in further work.  

Another feature that goes along with the LFD being able 

to show multiple views at one time is that it can be used by 

multiple people at the same time. This concept has been 

explored on large-scale LFDs, such as the 120-degree 

viewing angle LFD designed by Liu et al. [12]. This LFD is 

far more complicated than the Lume Pad, requiring vast 

amounts of space and hardware to set up. The Lume Pad has 

a much smaller optimal viewing angle but more than one user 

can still fit within this space. Finding a way to test how well 

two subjects can interact with and understand what is being 

shown to them with one Lume Pad would give us useful 

information for future work. 

An idea that would utilize this concept would be a cube-

style display. The pCubee, by Stavness et al. [13] is a 

multiscreen display comprised of 5 screens arranged in a cube 

formation, each connected to a control board. By using a head 

tracker and an accelerometer, the control boards change the 
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view on each screen to create a believable 3d image without 

using stereopsis. Since the cube reacts to the user’s 

interactions, it feels like the user is looking into the cube and 

seeing real depth. By using Lume Pads, or a similar device, a 

similar experience could be created, without the need for the 

head tracker. Similar to the pCubee, an accelerometer would 

detect movements and inform the screens to change their 

views accordingly, while the lenticular lenses would display 

the extra views required for any head movements that the 

subject performs. It could also be designed to give multiple 

viewers the same experience at one time. Instead of directing 

all of the screens to one viewpoint, multiple viewpoints can 

be defined and the LFDs can create them at the same time. 
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Abstract—There have been many examples recently of the use 

of digital humans for interactive communication, such as in 

customer support and digital health care. The use of digital 

humans is expected to reduce communication barriers caused 

by differences in personal appearance, behavior, and facial 

expressions. Despite the potential for digital humans to 

represent realistic nonverbal communication, there is a lack of 

evidence regarding the extent to how effective they are in 

communication. This study attempts to evaluate the six basic 

emotions (anger, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise) 

of digital humans with the following two experiments. First, the

quality of facial expression is evaluated by an actor's facial 

expression and the expression of the digital human created from 

the actor. Second, we evaluate the quality of the facial 

expressions of 17 subjects captured from various angles and 

those of digital humans created from the corresponding angles.

Two deep learning-based facial expression recognitions:

DeepFace and HSEmotion were used for the evaluation. 

Experimental results showed that HSEmotion demonstrated a 

more stable recognition rate than DeepFace for the same facial 

expressions of subjects captured from different directions. 

However, when the facial expressions of these subjects were 

transferred to the digital humans, both tools failed to properly 

recognize their facial expressions. Future work will include a 

facial expression recognition library that considers both real 

people and digital humans.

Keywords-expression; digital human; facial expression; basic 

emotions; avatar.

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been changes in communication methods for 
forming interpersonal relationships due to the spread of the 
new corona virus (COVID-19) outbreak, including the use of 
videoconferencing for meetings. In addition to voice 
messages, video calls convey visual and non-verbal 
information, making more effective communication possible.
Recent video calls allow participants control over the content 
to be delivered, such as the ability to remove the video 
background and manipulate their faces. It is even possible to 
make video calls using avatars or digital humans, making it 
easier to communicate with others without worrying about 
their own appearance. However, facial expressions are not 
always conveyed adequately by these tools. This paper 
extends our previous work evaluating facial expressions by 
digital humans [1].

Significant emotional expression is necessary for 
communication, which is especially evident in human facial 

expressions. The quality of digital human facial expressions is 
therefore considered important for communication in virtual 
space as well. Interest for communication in these spaces is 
growing worldwide as well as in Japan, such as "Virtual 
Shibuya" by KDDI Corporation [2] and "Medical Metaverse 
Joint Research Chair" by IBM Japan and Juntendo University 
[3].

Communication in virtual conference applications and 
games is conducted in real time using virtual characters that 
have been designed to look like real people in appearance. 
With the development of artificial intelligence and computer 
vision, facial expression recognition from facial images is 
becoming more practical. By transferring the recognized 
facial components of the user to the virtual character, the user 
can play various roles through the virtual character. This 
character is expected to stimulate communication in the 
medical and business fields.

Digital humans are more realistic than virtual characters, 
and many are being used in business to enable natural 
conversations with customers. In addition, digital humans are 
also equipped with the ability to speak multiple languages, 
which further expands their applications [4]. Digital humans 
can be generated from Three-Dimensional (3D) human pose 
information obtained by capturing a person with a monocular 
depth camera or a stereo camera [5]. In addition, the 
development of 3D human pose using a monocular camera, 
such as the MediaPipe library [6], has become popular, 
making it possible to create a digital human using only a 
webcam.

Recently, software tools have been developed to enable 
the expression of detailed facial expression changes in digital 
humans using actors' expressions. MetaHuman by Epic 
Games provides a framework for creating realistic human 
characters [7]. This framework works by transferring 3D 
human pose information from the Motion Capture (MoCap) 
device to the digital human. Similar frameworks include 
"Character Creator 4" (Reallusion) [8] and "Buddy Builder" 
(Hologress) [9]. Both frameworks offer a wide variety of 
resources for 3D clothing and accessories. Buddy Builder 
features real-time cross-physics, which allows for more 
natural-looking moving characters. These frameworks are 
expected to enable sophisticated digital humans to express 
nonverbal information accurately, which is currently the 
subject of further research and development. However, the 
extent to which the quality of digital human facial expressions 
is comparable to that of humans has not been fully verified.
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the quality of 
human and digital human facial expressions. The following 
two attempts were made for the evaluation. First, a digital 
human that resembles an actor was created, and both facial 
expressions were compared. Second, basic facial expressions 
by several subjects were captured using multi-angle camera 
devices, and these facial expressions were transferred to the 
digital human. For the evaluation of facial expressions, 
existing deep learning-based libraries for facial expression 
recognition are used.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses the related works of facial expression analyses and 
digital human. Section III describes the generation of facial 
expression data and tools used for this purpose in this study. 
In Section IV, we describe our experiments to evaluate the 
quality of facial expressions for the digital human. Finally, 
Section V summarizes the results of this study and discusses 
future perspectives.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Facial Expressions in Communication

The understanding of one's emotions is important in 
communication. Particularly, since facial expressions 
represent human emotions, smooth communication can be 
achieved by being aware of changes in the facial expressions 
of conversational partners. Facial expressions consist of 
movements of small muscles in the face that are used to infer 
a person's emotional state.

Emotions are difficult to measure since they are often 
fleeting, hidden, and conflicted. Ekman et al. proposed the 
Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which classifies 
Action Units (AUs) of facial parts to identify emotions from 
facial expressions [10]. Their work pointed out that there are 
"display rules" based on cultural norms, making the intensity 
of facial expressions differs from culture to culture. The 
Japanese, for example, tend to suppress facial expressions [11].
Ohta et al. observed facial expressions in Japanese nursing 
practice and concluded that the results were generally 
consistent with Ekman's analysis, but that differences were 

observed in the distinctness of facial expressions due to the 
way Japanese people move their facial muscles and their 
ability to express themselves being weaker than Westerners 
[12]. Baltrušaitis et al. developed OpenFace [13], a toolkit that 
can recognize AUs in real time based on facial landmarks 
taken from the user's face. 

B. Facial Expression Recognition based on Deep Learning

As the applications of facial expression recognition have 
expanded, the development of deep learning-based facial 
expression recognition has progressed rapidly. With facial 
expression recognition, an individual's emotional state can be 
predicted from the appearance of facial deformations. 
Furthermore, these techniques enable real-time analysis of 
facial expressions. 

Many studies have been conducted in the field of facial 
expression recognition to realize feasible tasks. In addition, 
lightweight models have been proposed to enable recognition 
in web applications and mobile devices. Serengil et al. 
developed Deepface, a lightweight model of facial expression 
recognition [13]. Andrey et al. developed a model that utilizes
several eEfficientNet-based models to classify emotions of 
static facial images [14]. This model has been published as the 
HSEmotion (High-Speed Face Emotion Recognition) [15].

C. Reality of the Digital Human

Digital humans have recently been developed that can 
resemble humans by appearance and can reflect their body 
movements [4]. Kang et al. surveyed and simplified the 
research on digital human reality, introducing two types of 
reality: visual realism, which is the similarity between the 
rendering of visual information of a person, and behavioral 
realism, which is the similarity between human behavior and 
the reality of a person [16]. Visual realism is high as the digital 
human looks more like a person, and behavioral realism is 
high as the digital human performs natural movements. They 
also stated the importance of the influence of digital human 
reality on communication. Grewe et al. compared the reality 
of facial expression animations created by experts with the 
reality of facial expression animations created statistically 

(a) Horizontal angles (yaw). (b) Vertical angles (pitch). (c) Location of 21 cameras for capturing.

Figure 1. Multi-angle camera device used in this study.
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from a database of images. They found that the statistically 
created animations were perceived as more realistic [17].  

III. GENERATION OF FACIAL EXPRESSION DATA

This study generated human digital facial expression data 
using two different capturing methods: frontal and multi-
angle photography and evaluated them respectively.
Research collaborators photographed in the dataset gave us 
permission to use the dataset in this study. The methods and 

tools used to create the dataset and the details of the dataset 
created are described as follows.

A. Tools Used in This Study

MetaHuman Creator (MHC) and Unreal Engine (UE) by 
Epic Games were used to create digital humans and reflect the 
actor's facial expressions on the digital human [18]. MHC is a 
free cloud-based tool that facilitates the creation of 
photorealistic digital humans and can be used in conjunction 

Figure 2. The actor and the generated digital human facial images for each expression.
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Figure 3. MACD-captured subjects’ faces expressing “Surprise,” and the digital humans corresponding to each face in each capture direction.
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with the 3D object rendering engine of UE. Users can create 
facial shapes, hairstyles, clothes, and other accessories easily, 
all of which can be manipulated intuitively through the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI). This allows average users to 
create realistic digital humans like computer graphics 
designers. In addition, MetaHuman data such as meshes, 
skeletons, facial rigs, animation controls, and materials can be 
downloaded and exported to other CG software.

MoCap is needed to transfer small facial muscle 
movements to the MHC. Live Link Face (LLF) and MeFaMo
[19] were employed as the MoCap in this study. The former 
is an iOS application developed by Epic Games that uses the 
mobile device's depth sensor to extract facial features. The 
latter uses a monocular camera to estimate and extract facial 
features based on the MediaPipe library. MeFaMo is used to 
extract facial muscles in face images obtained from multiple 
cameras, described in the next subsection.

B. Multi-Angle Camera Device (MACD)

In this study, a MACD was constructed to capture facial 
images simultaneously from multiple angles. Figure 1 shows 
the device consisting of 21 webcams (640 x 480 pixels, 30 fps). 
Each camera is arranged in three rows and seven columns. 
These cameras are networked which allow to simultaneously 
capture the subject's face at ±30° horizontally (yaw) and ±20° 
vertically (pitch) in 10° and 20° increments, respectively. 21 
face facial images can be obtained in a single capture.

C. Facial Expression Data

1) Data Taken with LLF

To generate human digital facial expression data, six basic 
facial expression images were presented in sequence to a 22-
year-old Japanese female actor, who was asked to mimic each 
facial expression for 5 seconds. The facial images were 
acquired with their features recorded at 30 fps using LLF in 
order to analyze the changes in facial expressions over time.
To minimize the effects of cultural differences and the actor's 
experience with facial expression, a set of facial images 
representing Ekman's six basic emotions [10] was presented 
to the actor. The characteristic of facial muscles for each 
emotion was described for the actor to mimic appropriately. 
We collected 150 frames of facial images from a 5-second 
video of each expression, resulting in 900 frames each of 
facial images of the actor and the digital human imitating the 
six basic facial expression.

The actor and the generated digital human facial images 
for each expression are shown in Figure 2. The appearance of 
the digital human was made to resemble the actor as close as 
possible. The generated digital humans generally adequately 
represent the actor's facial expressions, but the detailed 
expressions tend to look significantly poor, resulting in a 
weaker negative facial expression.

2) Data Taken with MACD

The MACD was used to acquire a total of 2,142 face 
images of 17 Japanese students aged 18-22 from the Faculty 
of Software and Information Science at Iwate Prefectural 
University, Japan. These facial images are representing six 
basic facial expressions plus neutral, captured at 21 different 
angles. As we focused on evaluating how the facial 

Figure 4. MACD-captured subjects’ faces expressing “Disgust,” and the digital humans corresponding to each face in each capture direction.
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expressions of each student are represented by the digital 
human, we did not transfer the facial expressions to a digital 
human that looked exactly like each student, but instead used 
one common digital human as the transfer destination.
MeFaMo was used to capture facial images and their features.

Figures 3 and 4 show two students expressing anger and 
disgust, respectively, and the digital human corresponding to 
each capture direction. The red rectangle in the center 
indicates the direction of the frontal view (pitch = 0, yaw = 0).
Here, different students' facial expressions are transferred to 
the same digital human, showing that each student's 
expression is well represented.

IV. EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF FACIAL EXPRESSION

The facial expression data created in Section III is 
evaluated using the deep learning-based facial expression 
recognition libraries: DeepFace [13] and HSEmotion [15].

While the architecture of DeepFace simply consists of three 
convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers, 
HSEmotion uses eEfficientNet as a backbone, which was 
fine-tuned on a face identification task using the VGGFace2 
dataset. Both libraries perform class classification and use 
softmax functions in the output layer to normalize the 
inferred results for each expression from 0 to 1, where the 
sum of all inferred expression proportions accounts for 1.
Hereinafter, this value is called the recognition rate. 

DeepFace was trained on the Fec2013 [20] containing
32,298 facial images. In contrast, HSEmotion was trained on 
the AffectNet [21], a large facial expression dataset 
containing more than 1,000,000 facial images, and evaluated 
on datasets such as EmotiW, AFEW (Acted Facial 
Expression In The Wild), VGAF (Video level Group AFfect) 
and EngageWild. The trained model “enet_b2_8.pt”, which 
is highly accurate on these datasets, was employed in this 
study.

(a) Facial expression predicted by DeepFace.

(b) Facial expression predicted by HSEmotion.

Figure 5. Recognition rates for the actor's and its corresponding digital human’s facial expressions for each frame.

“Anger” “Disgust” “Fear”

“Happiness” “Sadness” “Surprise”

“Anger” “Disgust” “Fear”

“Happiness” “Sadness” “Surprise”
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A. LLF-captured Facial Espressions

Facial expression recognition was performed for each 
video of facial expression of the actor captured by the LLF 
and the corresponding digital human. Figure 5 shows the 
facial expression recognition rates obtained for a 5-second 
facial expression. The blue and red lines are the results for the 
actor and the digital human, respectively.

Overall, the results of facial expression recognition for 
DeepFace were more variable than those for HSEmotion, 
suggesting that its recognition is unstable. For a more detailed 
analysis, we investigate results based on their recognition 
rates using the following criteria.

1)  50% rate for a Correct Recognition

In a given frame, an expression is considered to be 
correctly judged by the expression recognition library if the 
recognition rate is 50% or more. According to this criterion, 
DeepFace was found to recognize “Fear,” “Happiness,”
“Sadness,” and “Surprise” of the actor and “Anger,” “Fear,”
“Happiness,” and “Sadness” for the digital human from the 5-
second video, as shown in Figure 5(a). On the other hand, as 
shown in Figure 5(b), HSEmotion could only recognize the 
actor's “Fear.”

At first glance, the results for HSEmotion appear to be 
very poor. However, the results for the actor show that the 
average recognition rate of its facial expressions is higher than 
that of the others, with the exception of "Disgust," as shown 
in Figure 6. The results show that HSEmotion fairly 

TABLE I.  ACTOR’S EXPRESSIONS PREDICTED BY DEEPFACE                                 TABLE II. DIGITAL HUMAN EXPRESSIONS PREDICTED BY DEEPFACE

      

TABLE III.  ACTOR’S EXPRESSIONS PREDICTED BY HSEMOTION                               TABLE IV. DIGITAL HUMAN EXPRESSIONS PREDICTED BY HSEMOTION

      

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise

Anger 6 0 0 0 56 0 0.10

Disgust 20 0 0 0 128 0 0.00

Fear 0 0 2 7 1 0 0.20

Happiness 0 0 0 150 0 0 1.00

Sadness 2 0 0 0 74 0 0.97

Surprise 0 0 11 0 0 135 0.92

0.21 NaN 0.15 0.96 0.29 1.00

Predicted

T
R

U
E

Recall

  Precision

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise

Anger 83 0 7 0 6 0 0.86

Disgust 3 0 0 0 19 0 0.00

Fear 1 0 38 0 0 0 0.97

Happiness 0 0 0 139 5 0 0.97

Sadness 33 0 0 0 3 0 0.08

Surprise 0 0 45 2 0 0 0.00

0.69 NaN 0.42 0.99 0.09 NaN  Precision

T
R

U
E

Recall
Predicted

Predicted

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise

Anger 131 2 0 0 18 0 0.87

Disgust 151 0 0 0 0 0 0.00

Fear 0 0 151 0 0 0 1.00

Happiness 0 0 0 151 0 0 1.00

Sadness 6 0 0 0 145 0 0.96

Surprise 0 0 39 0 0 106 0.73

0.45 0.00 0.79 1.00 0.89 1.00

T
R

U
E

  Precision

Recall
Predicted

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise

Anger 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN

Disgust 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN

Fear 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN

Happiness 0 0 0 150 0 0 1.00

Sadness 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN

Surprise 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN

NaN NaN NaN 1.00 NaN NaN

T
R

U
E

  Precision

Recall

Figure 6. Average recognition rate of the actor’s facial expressions by the HSEmotion.
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recognized most of the actor's facial expressions. Therefore, 
we believe that judging the largest recognition rate of each 
expression as the dominant expression would be preferable, as 
described in the next sub-section.

2)  Highest rate for a Correct Recognition

Facial expression was applied to each frame of the 5-
second facial expression video, and the expression with the 
highest recognition rate was identified as the final recognition 
result. These results are summarized as confusion matrices in 
Tables I to IV. The numbers underlined in bold indicate the 

number of frames in which the actor's facial expression was 
correctly recognized.

Table I shows that DeepFace has high Precision and Recall 
for the actor’s “Happiness” and “Surprise.” Recall is high for 
the actor's “Sadness,” but Precision is low. On the other hand, 
in digital humans, Table II shows that DeepFace has high 
Precision and Recall in “Anger” and “Happiness.” In addition, 
the Recall is high in “Fear.” In terms of high Precision and 
Recall, we observed that digital humans only accurately 
represent actors expressing "Happiness."

TABLE V.  AVERAGE OF DEEPFACE RECOGNITION RATES FOR 17 SUBJECTS'
FACIAL EXPRESSIONS CAPTURED BY MACD.

TABLE VI. AVERAGE OF DEEPFACE RECOGNITION RATES FOR DIGITAL HUMAN FACIAL 

EXPRESSIONS FROM 17 SUBJECTS CAPTURED BY MACD.

TABLE VII. AVERAGE OF HSEMOTION RECOGNITION RATES OF 17 SUBJECTS'

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS CAPTURED BY MACD.

TABLE VIII. AVERAGE OF HSEMOTION RECOGNITION RATES OF DIGITAL HUMAN FACIAL 

EXPRESSIONS FROM 17 SUBJECTS CAPTURED BY MACD.

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness Surprise

Anger 18.3% 0.2% 9.1% 1.4% 44.2% 26.5% 0.1%

Disgust 18.8% 0.2% 9.2% 1.4% 43.1% 27.2% 0.1%

Fear 19.7% 0.2% 9.4% 1.1% 41.0% 28.4% 0.1%

Happiness 19.9% 0.2% 9.5% 1.7% 39.9% 28.5% 0.1%

Neutral 20.0% 0.2% 9.1% 2.3% 39.9% 28.4% 0.2%

Sadness 19.5% 0.2% 8.3% 2.2% 42.6% 27.2% 0.1%

Surprise 17.6% 0.2% 8.1% 2.3% 45.4% 26.3% 0.1%

T
R

U
E

Predicted

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness Surprise

Anger 9.7% 1.2% 18.0% 13.9% 33.7% 19.1% 4.0%

Disgust 8.9% 1.2% 17.9% 13.8% 33.7% 19.9% 4.1%

Fear 8.4% 0.8% 17.9% 13.3% 34.4% 20.2% 4.3%

Happiness 8.2% 0.8% 18.3% 13.7% 34.2% 19.8% 4.3%

Neutral 8.4% 1.3% 18.7% 13.9% 33.6% 19.4% 4.2%

Sadness 9.2% 1.4% 19.1% 13.4% 33.0% 19.4% 4.1%

Surprise 9.4% 1.4% 19.6% 13.1% 32.7% 20.1% 3.1%

T
R

U
E

Predicted

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness Surprise

Anger 30.4% 21.8% 6.1% 2.7% 8.9% 14.9% 2.1%

Disgust 20.1% 29.4% 5.4% 3.9% 8.8% 16.4% 2.3%

Fear 8.3% 19.2% 16.5% 5.6% 15.3% 10.9% 11.3%

Happiness 4.7% 17.2% 9.4% 24.2% 9.3% 5.0% 4.0%

Neutral 12.5% 14.9% 6.9% 2.4% 28.2% 14.3% 3.3%

Sadness 16.3% 16.5% 6.2% 5.4% 14.1% 21.2% 2.5%

Surprise 4.2% 13.6% 15.6% 7.5% 10.9% 3.7% 33.8%

T
R

U
E

Predicted

Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness Surprise

Anger 6.7% 44.0% 7.1% 1.7% 3.0% 23.4% 2.0%

Disgust 6.3% 42.6% 9.0% 2.6% 2.5% 23.5% 2.8%

Fear 7.1% 29.5% 22.5% 1.2% 2.9% 21.9% 5.4%

Happiness 5.6% 32.1% 15.2% 2.4% 2.7% 25.8% 2.6%

Neutral 4.0% 34.0% 11.9% 0.7% 3.4% 33.2% 2.3%

Sadness 4.0% 43.5% 8.2% 1.4% 2.5% 28.3% 1.9%

Surprise 7.2% 25.1% 29.3% 1.1% 3.2% 16.7% 8.4%

T
R

U
E

Prediction
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In contrast to DeepFace, HSEmotion produces high 
Precision and Recall for the actor’s “Anger,” “Fear,”
“Happiness,” “Sadness,” and “Surprise,” as shown in Table 
III. However, since only “Happiness” is recognized by the 
digital human (Table IV), we can consider that the digital 
human only expresses the actor's “Happiness” accurately, as 
mentioned above. This result is consistent with the findings of 
our previous study [1].

B. MACD-captured Facial Expressions

Tables V to VIII shows the average of the facial 
expression recognition rates of the 17 subjects and their 
corresponding digital humans captured by MACD, 
respectively. The numbers underlined in bold indicate the rate
that the expressed facial expression was judged correctly, and 
shaded areas indicate high rates of incorrect recognition of the 
expressed facial expression.

The recognition results of DeepFace showed that most
facial expressions of the subjects were judged as Neutral with 
the high rates (Table V). The same trend can be seen in the 
recognition results of the digital humans for these subjects 
(Table VI). These results differ significantly from the 
recognition results of the actor captured by LLF and its
corresponding digital human.

On the other hand, HSEmotion fairly recognized the facial 
expressions of the subjects (Table VII). Only the subjects’
“Fear” was relatively misrecognized as “Disgust.” However, 
HSEmotion failed to recognize facial expressions of the 
digital humans (Table VIII).

To summarize, HSEmotion has more stable recognition 
rates compared to DeepFace for the same facial expressions 
of subjects who were captured from different directions. 
However, when these subjects' facial expressions were 
transferred to digital humans, both libraries failed to recognize 
their facial expressions.

TABLE IX.  RECOGNITION RATES IN DEEPFACE FOR SUBJECTS’FACIAL EXPRESSIONS CAPTURED IN THE PITCH- AND YAW-DIRECTIONS.

Table X. RECOGNITION RATES IN DEEPFACE FOR FACIAL EXPRESSIONS OF DIGITAL HUMANS CAPTURED IN THE PITCH- AND YAW-DIRECTIONS.

Table XI. RECOGNITION RATES IN HSEMOTION FOR SUBJECTS’ FACIAL EXPRESSIONS CAPTURED IN THE PITCH- AND YAW-DIRECTIONS.

Table XII.  RECOGNITION RATES IN HSEMOTION FOR FACIAL EXPRESSIONS OF DIGITAL HUMANS CAPTURED IN THE PITCH- AND YAW-DIRECTIONS.

-20° -0° 20° -30° -20° -10° -0° 10° 20° 30°

Anger 15.5% 21.8% 17.7% 3.2% Anger 23.9% 12.9% 13.0% 7.2% 13.2% 24.1% 33.9% 9.2%

Disgust 0.4% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% Disgust 0.0% 0.3% 0.5% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2%

Fear 6.7% 9.3% 15.7% 4.6% Fear 17.0% 10.6% 10.2% 9.0% 10.8% 7.5% 8.7% 3.1%

Happiness 44.6% 43.6% 40.8% 2.0% Happiness 35.8% 37.3% 27.7% 38.6% 46.8% 59.9% 56.2% 11.7%

Sadness 42.4% 19.3% 18.4% 13.6% Sadness 26.4% 19.3% 16.1% 29.0% 38.1% 33.5% 24.3% 7.7%

Surprise 7.0% 30.6% 28.8% 13.1% Surprise 18.0% 24.0% 25.0% 22.0% 19.3% 26.3% 20.3% 3.1%

Yaw
St.Dev

Pitch
St.Dev

-20° -0° 20° -30° -20° -10° -0° 10° 20° 30°

Anger 6.5% 2.8% 19.7% 8.9% Anger 10.4% 11.6% 15.6% 8.8% 9.6% 4.5% 7.3% 3.5%

Disgust 1.5% 0.5% 2.3% 0.9% Disgust 1.0% 5.2% 2.5% 1.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 1.9%

Fear 18.8% 27.4% 15.3% 6.2% Fear 30.7% 21.7% 20.3% 25.1% 19.6% 11.6% 14.6% 6.3%

Happiness 11.5% 20.8% 24.5% 6.7% Happiness 29.3% 25.8% 26.0% 15.4% 26.4% 22.3% 19.0% 4.8%

Sadness 34.4% 9.7% 6.0% 15.5% Sadness 8.4% 17.1% 25.1% 27.6% 17.4% 12.9% 8.4% 7.6%

Surprise 3.9% 31.5% 27.1% 14.8% Surprise 14.0% 8.7% 8.7% 23.4% 30.6% 35.6% 24.8% 10.6%

St.Dev
Pitch

St.Dev
Yaw

-20° -0° 20° -30° -20° -10° -0° 10° 20° 30°

Anger 29.8% 33.9% 27.6% 3.2% Anger 29.5% 31.1% 30.9% 31.0% 29.3% 31.5% 29.7% 0.9%

Disgust 24.6% 33.8% 29.9% 4.6% Disgust 29.3% 29.0% 29.8% 29.8% 27.4% 30.0% 30.7% 1.1%

Fear 15.2% 16.8% 17.4% 1.2% Fear 18.1% 16.8% 17.4% 17.5% 16.0% 15.1% 14.4% 1.4%

Happiness 24.0% 24.8% 23.8% 0.6% Happiness 23.9% 24.3% 23.9% 24.2% 24.6% 24.5% 24.0% 0.3%

Sadness 30.6% 19.8% 13.3% 8.8% Sadness 22.6% 21.8% 23.0% 21.0% 22.8% 18.5% 18.8% 1.9%

Surprise 29.4% 36.3% 35.7% 3.8% Surprise 34.3% 35.5% 34.0% 34.9% 30.3% 33.8% 33.5% 1.7%

Pitch
St.Dev

Yaw
St.Dev

-20° -0° 20° -30° -20° -10° -0° 10° 20° 30°

Anger 6.2% 6.6% 7.3% 0.6% Anger 5.0% 4.9% 6.7% 7.7% 6.6% 7.7% 8.4% 1.4%

Disgust 27.3% 43.9% 56.5% 14.6% Disgust 45.6% 45.7% 48.2% 43.4% 39.7% 37.5% 37.8% 4.2%

Fear 17.2% 24.6% 25.7% 4.6% Fear 28.0% 27.2% 24.4% 22.5% 21.2% 17.2% 16.8% 4.5%

Happiness 1.9% 2.0% 3.4% 0.8% Happiness 2.9% 2.4% 2.8% 2.2% 2.7% 2.2% 1.8% 0.4%

Sadness 47.2% 27.7% 9.9% 18.7% Sadness 30.2% 29.2% 23.6% 22.0% 27.2% 31.6% 34.3% 4.4%

Surprise 7.2% 9.1% 9.0% 1.1% Surprise 7.3% 8.3% 10.5% 11.5% 6.9% 7.7% 6.6% 1.9%

St.Dev
Pitch

St.Dev
Yaw
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For a more detailed analysis, we averaged the facial 
expression recognition rates for three pitch- and six yaw-
directions and examined the variation in facial expressions 
recognized for each direction (Tables IX to XII). Here, we 
used the Standard Deviation (St.Dev) to represent the 
variation in the recognition rates. Shaded areas indicate areas 
where variations in recognition rates differs by 5% or more 
depending on the camera angles, despite the same facial 
expression.

The changes of recognition rates in pitch- and yaw-
directions are greater for DeepFace. On the other hand, 
HSEmotion showed less variation in recognition rates for 
facial expressions captured in different yaw directions. Finally, 
as shown in Figure 7, the facial expressions of the subjects 
captured by MACD were recognized by HSEmotion, and the 
average recognition rate for each angle was visualized. To 
intuitively see the recognition rate for each angle, the rate is 

represented by a circle and a color. From this figure, less 
variation in the recognition rates in the yaw-direction can be 
observed. These results of HSEmotion benefit from the use of 
eEfficientNet as its backbone and the large training dataset.

To obtain better facial expression recognition for our 
experiment, it is necessary to include digital human facial 
expression images in the training data. However, the 
limitations of this experiment were due to the fact that the 
MHC face images could not be used as training data by its 
agreement. Alternatives to MHC that can be used as training 
data are needed for further experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

The widespread use of digital humans has led to a demand 
to evaluate the facial expressions of them. In this study, we 
focused on the reality of facial expressions of digital humans 

Figure 7. MACD-captured subjects’ facial expressions recognized by the HSEmotion.

“Anger” “Disgust”

“Fear” “Happiness”

“Sadness” “Surprise”

10%         40%

10%         40%

10%         40%

10%         40%

10%         40%

10%         40%
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and evaluated the results of their facial expression using 
existing deep learning-based automated facial expression 
recognitions. 

Two strategies were employed in the creation of the 
dataset to allow for a more detailed analysis. First, we created 
a dataset of facial expression images by an actor whose facial 
expressions were clearly expressed. Second, we created a 
dataset for 17 subjects' facial expressions using multi-angle 
camera devices. We then created a digital human based on 
this dataset, and objectively evaluated the reality of their 
facial expressions using two deep learning-based facial 
expression recognition libraries.

The evaluation using DeepFace and HSEmotion revealed 
that the accuracy of facial expression recognition by these 
libraries was problematic. HSEmotion was effective in 
evaluating the facial expressions of actual people. The library 
also absorbed differences in capture direction, providing 
stable recognition of facial expressions. However, we found 
that these libraries are not sufficient for evaluating 
expressions by digital humans, indicating the need for the 
development of better expression recognition libraries in the 
future. The terms of use of digital human in this study do not 
permit training on facial expressions by digital human, which 
prevented us from creating our own training model based on 
this dataset.

Future work will include a facial expression recognition 
library that considers both real people and digital humans. 
We would like to improve the facial expression recognition
model using trainable digital humans to develop a facial 
expression recognition library that takes both actual people 
and digital humans into consideration.
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Abstract—Mental health helplines differ from other call cen-
ters, such as customer service call centers, in different aspects.
Many of the agents handling conversations are volunteers, the
conversations can be described as often more complex and/or
emotional, and many of the mental health helplines use a triage
system. More understanding is needed to improve staffing and/or
service of mental health call helplines. Motivated by this, we
propose a call center model that includes the specifics of online
mental health helplines, including features such as a triage system
for chats and the inclusion of service times consisting of warm-up,
conversation, wrap-up and cool-down periods. This call center
model is then validated using trace-driven simulation based
on various months of real-life (anonymous) call and chat data
provided by 113 Suicide Prevention. The model is validated by
comparing the waiting times found in the data with the waiting
times of the simulation. The results show that the model can
simulate the waiting-time performance of the helpline accurately.
Secondly, we focus on forecasting the number of arriving chats
and telephone calls. Our results show that (Seasonal) Autore-
gressive Integrated Moving Average ((S)ARIMA) models trained
on historical data perform better than other models in the case
of short-term forecasting (five weeks or less ahead), while using
linear regression works best for long-term forecasts (longer than
five weeks). We propose a method on how these daily predictions
can be quickly altered for hourly predictions, which can then
be used together with the understanding of the model to obtain
staffing advice.

Keywords—call center models; queueing; mental health;
helplines; data analytics; forecasting; staffing

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extension of our previous research pre-
sented in [1], which was focused on the proposed call center
model and validation. The present paper provides a more
elaborate discussion on the analysis of real-life data, the
validation of the model using trace-driven simulation, the
error-term evaluation of demand forecasting, and how the
model and forecasting can be used for staffing purposes.

Mental health helplines are helplines that are concerned
with helping or assisting help seekers requiring mental health
help, instead of physical care such as emergency helplines.
There are many forms of mental health, with many countries
having one or multiple helplines. Examples of mental health
helplines in the Netherlands are 113 Suicide Prevention [2],
the helpline for help-seekers with suicidal thoughts, the listen
helpline (Dutch: luisterlijn) [3], and the Kindertelefoon [4]
for children. Recently, mental-support helplines have received
much attention due to the increase in call volumes related to
the (partial) lockdown to combat the spreading of corona [5],
[6]. This paper focuses on call center modeling for suicide
prevention helplines. However, we emphasize that the results

can also be used for modeling the waiting-time performance
of other mental health helplines.

Suicide is a worldwide health problem. In 2020, on average,
five persons died each day by suicide in the Netherlands alone.
Suicide is a leading cause of death among adolescents [7];
worldwide, more than 700,000 people die from suicide every
year [8]. In many countries, people struggling with suicidal
thoughts can contact a helpline to get support to prevent and
reduce suicidal thoughts [9]. In the Netherlands, persons with
suicidal thoughts can contact 113, either by telephone or by
chat [10], and are helped by volunteers and professionals. It
is crucial that help seekers are answered swiftly. Therefore,
it is important that adequate staffing is present to answer
telephone calls and chat requests, minimizing the waiting times
and abandonments (i.e., sudden termination of ongoing calls
or chats while waiting). In order to calculate proper staffing
levels (e.g., [11]), a good understanding of the processes of
the call center system for mental health is required.

Mental health helplines differ in various aspects from classi-
cal call centers. First, the subjects of conversations are mental
health concerns, e.g., loneliness and substance use [12]–[14].
Second, agents often have to handle complex conversations
with the patient-in-need, and may themselves require support
during or after a difficult conversation [17]. Therefore, an
important aspect is that agents often need some time to cool
down after emotionally difficult conversations. Third, when a
chat or telephone call enters the system, it has to be determined
which agent is best capable of handling the call, which results
in a warm-up time before the call is taken into service. Lastly,
chat conversations that enter the system first go through a
triage phase. The inclusion of triage plays an important role,
and functions as a filter [18] to chat requests, checking whether
these help seekers are at the right helpline or might require
emergency care. The triage employee can also estimate the
conversation’s difficulty to best match an agent with enough
experience to handle the chat. So, the model for such a mental
health helpline needs to meet the following requirements: (1)
the possibility of abandonments, (2) a service time consisting
of multiple phases, (3) a warm-up and cool-down time, (4)
inclusion of chats and telephone calls, and (5) triage.

Classic call center models were considered for modeling
this helpline, see [19] for an excellent overview of queueing
models for call centers. The Erlang-C model is proven to be in-
accurate when modeling call centers with abandonments [20].
The Erlang-A model includes abandonments [21], but does not
include multiple skills, triage, and warm-up times. Multi-skill
call center models, such as an N-configuration [19], were also
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Figure. 1. The number of phone arrivals per year.

considered. The N-configuration model includes two types of
arrivals, which in this case would be telephone and chat, and
assumes that new chat arrivals can be picked up before triage.
However, in the mental health helpline of [2], it is crucial
that chats first go through triage. The importance of modeling
triage is already shown in the emergency domain [23], [24].
Therefore, in this paper, we modify the N-configuration model
in such a way that it includes the specifics of mental health
helplines.

This paper introduces a new queuing model to include the
possibility of triage. The model is built based on anonymized
real-life call and chat data, made available by [2]. The records
used cannot be traced back to individual callers, as only
timestamps and durations are used. The anonymous data is
also used to validate the model and determine different patterns
that can be helpful for forecasting demand. Lastly, a method
for determining staffing levels is explained for this specific
model.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discussed
related work done on either call center models or suicide pre-
vention helplines. Section III describes different patterns found
in the data. In Section IV, the proposed model is described. In
Section V, the model is validated using a combination of data
and trace-driven simulation. Next, Section VI explains how
the demand call volumes can be predicted based on historical
data. Section VII describes how the model and the forecast can
be used to construct staffing advice. Finally, in Section VIII,
the conclusion and discussion are given.

II. RELATED WORK

Call centers and/or helplines have been researched in differ-
ent fields of science. For this paper, we will mention some of
the research done on the modeling of call centers and research
done on specifically suicide prevention helplines. Various
research has been done on modeling call centers, Garnett et
al. [21] have shown how and why Erlang-B and Erlang-C
lack the feature of impatient customers. They introduce an
Erlang-B model, where customers abandon the system after
not being answered after their impatience has run out. Here,
impatience is drawn from an exponential distribution. This
research, however, lacks the inclusion of multi-skill. Gans et

Figure. 2. The number of chat arrivals per year.

al. [19] provide an overview of different types of skill routings,
where the skill may be based on training, compensation,
or time restrictions. Forecasting of arrivals has also been
researched, for example, Gijo et al. [22] have shown how
(S)ARIMA models can be used in forecasting the call volume.
Research done specifically at mental health helplines is often
limited to conversation topics and different types of callers.
Salmi et al. [14] show the change in conversation topics
during COVID-19. While Grigorash et al. [15] and O’Neill
et al. [16] have both studied different caller types and how
these caller types can be predicted. This paper aims to fill
the gap between research done on standard call centers and
that done on mental health helplines, specifically by applying
modeling and forecasting, that are normally seen in standard
call centers, to mental health helplines.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The data for this research is provided by 113 Suicide
Prevention [2], referred to as ‘113’. Its mission is to prevent
suicides and break the taboo surrounding suicide. Help seekers
struggling with suicidal thoughts can contact 113 24/7 by
either chat or telephone. These help seekers are then helped
by counselors consisting of volunteers and paid employees.
Apart from that, 113 also provides online therapy, self-tests,
and self-help courses [25].

Call data is provided over the period 2016-2021 and consists
of around 250,000 chats and 175,000 telephone calls. The
distribution of the arrivals over the years can be seen in
Figures 1 and 2 for phone and chat, respectively. It should
be noted that data for 2016 and 2021 were incomplete at the
time, explaining the low number of arrivals in 2016 and 2021.
However, omitting 2016 and 2021, it can still be seen that
there is an increasing trend present in the number of arrivals of
phone calls as well as chats. The number of telephone arrivals
increased from almost 20,000 in 2017 to more than 50,000
in 2020, and chat arrivals increased from close to 40,000 in
2017 to almost 70,000 in 2020. Each call or chat has the
following elements: (1) the arrival time, (2) the time entering
the queue, (3) the time of acceptance by an agent, (4) the
disconnection time, and (5) the completion time, all elements
are denoted using a combination of date and time, using the
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QueuedArrival Accepted Disconnected Completed

Pre-queue Waiting time Call duration Wrap-up time

Figure. 3. Timeline of a call from the perspective of the caller.

Figure. 4. Decomposition of incoming calls and chats.

following formats dd-mm-yyyy and hh:mm:ss for date and
time, respectively. Each call also has a contact id and an initial
contact id, which may be different if a call is a forwarded
telephone call or chat.

Different features were added to the data to obtain more
understanding of the different durations found in the data.
The following durations were calculated: pre-queue duration,
waiting time, call duration and wrap-up time. The pre-queue
duration is the time between the arrival of a call and the
time entering the queue, and is the time spent by the caller
in a menu. This phase does not require resources from the
helpline and, therefore, falls outside the scope of this paper.
The waiting time is defined as the time between entering the
queue and the time that an agent accepts the call. The call
duration where the agent and the help seeker are actually
connected is defined as the time between acceptance of a
call and the disconnection time. Finally, after each call, the
agent has to fill in a wrap-up form, which is the time between
disconnection and completion. A visual representation of this
timeline is given in Figure 3.

Recall that there are two options for help seekers to contact
the helpline: via telephone or chat. These two contact types are
mostly handled by the same type of agents, but differ in some
important aspects. Traditionally, there used to be more chats
than telephone calls. However, the difference has diminished
in recent years, and the numbers are comparable. This can be
seen in Figure 4, which shows that in 2017 and 2018, most of
the arrivals were chats. In 2019, the difference between chat
and phone diminished, while since 2020, there are still more
chats, but the difference is not as large as before. However, the
chat and telephone calls do follow different patterns, which are
shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figures 5 and 6 show the weekly
patterns; in both cases, the weekends see a lower number of
calls. However, for chats, we see a clear dip on Saturday and a

Figure. 5. Weekly pattern of incoming telephone calls.

Figure. 6. Weekly pattern of incoming chats.

small increase on Sunday. We also observe that most telephone
calls arrive between 12:00 and 20:00, while chats have a clear
peak at 20:00. Both telephone and chat call arrivals show a
decrease during the night and early morning until around 5:00
in the morning.

Incoming chats are first handled by triage, this is needed
to filter chats that are at the wrong helpline. Only part of
the incoming chats after triage gets sent to another agent. The
percentage of chats that an agent handles after triage is around
50% during day shifts, but this differs over the day. During
the night shifts, fewer chats are forwarded to an agent. The
different nature of night conversations may cause this. The
triage plays an important role in filtering chats, as seen by the
percentage of chats that get through triage. Chats are filtered
out due to various reasons. For example, the chatter may be at
the wrong helpline and or is identified as a prank chatter [26].

In the data, we distinguish three service time distributions:
for the duration of (1) telephone calls, (2) chats during triage,
and (3) chats after triage. The empirical distribution of phone
call durations can be found in Figure 9. On average, a
telephone call takes around 18 minutes, with the longest phone
call in the data taking multiple hours. The duration of chats
in triage can be seen in Figure 10, and the duration of chat
conversations after triage can be seen in Figure 11. As can
be seen, the chats that have gone through triage tend to take
much longer than the chats during triage: on average, chats in
triage take 19 minutes versus 34 minutes after triage. This is
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Figure. 7. Daily pattern of incoming telephone calls.

Figure. 8. Daily pattern of incoming chats.

also clearly visible in the histograms with durations of chats
in triage having a clear peak at around 400 seconds, while
chats after triage have a peak in durations at 4000 seconds.

Remark: The effect of the experience of agents
Mental health helplines often use a mix of paid professionals
and volunteers, where an agent’s responsibilities depend on ex-
perience and other factors. The assumption is that experienced
agents can handle more difficult conversations alone, while
inexperienced agents might require assistance when handling
a more complex conversation (this could be either a phone or
chat conversation), resulting in a longer service time. Analysis
of our data pointed out that there seems to be no significant
difference in service time distribution between different vol-
unteers and professionals. There might be a difference, but
this could be obscured due to many other factors, such as
experienced agents handling the more complex conversations
and assisting or coaching the less experienced agents. Based
on this observation, the call duration distributions are assumed
to be the same for all agent experience levels.

IV. MODEL DESCRIPTION

For the modeling step, we distinguish between two different
types of calls, namely: (1) chat calls, and (2) telephone calls,
which are handled differently. The incoming chat calls are
first handled by a triage system. The triage system consists of

Figure. 9. Histogram of telephone call durations.

Figure. 10. Histogram of chat triage durations.

Figure. 11. Histogram of durations of chat conversations after triage.

ctriage triage agents. Each triage agent can handle ntriage chats
simultaneously without perceivable slow-down. Together,
there are ctriage ∗ ntriage ’triage slots’ for incoming chats.
Arriving chats enter service at triage immediately if a triage
slot is available. If no triage slot is available, then chats enter
an infinitely sized queue and are helped first-come-first-served
(FCFS) or abandon the queue if the waiting time is longer
than their impatience. The service time of a chat call in triage,
denoted Bchat, is the convolution of four random variables:

Bchat = Bwarm-up +Bconversation +Bwrap up +Bcool-down.
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All variables are drawn from some probability distribution,
which can be estimated from the data. A visual representation
of the service time can be seen in Figure 12.

A key aspect of the model is the inclusion of impatience,
i.e., the maximum amount of time that a help seeker is willing
to wait before he abandons the system. The impatience of
a help seeker who enters the system via a chat is modeled
as an independent sample from some probability distribution
with mean µchat-impatience. After service completion at the triage
center, a chat is either sent through to the helpline (HL) for
assistance (with probability psent-through), or the chat leaves
the system. Note that during the warm-up period Bwarm-up,
the agent is busy, but the help seeker is not yet answered.
Therefore, help seekers may abandon the queue during that
period.

Different from chat calls, incoming telephone calls do not go
through a triage phase and arrive directly at the HL. This is the
core part of the system where most of the service processing
occurs. The HL is equipped with cHL agents, each of which
can handle both chat calls and telephone calls, not more than
one call at a time. When a telephone call finds an HL-agent
available, he enters service immediately. If the telephone call
arrives and no agent is available, the call enters an infinite-
sized queue that is handled on an FCFS basis. Here, phone
calls are able to abandon the queue if their waiting time is
longer than their impatience.

The HL processes both telephone calls and forwarded chat
calls (i.e., those that have passed through the triage phase).
Here, chat calls have non-preemptive priority over telephone
calls. Thus, when an HL-agent becomes idle, he first checks
whether there is a chat call pending (while keeping a triage slot
occupied), and if so, starts to service the longest-waiting chat
call. If no chat call is pending, the agent checks if telephone
calls are pending.

Similar to the modeling of chat sessions in triage, the dura-
tion of phone calls and chats after triage both consists of four
subsequent independent phases: (1) warm-up, (2) conversation,
(3) wrap-up, and (4) cool-down, where each phase has its
own probability distribution differently for phone and chat
after triage. The impatience of help seekers via telephone is
modeled as a sample from some probability distribution that
can be obtained from the data. Calls abandon the queue if
their waiting time exceeds the impatience. When service is
completed, the calls exit the system. Note that agents are busy
during the warm-up period, similar to abandonments at the
triage, but the help seeker does not perceive this and can,
therefore, still abandon the queue during the warm-up phase.
See Figure 13 for an illustration of the model.

V. MODEL VALIDATION

The model described in the previous section has to be
validated to confirm our modeling choices. The validation
was done using trace-driven simulation. For the simulation of
this model, the following values are needed for each arrival:

Acceptance 
of call

Ready Disconnected Completed Ready

Warm-up Call duration Wrap-up time Cooldown

Figure. 12. Timeline of call from the perspective of the agent.

Telephone calls

Chat calls

Triage

HL

Chats identified as at the wrong helpline

Sent to HL with priority

Helped chat and telephone conversations

Figure. 13. Illustration of the model.

(1) an arrival time, (2) service duration (consisting of warm-
up, conversation, wrap-up and cooldown), (3) impatience, and
(4) call type (chat or telephone) and if the call type is chat
information about triage (duration and if the chat is at the
right helpline) are also needed. Trace-driven simulation uses
values obtained exactly from the data, thereby giving a precise
comparison between reality and simulation. The data contained
some missing values, and these need to be filled in before
simulating, namely: (a) the conversation and wrap-up duration
of calls that were unanswered, (b) impatience of help seekers,
and (c) warm-up and cool-down durations.

The missing values of conversation and wrap-up durations
were filled in using hot-deck-imputation [28]. This method
samples from the known values to fill in the missing values.
The distinction was made between the different types of
conversations: telephone, chats during triage, and chats after
triage. The impatience of help seekers are mainly unknown
due to the limited availability. Only a small percentage of
telephone calls were unanswered, and for chats, even fewer
impatience data was available. Warm-up and cool-down du-
rations were not present in the data. Therefore, the missing
values of impatience, warm-up, and cool-down periods were
all drawn from exponential distributions.

The parameters were estimated using expert opinions from
paid professionals and volunteers. Impatience of chat conver-
sation is determined by the sum of a constant 300 seconds
and a duration drawn from an exponential distribution with a
mean of 300 seconds. The impatience of a telephone caller
is drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean of
240 seconds. The warm-up for both chat and telephone is
drawn from exponential distributions with means of 60 and
45 seconds for telephone and chat, respectively. Lastly, the
cool-down durations of chat and telephone are both drawn
from an exponential distribution with a mean of 120 seconds.

Moreover, based on current practice at 113, for the experi-
ments, we assume that ntriage = 5. Thus, each triage agent can
handle a maximum of five triage chats simultaneously. Further,
the simulations are trace-driven, and follow the realizations of
the time variations of (1) the arrival processes for chat and
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Figure. 14. The average waiting time of telephone calls in the simulation and
the data of August 2021.

Figure. 15. The average waiting time of chat calls in the simulation and the
data of August 2021.

telephone, (2) the number of triage- and HL-agents, and (3)
the fraction of triage call that is forwarded to the HL system.

The simulation ran for almost 12,000 arrivals consisting of
around 6,500 chat arrivals and 5,500 phone calls during a
period of 1 month. The average waiting time of the simulation
and the data were then compared. Figure 14 shows both the
simulated and realized average waiting times for telephone
calls as a function of the cumulative number of call arrivals.
The results show that for a small number of calls, the average
waiting time is rather sensitive to outliers but quickly stabilizes
over time. The average waiting time of the data and simulation
both converge to the same value, around 80 seconds. This vali-
dation experiment is repeated for chat call arrivals, which show
similar convergence, see Figure 15. This process was repeated
over different months and showed similar convergences; an
example can be seen in Figures 16 and 17, which shows the
experiment repeated for September.

In summary, these validation results show that the model
works well in predicting waiting times and confirms the
modeling choices made in Section IV.

VI. DEMAND FORECASTING

Demand forecasting concerns itself with predicting the call
volumes for both telephone and chat calls. The performance of
the forecasts is dependent on several choices: the time window
and the aggregation level. The time window concerns itself

Figure. 16. The average waiting time of telephone calls in the simulation and
the data of September 2021.

Figure. 17. The average waiting time of chat calls in the simulation and the
data of September 2021.

with how long ahead the forecast is. Forecasting daily volumes
for tomorrow is often easier than the daily volume over 8
weeks. For this paper, we chose to predict 1 day ahead until
8 weeks ahead, since the schedule of the agents is made 8
weeks ahead but can be adapted over time. The aggregation
level concerns itself with the kind of volumes to be forecasted.
Hourly volumes are harder to predict than monthly volumes,
but are less useful for scheduling. In this paper, we chose
to predict daily volumes. However, later in this section, it is
explained how these daily volumes can be adapted to hourly
volume predictions. The choice was made to forecast chat and
telephone arrivals independently due to the difference in arrival
processes (also explained in Section III) and the difference in
handling.

The following forecasting models were considered:(1) Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), (S)ARIMA [29], linear re-
gression [30], and different baseline models. The parameters
of (S)ARIMA models are chosen using auto-ARIMA [31],
which are (5, 1, 1) for ARIMA and (1, 1, 1)(0, 1, [1, 2], 7) for
SARIMA. As baseline, the prediction of day i is the volume
measured on day i−7 (baseline model 1) and i−58 (baseline
model 2). The following aspects were seen as important: trend
and seasonality. The provided data shows that there is an
increasing trend present and that weekly cycles seem to be
predominant. Therefore, it is chosen to focus on forecasting
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Figure. 18. The MAPE error when forecasting telephone.

Figure. 19. The MAPE error when forecasting chat.

using historical data on call volumes. The models will be
evaluated using the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE),
the Mean Squared Error (MSE), and the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE). The MAPE is calculated using the following formula:

1

n

n∑
i=1

|Fi −Ai

Ai
| ∗ 100%.

Here n is the number of forecasts, Fi is the forecast of
day i, and Ai is the actually recorded number of arrivals on
day i. The found MAPE results can be seen in Figures 18
and 19. We find that (S)ARIMA models perform best (in
terms of the MAPE), especially when forecasting for five
weeks (or six in the case of chats) ahead or less. For longer
forecasting windows, it turns out that a simple linear regression
model might provide more accurate forecasts in the case
of telephone arrivals. However, both (S)ARIMA and linear
regression models have a MAPE that is lower than the MAPE
of the baseline models. The LSTM model has the highest error
term in this situation.

Next, the models are evaluated using MSE, which gives
more weight to large prediction errors. The MSE is calculated
as follows:

1

n

n∑
i=1

(Ai − Fi)
2.

Figure. 20. The MSE error when forecasting telephone.

Figure. 21. The MSE error when forecasting chat.

The found MSE values can be found in Figures 20 and 21. The
results show that in terms of MSE, (S)ARIMA models have the
lowest error. However, for forecasting more than three weeks
ahead, the linear regression seems to have a lower error term.
This differs from the finding when comparing the MAPE error
terms, meaning that the (S)ARIMA models likely have more
large prediction error than the linear regression.

Lastly, for a complete comparison, the models are also
evaluated using MAE, which is calculated by the following
formula:

1

n

n∑
i=1

|Ai − Fi|.

The found MAE values can be found in Figures 22 and 23.
The graphs show similar findings when evaluating based on
MAPE, in the telephone calls as well as chat, (S)ARIMA
models perform best when forecasting for short-term windows,
and linear regression for longer-term forecasts. The MAE that
again forecasting chats is more accurate, and the window when
(S)ARIMA performs best is longer (around 40 days for chats
versus around 30 days for telephone).

Combining the evaluation of the three different error terms,
we can come to the following findings:

1) All error terms agree that for short-term forecasting
(S)ARIMA models perform best, long-term forecasting
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Figure. 22. The MAE error when forecasting telephone.

Figure. 23. The MAE error when forecasting chat.

can best be done using linear regression, and LSTM
seems to perform the worst.

2) The different error terms differ on the time window of
when (S)ARIMA model performs the best. The MSE
graph of phone forecasting shows a shorter time window
in which (S)ARIMA performs best when compared to
that of the MAPE graph. This tells us that it is likely that
phone forecasting has more large errors influencing the
MSE. A similar picture can be seen for chat forecasting.

3) All evaluations agree that the LSTM model performs the
worst of all evaluated models at the moment.

The performance of (S)ARIMA models can be attributed to
the flexibility of the models. However, it could be the case
that with more time and optimization, the LSTM will perform
better. However, it is questionable if the model would perform
better than the (S)ARIMA models.

Hourly predictions
The results above concern the prediction of daily volumes.
Call centers, however, often use hourly volumes for staffing
purposes. Predicting hourly volumes can be done in several
ways, namely forecasting hourly volumes directly or
indirectly by using the predicted daily volumes. Forecasting
hourly volumes directly introduces more uncertainty in the
predictions. Therefore, it was chosen to forecast using the
daily volumes. The call volume of hour h on day i is
calculated as follows:

Figure. 24. Comparison between the actual and predicted number of phone
calls during the day shift (from 8.00 until 16.00).

Fi,h = Fi × Ph.

Here Ph is the mean percentage of arrivals on a day that arrives
in hour h. This method can be expanded to also include smaller
or larger intervals, such as shifts. An example of this can be
seen in Figure 24, again the prediction is able to follow the
actual number of arrivals.

VII. STAFFING

This section will briefly describe how the model of the
helpline can be used together with demand forecasting to
construct staffing advice. Staffing concerns itself with the
required number of agents per time interval and is, therefore,
different from a work schedule or planning of agents, for a
schedule often staffing advice is first needed. One of the most
well-known and often used rules is the square-root staffing
rule [32]. This is a formula used to calculate s, the staffing
level, and can be rounded up to an integer value. The formula
is given by:

s = ρ+ β
√
ρ,

where ρ is the offered load calculated by multiplying the
arrival rate with the mean service time, β is a parameter
reflecting the service level, a higher beta corresponds to a
higher quality of service.

The given formula is based on M/M/C queues and can be
adapted to other queues. The model described in Section IV
needs two different staffing levels at Triage and at HL. The
staffing at Triage receives only chat arrivals, ρTriage is,
therefore, calculated by multiplying the chat arrivals with the
average service time of chats in Triage. Since staffing is done
ahead of time, the chat arrivals are predicted chat arrivals.
Together with the fact that agents at Triage can handle five
conversations simultaneously, the square-root staffing rule
therefore becomes:

sTriage =
ρTriage + β ×√

ρTriage

5
.
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The staffing at HL can be determined using the square-root
staffing rule together with the facts that each agent can handle
one conversation and agents handle chats after Triage and
new phone calls. The formula then becomes:

s = ρHL + β
√
ρHL.

Here, ρHL is calculated by summing the chats after Triage
multiplied by the average chat service duration, and the phone
arrivals with average phone service duration, where again the
arrivals are done by forecasting.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper on call center modeling for mental helplines
has several contributions. The first contribution is a new call
center model for mental helplines. The modeling is based on
data and the experience of agents, the model is then validated
based on data from [2], the suicide prevention helpline in
the Netherlands. The validation is done using trace-driven
simulation, and the results show that the model is able to
accurately predict waiting-time performance for telephone
and chat arrivals at the call center. We emphasize that the
model is also applicable to other mental helplines with triage
and complex conversations requiring warm-up and cool-down
periods, possibly with minor modifications.

The warm-up and cool-down durations are estimated mostly
based on experience from agents. There is difficulty in accu-
rately measuring these durations. For future research, these
durations could be based on data and possibly correlated to
the duration of the call and wrap-up. This could be done by
measuring when agents log off and log back on.

In the model, we assume that ntriage = 5, meaning each
agent can handle a maximum of five triage chats simultane-
ously. Here, we assume that there is no slow down in service
time when an agent handles a triage chat more, but is unable to
handle a sixth chat. For future research this assumption could
be further explored, will the quality decrease and service time
increase when setting ntriage higher.

The second contribution of this research is centered around
demand forecasting. Various models were tested for forecast-
ing the number of arrivals per day and evaluated based on
MAPE, MSE, and MAE. All evaluations agreed that for short-
term forecasting (S)ARIMA models perform best and linear
regression in the case of long-term forecasting. However, the
tipping point at which linear regression performs better than
(S)ARIMA differs per evaluation. It is also discussed how
these daily volume predictions can be changed into hourly or
shift volumes.

Lastly, the third contribution is on how to combine the
previous two contributions (modeling and forecasting) for
staffing purposes. We explain how the model and forecast
can be used to adapt the square-root staffing rule, which
in turn can be used to generate staffing advice. Regarding

the real-life applicability of this paper, the staffing advice
and forecasts obtained can easily be combined into a user-
friendly dashboard, which can easily be used by the planning
department to possibly improve staffing.

It is also important to note that while the staffing advice
is important for the performance of the helpline, there are
also other ways to reduce the waiting time or increase the
percentage of answered telephone and chat calls. Some of
these methods are already used by 113 at the moment, such as
staff in a different time zone, shortening the menu a new help-
seeker has to listen, aiming for shorter conversations and staff
extra during the switch moments of different shifts and breaks.
For example, 113 Suicide Prevention was able to decrease the
waiting time in the night by using call center agents working in
a different time zone (Suriname in this case). Another method
is shortening the time until a help-seeker enters the queue, by
shortening the menu the help-seeker has to listen and fill in,
resulting in fewer help-seekers abandoning before entering the
queue. Lastly, by aiming for shorter conversations agents are
able to handle telephone and chat calls faster, and therefore
the overall service time decreases resulting in lower waiting
times with the same number of agents or requiring less agents
for the same performance.

This paper aims to provide a complete view, but some
aspects require follow-up research. For example, the level of
experience of volunteers and paid professionals might affect
call durations. Preliminary data analysis into this topic shows
no, or at best limited, correlation, but further investigation is
needed.
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